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Executive summary
The main objective of the project NEAR2050 is to study the future demand on the railway
sector, determining which variables affect railway services the most. To define users’
behaviour and the most important variables, it is necessary to establish what are the
customer’s opinions and variables that condition their choices when choosing a transport
mode. Thanks to this, future user behaviour can be predicted, and future railway demand
can be enhanced. Therefore, the aim of this report is to collect data and information
regarding working package 4 Mega-trends and scenarios until 2050. This WP4 is divided
in 4 tasks:
Task 4.1: Identification of relevant influencing factors
Started with a secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research
issue by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels, monitoring
of relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential
developments, relevant influencing factors were identified by using this kind of trend
scouting/monitoring. All these social-economic data were the basis to describe these
influencing factors. The influencing factors were evaluated by context analysis, pointing out
different perspectives (e.g. mobile phones can be investigated by the possibilities of
technical factors and by the future usage). The other method to evaluate the influencing
factors was a Delphi-survey, a structured survey of stakeholder groups getting a lot of
expert opinions.
After this evaluation, the influencing factors were reduced and concentrated to the main
influencing factors. It´s important to include all identified influencing factors for a first
evaluation but also get a workable number of influencing factors for the detailed study and
statistical analysis. The main influencing factors were not described in just one way in D4.2
but will be described in different characteristics (e.g. best case – realistic case – worst
case) and every characteristic was rated, how likely it is, that this characteristic will happen.
Task 4.2: Trend Projections
The development of mini-scenarios started by the definition of different “personas”, types of
customers and other stakeholders. These customers/stakeholders were confronted with
selected specific influencing factors and their possible projections and a future perspective
as an aggregation of these mini-scenarios was “designed” by using the method of “service
blueprint” to identify touchpoints customers and stakeholders have to face through their rail
system usage. These service blueprints were the guideline for developing visions of the
future,

the

mini

scenarios,

an

easy

understanding

story,

that

describes

the

customers`/stakeholders’ way of life/travel/work.
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Task 4.3: Verification of trend analyses
The Verification of the future perspective, the hypothesis of the future, will be essential for
acceptance by all stakeholders. In that case the verification will be done by further research
using additional sources, like expert interviews and online surveys, confronting experts and
survey participants with the developed future perspective and asking them if the
deliverables are reasonable. On the other hand, trend analyses software will be used for
statistical analyses of consistencies and dependencies of the influencing factors and miniscenarios. Consistency in that case means that the scenario with the highest consistency is
the most likely to happen but does not mean that the scenario will happen for sure.
Because of these methods of verification, the scenarios will be revised.
Task 4.4: Storytelling and visualisation
Storytelling and visual recording will be deployed to address emotions, because only things
that effect our emotions will lead to changes. Graphical recording is also perfect to show
results because a picture tells you more than a thousand words.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background NEAR2050

The increasing population is a fact today. Cities will become megacities and sprawl to
unprecedented levels. The demographic changes that we are experiencing will continue and
will greatly influence people’s mobility.
To achieve these changes the current systems that are in place must be changed. People
will require a different mentality and will be able to choose different means of transport for
their mobility. Passenger services will have to deal with increasing numbers of people with
specific mobility needs. The question is what means of transport will they choose? What are
the keys to attracting more passengers to use these services? In terms of freight; how will
the needs of freight services change in the next few decades? How can the existing freight
services change to suit the demands that these new urban conglomerations will place on
them? What are the most important influence variables for them?
Whatever systems are put in place must cover aspects such as, efficiency, affordability,
quality, comfort, accessibility, punctuality and reliability, flexibility, information and value for
money. These long-term needs and expectations need to be analysed to get a better
understanding about them. However, it is equally important to analyse megatrends and
future scenarios as railway passenger and freight services will form the backbone of the
transport system, linking major urban hubs and feeding into multi-modal local transport
networks.
The railway industry, one of the most long-term oriented industries existing, is now facing the
faster and faster life cycles of its most competitive transport mode, the road transport sector
and its related technologies. The competitive situation of the rail industry is suffering from its
lack of flexibility and from the far better “client orientation” of other modes. To overcome such
a backlog the rail industry has to anticipate trends and developments at an earlier stage and
has to adjust its system accordingly.
Thanks to Shift2Rail which is the first European rail joint technology initiative to seek focused
research and innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of
new and advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions. Shift2Rail will promote
the competitiveness of the European Rail Industry and will meet the changing EU transport
needs. The NEAR2050 project is aligned with the objectives of Shift2Rail and will ensure that
the results can be used in further research in this programmed.
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The Shift2Rail initiative together with its Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) is one major step
in this direction to better meet their users’ requirements and adjust the railway transport
service and product to their needs.
A methodology based on citizen participation will be applied to get a better understanding of
their problems, opinions and perceptions in terms of mobility in the railway sector, looking
from the points of view of both the workers and the users.
The aim is to understand what the current requirements of railway users are and how they
will affect future railway use. Will it be through evolving user needs or through the changing
characteristics of the railways? This is the challenge being addressed by the NEAR 2050
project.
Public transport users looking for mobility solutions have different needs, different wishes
and requirements, and their trends in future demand will change in different ways. The age of
travellers, their willingness to pay for mobility, the demand in service quality and the relation
of travel time should be considered.
First, we have to contact with the principal users for the rail sector and talk with them about
their perspectives about the sector and their demands. Then we must select and order the
most important influence variables for each group. After that we should ask these people
about that influence variables and how do they influence in their choice. This is made
through SP surveys. We must ask about present and future needs. All of this will help us to
develop future most realistic scenarios.
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1.2

Document Structure

This document is divided in 6 main sections.
The first one presents a brief introduction of this deliverable, describing a brief resume that
was carried out in WP4 to develop this report.
The second section describes the methodology followed for the realization of Deliverable
D4.2 and then is followed by Section 3, a summary of conclusions and principal results
obtained from Deliverable D4.1 and the other WPs so far.
The 4th section gives a resume of the work that was carried out to develop future
perspectives of different stakeholder groups and includes draft mini scenarios (not fully
evaluated) that describe these future perspectives.
Chapter 5 describes the further exploitation of results of D4.2 in the ongoing research and
designated deliverables.
In chapter 6, the annex, the service blueprints are attached in detail.
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2 Methodology
This chapter shall describe the methodology that is used for trend analysis, starting with the
identification of trends and influencing factors and how these trends can be identified. It shall
give a brief explaining what trends and influencing factors in general are. This phase of trend
analysis was mainly done in D4.1 of NEAR2050 called “Relevant trends, influencing factors
and key factors regarding transport research analysis”.

Figure 1: phases of trend analysis

Trend analysis aims to get a future perspective of the research object and for that beside
Mega-trends, that cannot be rejected and influence every part of our life in different matters
and characteristics it´s the challenge to find and describe influencing factors out of these
Mega-trends and connect it to the surveyed issue.
To get these future perspectives, in D4.2, identified trends and influencing factors have to be
valuated how they will affect the research object and how these future perspectives may look
like in different manifestations. As a result, trend projection funnels are established.
Personas will be created to link trends with stakeholder’s expectations and first scenarios will
be implemented by using service blueprint and versions of scenario-stories will be drafted.

2.1
2.1.1

General Methodology
Trends

A Trend is a general development or change in a situation or in the way that people are
behaving. To identify trends, it is necessary to classify different types of trends. The following
figure shows a typology of these trends.
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Figure 2: trend areas1

When defining trend types, the following classification can be given:
Metatrends
•

Combine or contradict megatrends

•

They show directions in which a part of the world is moving in a long-term perspective

•

Same as the basic megatrends: half-value period of 20-50 years

Megatrends
•

Deep impact and sustainable global trends, that influence the social and technological
changes

•

Considers all possible areas in life (consume, politics, values, etc.)

•

Half-value period of 20-50 years

1

Source: Horx/Huber/Steinle/Wenzel 2007
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Consumer trends and social-cultural trends
•

Middle term changes, which are dominated by the attitude to life of people being in a
social transformation process

•

These trends are mainly in the consumer and product world representative

•

Half-value period of 5 - 8 years

Product and fashion trends
•

Ephemeral, incidental and marketing steered phenomena

•

Half-value period of 0,5 years

During the trend analysis, all types of trends will be considered and observed, leading to the
projects` topic related influencing factors.

2.1.2

Influencing factors

Influencing factors are derivations of trends related to the projects` issue.
In this phase, the system will be defined and delineated. In case of this study, the focus is on
all stakeholders and users of the rail system, both passenger and freight. The starting point is
data and facts from the present (2016/17) and already recognizable developments and
trends.
When choosing the factors of influence, it is essential to consider only those influencing
factors, which will have a significant influence on the development of the rail sector until 2050
and will continue to be important in the future in 2050. The areas for influencing factors are
complex such as the future of automation for example. This results in the need for a
consolidation of influencing factors to be carried out to make the complexity of the system
manageable.

2.1.3

Trend projections

This phase focuses on the future. By conducting trend research in combination with expert
interviews, the influencing factors defined in phase 1 are analysed in a team of experts
regarding future development possibilities.
It is obvious that a differentiation of the influencing factors can occur in a future projection
until 2050. According to the scenario funnel, the following future projections (expressions)
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are identified for each influencing factor: maximum expression, realistic expression and
minimal expression. This creates a funnel within whose borders future developments will
take place with a high probability. This is schematically shown in the graphic below.

Figure 3: trend projection funnel

2.1.4

Service design thinking

Service design thinking as an innovation method aims to reinvent services for customers and
stakeholders. Following the publications of Professor Birgit Mager, there are four phases for
the service design thinking process:
•

exploration

•

creation

•

implementation

•

evaluation

The phases include several requirements for service design thinking like the following:2

2

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/the-principles-of-service-design-thinking-building-betterservices
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•

Services should be designed based on a genuine comprehension of the purpose of
the service, the demand for the service and the ability of the service provider to
deliver that service.

•

Services should be designed based on user needs rather than the internal needs of
the business.

•

Services should be designed to deliver a unified and efficient system rather than
component-by-component which can lead to poor overall service performance.

•

Services should be designed based on creating value for users and customers and to
be as efficient as possible.

•

Services should be designed on the understanding that special events (those that
cause variation in general processes) will be treated as common events (and
processes designed to accommodate them)

•

Services should always be designed with input from the users of the service

•

Services can and should be prototyped before being developed in full

•

Services must be designed in conjunction with a clear business case and model

•

Services should be developed as a minimum viable service (MVS) and then
deployed. They can then be iterated and improved to add additional value based on
user/customer feedback.

•

Services should be designed and delivered in collaboration with all relevant
stakeholders (both external and internal)

This leads to the 5 principles as shown in the following picture:

Figure 4: 5 principles of service design thinking

The most important principle is to change the perspective from a user oriented to a usercentric view. The user is in the middle of the system and his opinions and perspectives are
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dominant. This leads to the next principle called co-creative. It is not intended to invent new
services without participation with the user himself. So, the user is not only consumer but
also prosumer. This means he is shaping the service as a LEAD user and helps to innovate.
The following principle sequencing explains that you have to go along the user journey. The
user journey has to be explored first to understand needs and wants and possible problems
in the as-is situation. Therefore, not a top down but a bottom up approach is necessary to
understand the users world as it is.
For the principle evidencing, the service design thinking approach focusses on service
blueprints. The service blue prints model the user journey and distinguish between on stage
and back stage service steps. Back stage service steps are important but in regard of
interaction with the user they are not very relevant. On stage service steps are very visual for
the user and even require interaction. Here the user satisfaction can be tremendously
influenced. Modelling the touchpoints, parts of the services with user interaction, the critical
evaluation of good or bad service quality can be carried out.
The last principle is holistic. Here different aspects are relevant. In general, the question,
what is the user benefit and satisfaction? during the user journey is posed. Modelling the
value proposition canvas, the audition of the right service innovation is made for sure.
NEAR2050 uses the method service design thinking as a central approach to coordinate all
service improvements and possible innovations as an output of the project.

2.1.5 Persona creation
A persona, (also user persona, customer persona, buyer persona) in user-centric design and
marketing is a fictional character created to represent a user type that might use a site,
brand, or product in a similar way.
Personas are useful in considering the goals, desires, and limitations of brand buyers and
users to help to guide decisions about a service, product or interaction space such as
features, interactions, and visual design of a website. Personas may also be used as part of
a user-centric design process for designing software and are also considered a part of
interaction design (IxD), having been used in industrial design and more recently for online
marketing purposes.
A user persona is a representation of the goals and behaviour of a hypotheses group of
users. In most cases, personas are synthesised from data collected from interviews with
users. They are captured in 1 – 2-page descriptions that include behaviour patterns, goals,
skills, attitudes, and the environment, with a few fictional personal details to make the
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persona a realistic character. For each product, more than one persona is usually created,
but one persona should always be the primary focus for the design.3
To carry out this project, various personas are created. Various questions and factors need
to be considered and taken into consideration in advance and more will be revealed over the
course of the project. These will refer to aspects such as: traveller origin and destination,
reason for journey (leisure, work, family, health, etc.), frequency of using the train, type of
train journey made, length of journey, routes and stops, installations for accessing trains,
typology of train versus type of journey made, possibility of carrying other vehicles (bicycles),
sanctions and fines for users, the importance of the services being provided on board the
train (cafeteria, Wi-Fi, music, on-board films, etc.), the type of information received by the
user (before, during and after the journey), the availability of other modes of transport for
making the same journey, medical services on board, frequency of lines, adjustment of
departure and arrival times, solutions for possible incidents on board the train (delays,
stoppages, more serious incidents), the perception of the fare systems, comfort during the
journey, intermodality with other modes of transport (public transport, cars, etc.), the
availability or lack of parking close to the stations, payment systems, train occupancy,
temperatures on board, cleanliness, station signage, speed, luggage control, types of train
(short-long, sleeping carriages, etc.), accessibility for PRM, security against possible terrorist
acts, the provision of additional services such as a crèche.
These factors need to be assessed based on the needs and requirements of the actual users
of the rail services.

3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persona_(user_experience); 09.08.2017
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Figure 5: example of persona description

In the case of passenger transport these are:
Passengers: The opinions, perceptions and requirements of the users and potential users of
the European railway network
Train crew: within this group the opinions and perceptions of drivers, train conductors, train
inspectors, stewardesses, catering staff, station masters and station staff (ticket office, office
staff, and maintenance).

In the case of freight transport these are:
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Transport agencies: These agents intervene in the contracting and management of
international transport services. They act as carriers for the import/export companies and
loaders for the transport companies when their services are contracted.
Multimodal Transport Operator: This figure can be a physical person or a legal body, a
shipping company, a railway operator or a transit company specialised in acquiring the
contract from the exporter or importer as the main shipper and they provide the unified
documentation for all the means and modes of transport involved in the journey and they
assume all responsibility for fulfilling the contract.
Railway operators: Businesses providing the railway services and other commercial activities
(companies which manage the track infrastructure and train operators).
Warehouse staff: They provide goods storage services, using their own warehouses (staff,
equipment, buildings and services).
Distributors: These could be retail or wholesale distributors of products.
Charging companies: these companies contract the carrier of the goods. Charging
companies can ask for the services of a terminal operating company, mainly related with the
loading and unloading of goods.
Administration staff: companies that administer the services surrounding the logistics of
goods transport.

Figure 6: different actors active in the rail sector
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2.1.6

Service blueprint

The service blueprint is an applied process chart which shows the service delivery process
from the user's perspective. A simple way to think about blueprints is as a process chart
which consists of inputs, process and outputs.
Inputs → Process (transformation) → Outputs
Service blueprints include actions and the amount of discretion for varying each step.

Figure 7: service blueprint scheme

A service blueprint is always constructed from the user's perspective. A typical service
blueprint identifies:
Customer Journey: The steps that users take as part of the service delivery process.
Front-stage (Visible Contact Employee) Actions: Steps taken by contact employees as part
of the face-to-face service encounter.
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Back-stage (Invisible Contact Employee) Actions: (The 'line of visibility' separates the frontstage and back-stage actions). Non-visible steps taken by contact employees behind the line
of visibility. e.g. taking a hotel or restaurant reservation by telephone.
Support Processes: Activities carried out by employees who are not contact employees, but
whose actions are required for the service to be delivered.
Physical Evidence: Tangible elements associated with each step that has the potential to
influence customer perceptions of the service encounter e.g. uniforms, delivery vans
Inventory (if required): the amount of inventory build-up required for each step
Line of Visibility: Line that separates front-stage and back-stage actions

Service blueprints are made for all customer and stakeholder personas for different usecases (e.g. long-distance travel, short distance travel, different types of rail stakeholders).

2.1.7

Mini scenarios

The future perspectives (trend projections) of influencing factors are combined to coherent
and consistent visions of the future (= mini-scenarios).
This phase is characterised by the fact that a time journey into the year 2050 is carried out
and the situation there is presented from different perspectives and for different points of
view. Mini scenarios are made for all customer and stakeholder personas for different usecases (e.g. long-distance travel, short distance travel, different types of rail stakeholders).
For the development of these scenarios, the relevant influencing factors have to be identified
and premises for the future development of these influencing factors have to be defined (see
2.1.4 trend projections). As shown in the following figure, the future projections of the
individual influencing factors are combined in such a way that they result in coherent future
images without internal contradictions. These are referred to as consistent, coherent future
scenarios and do not provide any information about the probability of entry.
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Figure 8: linking trend projections to (mini-)scenarios

2.2

Methodology used in the second stage trend research

Deliverable D4.1 has to be seen as a summary of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the
research issue by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels,
monitoring of relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential
developments, and relevant influencing factors as well as a summary out of stakeholder
research participation in identifying trends and influencing factors by adding and evaluating
the identified trends in workshops and innovation and crowdsourcing platform.

These trends and influencing factors are ordered in a rough structure to start with the second
phase of the trend and influencing factors identification. In that sense the table of trends and
influencing factors of NEAR2050s D4.1 must not be seen as an exploitable result except for
NEAR2050. This rough structure is a basis for the set-up of questionnaires for expert
interviews, focus groups and online surveys that are part of second stage trend analysis with
representative results in D4.2. In this second phase the summary of around 400 trends and
influencing factors are evaluated. The rough structure is also a first summarization with the
goal to get a workable number of so called “mega-influencing factors” for the ongoing
research.
These evaluations will be results of D4.2, that evaluates the identified influencing factors and
trends of D4.1 by
-

Expert interviews
Focus groups
Online surveys
Internal expert workshops
Conferences
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and adds additional trends and influencing factors from the research activities above. After
that, the influencing factors are summarised, and ongoing trend analysis is established.
Main result of the second stage trend research are summarised, so called “mega influencing
factors” to get a workable number for further research phases.

Figure 9: approach for trend and influencing factors identification and valuation

2.2.1

Expert interviews, internal expert workshops and focus groups

To reach the goals proposed, 2 FG, several internal expert workshops and 18 in-depth
interviews were held, involving, due to the pilot nature of the experience, agents and users
from the railway sector. The in-depth interviews were held only with experts from the railway
sector. As the perception of railway users and social groups is different from that of
operators, administration and workers, it was decided to hold separate FG for workers and
users.
These expert interviews, internal workshops (workshops with the partners´ employees
regarding specific scopes of the research activities) and focus groups occurred divided up in
Spain, Germany and Austria, to have regional differences considered.
Based on these interview partners and the representations given, in particular from the
various associations, as estimation can be made as to how much of the European rail market
has been covered. The following coverage rates can be assumed.
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Table 1: Coverage of the European Market

Germany

Austria

Spain

EU Coverage

85,8 %

87,5 %

90 %

31 %

Passenger
Services (based on
passenger-km)
Freight Services
(based on ton-km)

25 %
82 %

n.a.

65 %
(excl. Austria)

The sources for these coverage rates are as follows.
The VDV “Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen” (VDV = Association of German
Transport Companies) represent around 600 companies that are preforming passenger
transport and rail freight transport in Germany and internationally. This includes many of the
larger operators such as Abellio, Bentheimer Eisenbahn, DB Cargo, DB Regio, Lineas
Deutschland, SBB Cargo Deutschland, numerous S-Bahn operators to name a few.
The NEE “Netzwerk Europäischer Eisenbahn” (Network of European Railways) represents
railway operators on the European market. Their mission is to promote fair competition on
the railways and to further develop discrimination free regulations in terms of infrastructure,
energy, rolling stock, and international traffic. Their members focus more on the freight
market and reflect those represent by the VDV.
With the combination of input from these associations, their members and along with the
additions from LogServ and VABU, accurate estimation can be made with regards to the
coverage of the German market.
Numbers from the passenger market can be assessed in a similar manner with the benefit of
additional information from ProBahn.
The passenger market in Austria is mostly covered by ÖBB with the exceptions of some
private operators e.g. WESTbahn. As such this market was well covered through an
interview with the head of long distance traffic, who is of course closely linked with the
regional transport market.
Figures for the Spanish freight and passenger markets came from interviews and focus
groups in which RENFE were participants. As RENFE is one of the main operators in Spain
there is a high degree of confidence behind the coverage rates submitted.
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These estimations in conjunction with information available from Destatis (German Federal
Office for Statistics), Eurostat, and from the Bundesnetzagentur allow for accurate
assessments as to the rate of traffic covered in the European market. This is further
supported because large numbers of traffic through Germany are international traffic or
transit traffic with origins in numerous other European countries.
The interviewed experts were selected by our methodology and asked if they would take part
in the study. The 100% positive response rate to our requests for interviews shows, that the
market is moving and committed to the future of rail.
In addition to the interviews with experts, workshops with experts of different fields of the
railway sector were held to get views and opinions on different topics in a larger, discussionbased setting. Each of the workshops had different focuses and covered a variety of points of
views.
The first workshop on developments in Rolling Stock involved experts working in the fields of
development and design of vehicles, the vehicle sector and railway maintenance.
A second workshop on the transport market included long-term forecasts up to ideas for a
practical implementation.
The third workshop covered the subject of rail infrastructure with attendees who are working
in the field of rail infrastructure and passenger services.

Figure 10: Stakeholders in the Railway Sector

The results and statements of the participants are summarised and divided into three subpoints (general, needs/demands and offers).
To relativize a too positive assessment or a too conservative point of view, a further online
survey was carried out in WP 3.
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2.3
2.3.1

Methodology used in the quantitative research
Online survey

Once the various FG and in-depth interviews have been held in the previous stage, the next
step was to extract the determinant variables for the different analytical scales and for each
type of agent involved. These are required for the later design of a Pilot SP. This pilot survey
was presented to a representative sample in each of the cases and after the modifications
that were thought necessary the final SP survey was designed. to address alternative
transport modes, other than automobiles (such as the railway). The information that was
collected using traditional mobility surveys was not enough, therefore suitable methods like
stated preference surveys needed to be used. The information obtained by these surveys
was fundamental in supplying the Discrete Choice Models. After these models have been
estimated, results obtaining the indicators can be found which allow overall planning
measures to be taken for the railway transport systems. SP surveys provide an
approximation of user preferences and are a kind of quasi-experiment based on hypothetical
situations established by the researcher and therefore, represent an approximation to a
controlled experiment.
On the one hand these questionnaires will affect a representative sample of the target
population and this will guarantee the possible quantification of the parameters that need to
be measured and the fulfilment of the objectives through a pilot experience taking place in
each of the three participating countries. On the other hand, these surveys were
simultaneously launched via an online platform to obtain greater heterogeneity in the results
and have available a much larger sample on an overall European level which will allow
transversal analyses of the information to be obtained.
The SP surveys first served to determine the most important influence variables in the rail
sector for customers and then went further into the data obtained from the surveys, which will
be applied to the development of Econometric Discrete Choice Models designed to quantify
the parameters addressed in the surveys. Discrete choice models based on random utility
theory were used to evaluate the near future demand for rail passenger transport.
After obtaining the variables and designing the survey, it was put into the network on May 2,
2017.
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Figure 11: Structure of the online survey

There have been several similar means of diffusion of the same survey:
•

Through social networks, Facebook, Twitter, etc.

•

Through mailing participants of focus groups and interviews with experts.

•

Through the NEAR2050 project website.

•

Through the NEAR2050 project forum.4

•

Through innovation and crowd-sourcing platform.

•

By mailing through Universities, experts and people from the sector.

•

By mailing people from conferences regarding transport and railways.

•

By mailing people from internal data bases from all the partners.

•

Through S2R web page.

•

Also, thanks to important railways publications and institutions: Railway gazette,
Spanish railways platform.

The SP surveys were used to affect a representative sample of the target population and this
guaranteed the possible quantification of the parameters that need to be measured and the
fulfilment of the objectives not only for validation of influencing factors but also during the
generation and validation of trend projections and mini scenarios. For details regarding
participation and representativeness of the online survey please see D3.3 of project
NEAR2050.

4

See D3.3 from project NEAR2050
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2.4

Representativeness of trend and influencing factors identification

By using all these different types of research approaches NEAR2050 ensured the
representativeness of the gathered data of trend and influencing factors identification.
With the 3 project partners countries as a basis NEAR2050 was able to build up regions
within the EU that will be addressed and reflected regarding their innovation capabilities.
The nationalities have been encompassed considering different geographical areas within
Europe, also, as international responses have been received it has been considered
necessary to group these responses in an additional group. In this way, the different
European countries have been classified as: Mediterranean (Andorra, Croatia, Cyprus,
Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Slovenia and Spain), Central European countries (Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands and Switzerland), Eastern Countries
(Albania, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Republic of Macedonia, Romania, Serbia,
Slovakia and Ukraine) and Northern countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Norway,
Sweden, and United Kingdom). Non-European responses have been included in the “rest of
the world” group. The nationality of the respondents is mainly located in Central Europe, with
more than half of the respondents being from this area (56%). In second place are the
Mediterranean countries, with 18% of the respondents. The rest of the respondents are
evenly distributed between the countries of the north and east of Europe and countries of the
rest of the world.

Figure 12: Nationality
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By using all possible sources of the project network (even through S2R itself) all efforts were
done to achieve the maximum result in participation.
Although many of the experts came from Germany, Spain and Austria most of them
representing international organisations and therefore are able to define future demands
beyond their home country. Due to this fact, NEAR2050 is sure to have a representative
sample of trends and influencing factors that will affect the rail sector in future.

3 Influencing factors, trends and user requirements
3.1

Influencing factors and trends from secondary research

The secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research, using enquiry
of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels, monitoring of relevant indicators, the
non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential developments, the research of
trends by expert workshops and innovation platform posted around 400 influencing factors
and were organised in different criteria:

Table 2: criteria and colour coding for table of trends and influencing factors of NEAR2050

Criteria

Colour coding

“cost”
“ecologic”
“governance/law”
“ICT”
“lifestyle”
“operation”
“policy”
“productivity/competitiveness”
“social”
“environmental”
“socio-economic”
“Technical”
“usability/services”

To have a good understanding a colour coding was defined for every criteria.
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Table 3: table of trends and influencing factors of NEAR2050

The complete list with all influencing factors is attached in D4.1, ANNEX I: table of trends and
influencing factors of NEAR2050.
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3.2

Influencing factors and trends from focus groups5

From Deliverable 3.1 “Reports from FG and In-depth Interviews (Pilot Experience)” variables
and their importance were extracted, also a SWOT analysis was made for each participant
group. A brief resume of the conclusions is presented in the following lines.
The most important variables for each type of user were extracted from the transcriptions of
the focus groups. Variables were also proposed to the participants (experts, users and staff)
so they chose which are the most or least important to them within the railway sector. They
were asked which of these variables make the railway more attractive for them. All these
variables can affect the demand.

Figure 13: Variables that will be scored by participants of the railway user FOCUS GROUP

As part of the FG exercise, the members were asked to choose three variables which they
considered to be of greater or lesser importance. In the next table these variables are
ordered by participant of the focus groups. The importance of different variables has been
analysed for users and workers of the railways to check if the perceived requirements of both
groups agree or not.

A SWOT analysis was developed for each group. A detailed description for each can be
found in D3.1 of WP3 of project NEAR2050 but here it’s worth to highlight the combined
SWOT analysis. This analysis summarizes perfectly the positive and negative aspects for
railways sector.

5

See D3.3 of project NEAR2050 page 23ff
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Figure 14: combined SWOT Strength

Figure 15: combined SWOT Weaknesses
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Figure 16: combined SWOT Opportunities

Figure 17: combined SWOT Threats
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Railway transport is generally considered to be a very comfortable way to make long
journeys, however, due to their fixed routes and insufficient timetables and service
frequencies the railways do not attract all the users they should.
The perception of railway transport users’ changes depending on the environment in which it
is analysed. High speed and long-distance services are generally highly reliable and
trustworthy and furthermore, as they pass through important stops in most cases the stations
have very good services. The high speeds and the low number of stops mean that the
journey times are truly competitive. Nevertheless, the story is different on short distance or
local services, punctuality is not particularly good and produces distrust from the user and as
the train has to serve a lot of settlements close to each other there is a high number of stops
which make the journey times much longer than when using competing modes of transport.
Furthermore, the high number of stops means that most of them lack the minimum
acceptable services. Nevertheless, in spite of this, it is still considered to be a very
comfortable mode of transport.
There has been a notable reduction in the numbers of staff members and an increase in
automation over recent years. This increase in automation generates a certain level of
distrust for a section of the population, mainly the elderly, because they do not understand
how the machines work which could become a barrier to them accessing the railway sector.
Access for people with reduced mobility has not been fully implemented and the reduction in
staff has aggravated the problem because in many cases these people cannot receive the
assistance they require to access the train.
The current fare system is too rigid and does not consider the differences between types of
users and types of journeys, making it complicated to make transfers with other companies
or chain journeys. The current fare system has complicated fares about which the customer
does not have enough information, or the information is not correctly distributed. An
improvement in fare flexibility, being able to buy packages of tickets to cover a complete
journey (including transfers) and combining with low cost services could attract more users.
In terms of the future, there is consensus that hypothetical alternative transport systems
could become reality and represent a threat to the railway sector, more specifically to long or
very long-distance services and especially high-speed services. These new systems would
have to be economically viable and competitive and have to fulfil all the safety standards and
norms that the user expects.
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Meanwhile, it is generally agreed that automation will continue to be introduced, resulting in a
service which is almost completely impersonal where the user will have to make their journey
on their own without any form of assistance.
We must make railways more efficient and reliable when interacting with the following points:
•

Adaptable timetables. More frequencies. More trains. This means less track
maintenances and track disruptions which can affect traffic.

•

We have to differentiate between long distance trains, local trains, passenger and freight,
conventional and high speeds. This means we have to differentiate between different
types of traffic in railway’s networks.

•

Increase comfortability and safety without increasing service cost. Make more
comfortable (more space, WIFI, passenger services on board, etc.…)

•

Automation is increasing but passengers still need human staff for assistance. Special to
attract the elderly, PRM and disabled people.

•

Less energy consuming, special in freight. More CO2 reduction in rail transport.

•

Rail fare flexibility. Considering transport intermodality and interoperability.

3.3

Influencing factors and trends from expert interviews

Within this chapter the main conclusions from the expert interviews held in project
NEAR2050 are summarised as the stated trends, influencing factors and future visions are
one basis for the identification process of relevant trends and influencing factors for WP4 the
trend analysis within project NEAR2050. For further details please see D2.1 of NEAR2050.
One of the main outcomes of the interviews show that challenges up until 2050 vary among
the different stakeholders. Long-distance and high-speed have to cope with strong
competition from other modes. In the metropolitan sector, in order to fulfil capacity demands,
major capital investments in infrastructure are required until the year 2030. For example, the
realization of city tunnels will bring new challenges in terms of technology and project
financing.
In the freight sector, the trend towards inter-modal will continue. This is a strong development
of the intermodal sector, far outreaching the current role of intermodal on rail. Beside some
specific point-to-point bulk movements, all other rail freight will be intermodal. This has
several implications on a range of aspects and stakeholders and leads to a couple of crucial
issues which will decide about future rail’s modal split.
Further efforts are needed to make smaller than block train or wagon-loads also attractive on
rail and to strengthen the last mile services offered by rail. New shunting and transhipment
solutions and the realization of decentralised transport systems will help to achieve this.
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3.3.1

Local-, regional passenger rail services

Among the passenger rail services, there are differences between metropolitan and rural
areas with regards to future challenges.

3.3.2

Metropolitan Areas

The railway system is and will remain the only system, which can provide and handle the
capacity needs of the passenger services. Metropolitan rail services will come under more
and more pressure in the coming decades where the services will also be required to reach
the outer regions of metropolitan areas as well.
In most cases, there is currently a demand for higher capacity today (both in terms of
infrastructure capacity and on-board capacity) and in many cases this capacity cannot be
provided with current technologies and restrictions. As urbanization rates continue to
increase the demands on metropolitan systems will continue to grow. With centralised points
being the areas that see high growth levels and these areas also being the locations to which
passengers wish to travel. As such, advancements will have to be brought into these
systems to allow trains to run closer together, carry more passengers, travel at higher
frequency etc.

3.3.3

Rural Areas

With current practices, rural rail services are largely set to end. The population density to
carry on operating expensive rail services to rural areas does not exist at high enough levels
under normal circumstances. The future of rail services in rural areas largely depends on the
competitive offer that road services can provide. Autonomous bus systems with appropriate
flexibility, along with autonomous cars – when they are reliable and not more expensive – will
offer massive competition to the rail sector.
These developments in the road sector also offer potential opportunities for the rail sector if
they are taken on board correctly. With the correct cooperation models autonomous transport
modes can offer a link between regional areas and the rural stations, and in doing so
maintain a high enough level of ridership that rail operations can be continued. This will only
be successful if the rail offer is low cost for the operator and customer and stay up to date
through providing the amenities that customers will require in the coming decades.
A further potential opportunity for the rail sector is that operators take on the role of rural
transport provider through offering the autonomous transport services themselves. In this
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case they have the opportunity of taking all services in hand and provide operations under
one brand, one name, and one ticketing structure, although by 2050 issues with multiple
ticketing structures should be solved.

3.3.4

Long-distance Passenger/High Speed Rail

Passenger services for long-distance travels and high-speed rail will be still in existence in
2050. Continued growth is to be expected and the rail sector will offer competitive services
against the air industry for travelling times up to four or five hours. The limit here will also be
influenced by the offers that are available on-board the future rolling stock. Examples of
these are currently being put in place by Deutsche Bahn in the form of their Ideenzug 6. The
ideas for the Ideenzug project have been developed together with manufacturers and input
from various focus groups consisting of passengers.
Further advancements in the long-distance and high-speed rail services can be obtained
when some separation of high-speed, regional, and freight services can be made.
The main competition for rail services are the emerging long-distance bus connections and
airline services. The addition of FlixTrain/FlixBus7 to the German market gives an indication
as to what such services can potentially offer with one provider offering integrated longdistance bus and train services at low prices

3.3.5

Freight Services

There is a clear trend at shippers, railway undertakings and wagon manufacturers to move
from classic wagons to intermodal solutions. This process has already started and will be in
peak development by 2030 and by 2050 it is expected that a nearly complete split between
chassis and container will be completed. Only wagons for specific point to point transports
like specific bulk products may have integrated wagons as today. The split between chassis
and container will result in a much higher utilization of wagons from some 30,000 km p.a. to
150,000 km p.a. or more. The higher usage will improve the economical basis to invest in
smart technologies on the wagons, which is one of the requirements of improved
competitiveness of rail freight in the future.

6

Deutsche Bahn Ideenzug:

https://www.deutschebahn.com/de/presse/suche_Medienpakete/medienpaket_ideenzug-1203902
7

FlixTrain and FlixBus make up the low cost FlixMobility offer that is provided in Germany and throughout
Europe. FlixBus commenced operations in 2013 with FlixTrain following in March 2018.
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A new model for wagon load or less-than-wagonload transports is needed to increase modal
split of rail freight. A new modal can consist of autonomous moving rail wagons for shunting
(a realistic expectation), transhipment of containers from wagon-to-wagon (a realistic
expectation), much more de-centralised and smaller terminals than today (a possible
expectation) and last-mile-distribution by autonomous road vehicles (a realistic expectation).
Several of these options will be developed, designed, and tested between now and 2030. By
2050 a clear trend will be identified for future single wagon load operations.
Focusing on the last-mile, autonomous electric vehicles will be utilised for transporting
containers or part load containers. These will be much easier to realize for shorter distances
such as in the case of de-centralised terminals to the destination than from central terminals
of anything between 10 and 50 kms away from the shippers’ locations.

3.3.6

Supply Industry

The European railway supply industry supplies over half of the worldwide production of rail
equipment and services. In terms of the production of equipment for high-speed services and
urban services it is a global leader. It is also one of the main driving forces of the European
economy. In terms of employment, the European rail supply industry accounts for
approximately 400,000 direct and indirect jobs throughout Europe8. These are added to the
more than 1,600,000 workers employed by European infrastructure managers and railway
operating companies9. In addition to this, employment from urban railway operators is at least
as important.
The rail supply industry has a lot of issues facing it over the next years. For these to be
overcome, greater clarity of the projected demand in terms of both high and low points will be
required so that resources can be planned appropriately.
Some of the key factors affecting the future supply industry include:
Energy, environment and climate issues
There is growing urgency for the transport sector to mitigate its negative impact on the
environment. Greenhouse gas emissions must be clearly reduced to keep the consequences
of climate change at a minimum for both humans and for nature. The European

8

Source UNIFE, 2011

9

Source CER alone estimates that its members employ 1,629,652 workers in the 2017 Annual Report.
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Commission’s White Paper for Transport10 sets out the requirements that the transport
industry needs to reach over the next decades. In addition to this the Climate and Energy
Package11 that sets a target of reducing GHG emissions in the EU by 20% with respect to
1990.
These policies have two noticeable impacts on the rail sector. The first can be seen in the
attention that the rail sector receives as it is, in comparison to other transport modes,
relatively environmentally friendly. In addition to this, the rising energy costs will trigger a
demand for more energy efficient rail-based transport. The second point impact is also tied to
this in that future technological developments will increase the energy efficiency of rail
transport.
Urbanization and urban sprawl
Urbanization is expected to continue both within Europe and around the world. This has been
the clear trend for the last decades and there are no indications that this will change in the
future. It is estimated that by 2030, 80% of the world’s population will already be living in
cities. Providing public transport to increasing urban populations, while also offering the
services that passengers expect will be a major challenge for policy makers, planners and
transport. Providing these services will have to be carefully balanced with the various
environmental concerns, space limitations and congestion.
Population and economic growth and mobility
Population growth and greater economic development mean more mobility and more
transport. Both are expected to grow in the coming decade, but at different growth rates
across the globe. Population growth will occur in Africa, Asia and Latin America, whilst
growth in the EU and Northern America will be modest. The world population is expected to
exceed 9 billion by 205012.
Economic growth is even more important for the development of transport demand. Although
it may be temporarily halted by economic crises predominantly in Europe, the US and Japan,
economic growth in these regions is expected to recover in the coming years, whilst at the
same time much stronger economic growth is expected in various developing countries e.g.
China and India.

10

WHITE PAPER Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource
efficient transport system, 2011

11

Directive 2009/29/EC, Decision 406/2009/EC, Directive 2009/28/EC and Directive 2009/31/EC.

12

United Nations Population Division (2017): World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision.
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There is a firm relation between GDP development and transport. As a result of this, the
development of new and extended transport systems is expected to grow much faster
outside Europe than within Europe. EU external trade and transport are likely to keep
growing rapidly in the coming years13. It is expected that the need and investments for
transport equipment and infrastructure will follow a similar pattern. More importantly, as
transport markets outside the EU are continuing to develop, it is expected that global
competition will also increase further in line with the competition that is seen especially from
China at the moment.
Ageing
A trend that will continue in the coming decades is the ageing of the European population.
Both the median age and the share of people aged 65 or older are expected to grow. An
ageing society will place more emphasis on the provision of transport services involving a
high level of perceived security and reliability, and which feature appropriate solutions for
users with reduced mobility14. In addition to this, as more people will retire from the workforce
this may lead to a shortage of skilled workers in the transport and manufacturing industry.
This shortage will have to be made up by technology whether that will be automation or
some other method.
Considering these challenges, it is difficult to predict in what direction the supply industry will
develop.

Responsibilities

between

the various

stakeholders will

be shifted,

e.g.

manufacturers which need to be able to carry out maintenance and thus also need a good
understanding of rail operations or rail operators which need to develop in-house IT-expertise
to tackle the needs of the digitalization. There will, for example, be shippers who design their
own containers which suit market needs.
It is expected that in the next decades the supply industry will continue to be an oligopoly,
however more and more smaller companies are having an impact. Again, this will be seen
particularly in the area of IT and as a result it is being seen that core rail system knowledge is
moving to IT departments or IT companies.
The development of the industry is expected to grow consistently however it remains to be
seen what industries will remain or what will be taken over or amalgamated into other
industries. As mentioned elsewhere in the report, changes such as transferring the IT from
the infrastructure to the rolling stock are expected. To cope with these changes and those

13

COM(2009) 279 final.

14

COM(2009) 279 final.
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put forward by the new digitalization topics it is expected that new companies will also be
founded. It cannot be foreseen today who will be loser or winner.

The following sub-sections focus on the rolling stock, infrastructure and technology industries
to give particular examples.

3.3.7

Rolling Stock

Regarding drive train technology, by the year 2050, no more diesel-powered locomotives will
be in use. Various drive train alternatives will be on the market by 2030, including fuel cell,
hybrid and battery powered solutions. Tests are ongoing with these new technologies and by
the year 2030, stakeholders will know which of these solutions are the most suitable ones for
the railway sector. In high-speed and high-frequency railways, catenary will still be the best
possible technical solution.
In terms of freight, a basic implication on rolling stock and operations will be the nearly
complete split between the basic wagon frame and the container which holds the goods. This
split will enable a supply chain where the reliable container will go much closer to the end
customer that where the classic freight wagons usually can.
Wagon utilization will be dramatically increased. The basic wagon will be used – like today’s
typical intermodal wagon – almost straight away after transhipping containers. The current
difference of usability of wagons of some 30.000 - 60.000 kms p.a. for a classical wagon and
100.000 – 200.000 kms for intermodal wagons will move towards the upper end of the range
for the whole fleet. This increase in utilization will offer large cost benefits for all stakeholders.
In addition to this, this drastic increase of fleet efficiency will have direct impact on the
economies of investment in digital solutions like tracking and tracing, predictive maintenance
and equipment for autonomous shunting.

3.3.8

Infrastructure

In general, intelligent technology for infrastructure will be transferred towards to the rolling
stock. Trains will be equipped with more sensors, trains will be able to control and
communicate between each other with the guiding of a control centre. All of this will lead to a
wide range of innovation improvements due to rolling stock needing to be updated more
often than traditional infrastructure.
The lengthening of all trains to some 700/750 meters will also be a condition for future rail
traffic, but it is widely expected that this will happen along the major freight corridors. An
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extra boost would be the further lengthening of trains to something like 2 x 700-meter-long
trains for the longer part of the rail transport without a need to lengthen sidings and station
tracks to more than the 700/750 meters of existing and planned upgrades. A realization of
long-train-concepts is expected to become possible by combining and splitting trains on the
main tracks, maybe even while moving. A secondary add-up would be by increasing axle
loads to 25t, especially for containerised bulk transports. Nevertheless, the essential
infrastructure issue is the realization of long and very long train concepts, axle load would
only be the up, which is not really be counted on by the sector.
A possible development, albeit one that is not seen as probable by the sector but still
promising even if realised only on some segments of the European rail network – is the
division of infrastructure specifically for freight, high speed and other passenger services.
This split would maximize capacity, enable very long trains with higher axle loads and
potentially offer much lower costs than in a combined network. The reality of capital
investment plans and public resistance to construction in the densely populated areas of
Europe is seen as a major barrier to realization of the idea of a transport specific rail
infrastructure.

3.3.9

Technology

New technologies which are reasonable from a technical standpoint should be introduced
and implemented. This technology is often already in existence.
Innovation cycles in terms of new technologies need to be reduced/shortened. This can be
achieved by supporting lighthouse projects instead of wide-spread basic research. Locations
for those lighthouse projects should be focused on shippers, passenger rail services, last
mile and final distribution. Industrial and port railways would also be suitable test locations as
would public transit authorities, which have intermodal responsibilities e.g. busses and taxis.
Focusing on the freight market, the earlier autonomous shunting of wagons can get realised,
the more efficient it will be to realize operation plans which serve decentralised terminals
within cities or production site. The more decentralised terminals will be served, the higher
the modal split of rail will be – both as the rail part of a journey increases and as transport
between decentralised terminals can be realised by rail which would be on road otherwise.
The realization of both autonomous shunting and autonomous last mile solutions will lead to
a huge increase of rail’s modal split, while the lack of realization would reduce modal spilt
basically to current intermodal traffic volumes.
Also, essential, but fully expected, is the full network-wide realization of ETCS levels higher
than level 1, and generally a full implementation of EU’s regulatory and technical standards.
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Technical standards also need to be permanently adapted to technological developments
like autonomous shunting and driving and digitally equipped wagons, which is also widely
expected to be done as needed.
To aid the success of the railways, a certain economy of scale or critical mass is needed
across the European rail sector. This can be achieved through developing and implementing
common standards with regards to interoperability, through eliminating the duplication of
similar standards at a national level that can be better dealt with at a higher EU level,
particularly in the case of standardisation, safety certification, and safety authorizations etc.
The rail sector has a lot of work to do before it finds itself on a level playing field with other
transport modes. All of the numerous legacy systems that exist throughout Europe and the
national standards that are often incompatible are a massive hindrance to achieving a more
efficient and effective rail system in Europe. These tend to delay and inhibit innovation,
increase the effort needed for procurement and drive up the overall administration costs.
These impediments all have the final effect of making the rail sector less attractive for all
stakeholders.
Over the course on NEAR2050 an interesting comparison was made with the aviation
industry. This highlighted where in the aviation industry an aircraft once licensed can fly
anywhere in the world. It also showed the standardisation that exists in the industry.
Regardless of the airline, the aircraft is mostly the same with the individuality that the
customer encounters coming from the interior design put in place by the airline.
Compare this to a train that has been specified to operate on a public transport scheme in
any European country. Often these specifications are so strict, that the rolling stock may not
be able to operate on a different public transport scheme within the same country, never
mind in a secondary country.
This wide array of standards also has a knock-on effect with regards to financing. When a
financial institution finances an aircraft and there is a downturn on a local market then the
aircraft can be put into operation on another route or in another continent ensuring that the
financial institution always has a cash flow that it can rely on to ensure that repayments can
be made. This is obviously not the case in the rail sector where because of the varying
standards rolling stock (in particular for the passenger market) is often limited to the routes
for which it was originally intended.
To ensure that standardisation goes forward at a European level more efforts and time, over
and above what the EU and ERA have input, are required. Further efforts to ensure that the
rail sector is placed in charge of its own requirements are needed. This needs to be ensured
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at European level and should be driven to ensure that the former national standards are
superseded.
To ensure that the current trends in the rail sector (as well as in other sectors) are brought
forward in an appropriate manner, it is a requirement that from a technical and market
development standpoint, the supporting regulation is organised at a European level with the
ground level standardisation driven for the sector by the sector with a business-led approach.

3.3.10 Legal and Regulatory Framework
In the processes of political decision making, the financing of rail services must be
considered. In addition to this the external effects, such as sustainability, and environmental
issues, and societal costs need to be incorporated into all modes of transport so that a fair
comparison can be made. This will help the railway sector and increase the willingness to
finance rail with the help of public funding.
In addition to this proper funding of the rail sector will be a requirement for the rail system to
succeed. Current issues already give an indication how the market reacts to requirements
that are put in place through regulations and high-level decisions.
The example of quiet brakes on rail cars is a current topic. This is important for the
acceptance of rail freight by the general public, but for the operator itself there is no
additional benefit and no additional income from these. From the operators’ side there are
only additional costs. These increased costs cannot be forwarded to the shipper or end
customer or the rail sector will lose all competitiveness against the road sector in particular.
This is important as if smaller private companies wish or are required to install these on
rolling stock they will need financing. The financing institutions will look at the cash flow to
come from this innovation to get an indication as to the risk that the bank will be taking on.
This is something they will be reluctant to finance when no additional cash flow or revenue
streams come from the additions of silent brakes.
This topic is currently particularly important for the freight sector but will become more and
more important for the passenger sector as more private operators become active in the
market. A similar problem is seen from the passenger traffic point of view. In this case the
same investment is needed to install silent brakes, however there is zero improvement to the
service that the operator can charge additional fares for. The trains will not go from A to B
any faster.
While there is some support given to operators in terms of lower track access charges and
subsidies these need to be at a level where the operator can remain competitive.
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The roll out of ERTMS is a similar topic. The costs of implementing this on both the
infrastructure and rolling stock side is extremely high and has enormous knock-on effects for
infrastructure managers and operators with limited short-term benefits for them. Once again,
this is an area where support from national and European organisations will be required,
With regards to the EU, the main scope are areas of activities are still suitable and these are
not expected to change dramatically in the next decades. What will be of vital importance is
that the implementation of regulations is followed by EU institution in a consistent manner.
The better this is done, the higher will be the modal shift in favour of rail.

3.4

Influencing factors and trends from online survey15

The conclusions obtained in Deliverable D3.2 regarding the survey analysis can be
summarised as follows:

15

See D3.3 of project NEAR2050, page 65ff
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•

The results show that railway is an essential transport mode when carrying out
regular trips.

•

The dissemination of the survey has been developed by using several communication
channels, which has allowed the results to be internationally spread. However, results
show that, due to the high level of education respondents have, the survey may have
been disseminated only in academic area or at business management level.

•

Even railway is not the only mode used in a daily basis, there is not practically any
user who does not use it at any time during the year.

•

Accessibility and intermodality is a key aspect when choosing railways. The strategic
location of the stations facilitates the access to this transport mode. In the survey it
has been verified that in general, there is a proximity of the stations to the user,
having obtained a high percentage of users who have a station within 30min walking
of their residence. The use of different transport modes to access or leave the station
is quite varied, this depends to a large extent on the availability of modes specific to
each case. In any case, railway users usually choose other public transports rather
than private ones. The mode chooses to access or leave the station changes slightly,
this is possible because the destinations of many trips could be important cities with a
greater supply of modes at the destination.

•

Although an important part of the respondents does not use any type of incentives or
offers, most users check for the availability to benefit from some type of discount,
adapting to the specific policy of each operator or authority.

•

It is interesting to observe the change in transport modes when making longer
journeys. Although the use of the car is common for all types of commuting, the train
reaffirms its importance in short and medium distances. In urban routes, the use of
the railway is conditioned especially by the existence or not of an urban metro or tram
system. In long distance a new competitor arises, the airplane, however the train still
maintains an important usage rate, being the bus the less habitual mode for these
cases.

•

Frequency of travel also varies depending of the distance. Urban trips have a daily
basis or are made very frequently, while as distance increases the travel frequency
decreases, being long distance trips mostly done monthly or occasionally.

Regarding the importance of the variables:
•

The methodology used to analyse the data has allow to obtain a clear order of
attributes from the most to the least important.

•

According to the estimated models, the most influencing factor when choosing the
railway as a transport mode corresponds to the travel time, which shows that in longPage 53 of 246
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distance trips the airplane becomes a more attractive alternative. The number of
services available throughout the day, that is the railway offer, is also a key factor,
followed by the fare or ticket price.
•

The variables that have been found to be the least important are the possibility of
carrying animals on board, the segregation of services in different classes and the
information about activities at the place of destination. This makes sense since the
possibility of carrying animals only affects a small sector of users, so it does not
represent the general picture of the service. Class segregation indicates a
differentiation of fares, which turn out to be an important attribute, however the
existence of different price ranges is not really interesting. Finally, information about
activities at the destination may not be interesting because most travellers already
have information prior to the trip or have previously fixed activities.

•

Analysing the differences in preferences between the different user groups, it has
been observed that, in effect, the variations in the level of importance of the railway
attributes are important. The most important conclusions in relation to this are:
o

The security associated with security checks represents a much more
important aspect for women than for men and especially for the elderly. At the
present time this type of controls is not homogenised throughout the
European territory, so it can generate some sense of insecurity to this sector
of the population.

o

The level of income affects the use of the railway. In such a way that people
with a higher level of income choose the railway if it is more comfortable than
the available alternatives as long as the total travel time remain similar. In the
smaller income ranges, the price of tickets becomes more and more
important.

o

Users who use the railway on a daily or very frequent basis, mainly focus on
the attributes related to a good service, such as good frequencies, acceptable
travel times and a good location of the stops both to access the railway and to
reach their final destinations. On the other hand, people who use the railway
less frequently, either once or twice a month or year are mainly influenced by
the ticket fare.

o

The inhabitants of rural areas are mainly focused in travel times when
choosing the train as their means of transport. In contrast, in cities, although
travel time is still a key factor for the choice of railway, variables such as
frequency, price and good urban and interurban connections gain more value.

o

Finally, the cultural aspect of the respondents influences how the railway is
perceived and which are the most important factors. It has been possible to
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observe a certain correlation between European areas, on the one hand
between the countries of central and northern Europe and on the other hand
between the Eastern and Mediterranean countries. Centre and North Europe
can be the most developed ones, in that way, the future evolution of both
Mediterranean and eastern countries will probably tend to mimic the evolution
that the countries of the centre and the north have already suffered.

3.5

Summarization of influencing factors and trends

With all this output of the different research approaches mentioned above and in D4.1, an
internal workshop of project team NEAR2050 was established to summarize.

Figure 18: internal project workshop "mega-influencing factor summarization" (not all representatives are
shown in the picture)

In this workshop a structure was defined to summarize all trends to logic criteria that in a
whole should be self-understanding. In that sense the rough structure (13 criteria) of phase 1
of trends and influencing factor identification was transferred into 24 criteria, from now on
called “mega-influencing factors”, in order to get a workable number for the next phases of
trend analysis but also be as precise as needed to differentiate.
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Figure 19: screenshot of working document "summary of mega-influencing factors"

3.5.1

List of mega-influencing factors and trends for trend projections and miniscenarios

The 24 “mega-influencing factors” are
1. Passenger comfort / needs
2. Development of EU / government
3. Environmental awareness
4. Energy transformation
5. Aging world
6. Changing workforce / changing society
7. The female century
8. Smart everything
9. Intermodality / synchro-mobility
10. Urbanization
11. Post-industrial service society
12. Supply chain integration
13. Liberalisation of transport sector
14. Standardisation of transport sector
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15. Last mile
16. Services for users / stakeholders
17. Automation
18. Cargo mobility
19. Service integration by extensive collaborative models
20. Infrastructure
21. Rising traffic demand / cost / productivity
22. Future technologies / modularization
23. Data transfer / security
24. Game changers

All influencing factors and trends that were analysed in an earlier stage are assigned to the
upper level mega influencing factors and mega trends.
Along with the work plan of working package 4 “trend analysis” these 24 mega-influencing
factors are used for ongoing research in service design (personas, service blueprints) as a
preliminary work for the mini-scenario creation and evaluation.
In that sense, the mega-influencing factors were described in detail to have an accepted and
matched understanding and trend projections were made because future may look like in
different manifestations.

3.5.2

Description of influencing factors and trends

1. Passenger comfort / needs
Modern trains today excel at meeting the design standards that incorporate passenger’s
physical health and safety issues. Future design efforts should go beyond prevention of
adverse health issues in a systematic way and by means of enhancing the subjective
aspects of passenger comfort as proposed in this research (i.e. comfort themes). That
includes the perception of ‘peace of mind’ to provide security, tranquillity and relief, ‘physical
wellbeing’ in terms of bodily support and energy, ‘proxemics’ by acknowledging passenger’s
privacy and autonomy, ‘pleasure’ by providing stimulation while maintaining passenger’s
‘satisfaction’ with the quality and adequacy of the environment. It was shown that the
‘aesthetics’ impression need to be addressed in terms of neatness and style and that the
cabin interior design should facilitate ‘social’ interactions in order to improve comfort
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experience. In addition, it was shown that the interior design could evoke an ‘association’
with symbols, memories and other familiar experiences outside the aircraft and comfort could
be experienced if those associations have positive or comforting significance for the
passenger.
Passenger comfort experience is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon entailing positive
effects such as the experience of joy, pleasure, and satisfaction. The psychological ease and
emotional responses of the passenger to the travel context are important determinants of the
overall comfort experience, and no less influential than the physical impacts.
Eight passenger comfort themes were operationally named peace of mind, physical
wellbeing, proxemics, pleasure, satisfaction, aesthetics, social and association. Each of
these themes is defined below, based on their underlying groups and comments in the flight
context. When appropriate, the implications of some themes for product or interaction design
are mentioned as well.
Peace of mind: The comments in this theme referred to the mental state of being in peace
and harmony without experiencing any disruptions. Kahneman and Krueger16 considered
such state a contributor to one’s subjective wellbeing and Desmet17 referred to being at
peace as an emotion word and a contributor to product pleasure. The principal groups were
security (feeling safe, prepared and able to predict the situation, e.g. due to receiving enough
information, or care and attention), tranquillity (feeling calm, without stress, e.g. not feeling
confined) and relief (feeling relaxed, e.g. easy to rest and sleep).
Physical

wellbeing: This theme explains the experience of

physical/physiological

convenience, i.e. absence of health issues such as pain. The theme comprises two main
groups. The first group, energy, refers to feeling refreshed, alert and energetic, e.g. due to
fresh air or receiving refreshing towels. The second group, bodily support, refers to
accommodation of body by the physical surroundings (e.g. good fit into the seat, adopting a
neutral posture). It also includes the ease of performing activities (e.g. a headrest with side
ears supports the head when the passenger is sleeping).
Proxemics: The term proxemics was originally coined by Hall18 to refer to the perceived
relationship between the social and physical distance. It describes how we interpret distance,

16

Kahneman, D., and A. B. Krueger. (2006). Developments in the measurement of

subjective well- being. Journal of Economic Perspectives 20 (1): 3– 24.
17

Desmet, P. M. A. (2012). Faces of product pleasure: 25 positive emotions in human-product interactions. International Journal
of Design, 6(2), 1-29.
18

Hall, Edward T. (1963). A System for the Notation of Proxemic Behavior
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posture or orientation in relation to other people and environmental features. We borrowed
the term to explain a person’s reaction toward autonomy and control (feeling one could
perform desired tasks freely, e.g. using personal light to read when desired) and entails a
sense of privacy (no intrusion of personal space by neighbours) during the travel. The word
freedom was mentioned frequently in this group.
Pleasure: Desmet19 attributed pleasure to the emotion category ‘joy’ in relation to human
product interaction. Similarly, in our study, this theme underscores the pleasantness, delight
and enjoyment experienced during travel. The main groups include stimulation (the joy and
amusement offered by the environment, e.g. through insightful information on In-travel
Entertainment [ITE] unit), anticipation (serendipity due to pleasant and positive surprises, e.g.
hot meal) and ambience (a subjective, semantic quality of the environment, e.g. cosy, mood
setting).
Satisfaction: This term is generally attributed with effectiveness, efficiency, usability and goal
achievement (ISO 9241-11, 1998), involving affective components and expectations. We
coined the term satisfaction to communicate a sense of fulfilment and contentment as the
result of achieving desired goals with the help of environmental elements and products. The
theme includes three main groups: quality which is the goodness cabin features in terms of
being solid and trustworthy, adequacy which is a product’s ease of use and efficiency in
terms of effort (e.g. an easy to adjust headrest) and accessibility, being the physical
reachability of controls and storage space.
Aesthetics: Akin to Hekkert’s (2006)20 definition of aesthetics, this theme is defined as the
experiential sensory pleasure or displeasure. The aesthetic experience theme here includes
gratification of any one of the five human senses. The two main groups referring to
participants’ perceived aesthetics in the cabin are neatness (e.g. looking and feeling clean,
absence of unpleasant odours, looking new) and style (e.g. glamorous, elegant, modern,
luxurious).
Social: The social theme here is concerned with social interactions between the passenger
and other people during the travel. The contextual features influence these interactions and if
perceived as enjoyable, they contribute to comfort experience. Social interaction was
identified in terms of social tolerance (the extent to which people tolerate certain aspects of

19

Desmet, P. M. A. (2012). Faces of product pleasure: 25 positive emotions in human-product interactions. International
Journal of Design, 6(2), 1-29.

20

Hekkert, P. (2006). Design aesthetics: Principles of pleasure in product design. Psychology Science, 48(2),
157-172.
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social behaviours) and social connectedness (feelings of empathy towards others, e.g. a
smiling flight attendant). Some comments that contained human personae such as
neighbours did not necessarily indicate a human relationship. For instance, being bothered
by a travel attendant who brushes off against the passenger’s shoulder walking down the
aisle does not indicate any human relationship but rather a design flaw due to narrow aisles.
Hence, the social nature of the descriptors in this theme was emphasised.
Association: Association is operationally referred to as the interpretation of the cabin
environment by passengers in terms of its meaning and personal significance. Similar
description is employed in relation to product experience and particularly interactive
products.

2. Development of EU / government
The global economic crisis strikes hard in Europe. The EU helps several countries to
confront their difficulties and establishes the 'Banking Union' to ensure safer and more
reliable banks. In 2012, the European Union is awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Croatia
becomes the 28th member of the EU in 2013. Climate change is still high on the agenda and
leaders agree to reduce harmful emissions. European elections are held in 2014 and more
Euro sceptics are elected into the European Parliament. A new security policy is established
in the wake of the annexation of Crimea by Russia. Religious extremism increases in the
Middle East and various countries and regions around the world, leading to unrest and wars
which result in many people fleeing their homes and seeking refuge in Europe. The EU is not
only faced with the dilemma of how to take care of them, but also finds itself the target of
several terrorist attacks.
Debates about institution–building within the European Union focus on how national power
and transnational representation and accountability should be organised institutionally within
the context of regionalism. An “institutional balance” allows the EU to benefit from
administrative capacity and the representation of both national executives and national
electorates while not being transformed into either a transnational political system or a
traditional federation. The Treaty of Nice laid the groundwork for enlargement by re–
examining issues of representation that had previously been accepted as givens. In so doing,
the member states made clear that the evolution of the EU was going to be subject to
uncertainty and institutional fluidity.
Did integration succeed in preventing a Third World War - as was the hope of the founders of
the European Union? How stable was the Union after expansion to include many former
Eastern bloc nations? What happened following the economic crisis of 2009 - 2011 and the
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threat to the Euro? What was the outcome of major showdowns between The Federal States
of Europe and America through 2020-2030? How did the European Union cope with massive
influx of foreign nationals? What happened to national parliaments, laws, markets, and
cultures?
The most likely scenario for the future of the European Union over the next decade and a
half will be slow but steady progress towards integration, held back by the rich diversity of
cultures and economic crises. A Greater Europe cannot be built without strong EU
governance and visionary leadership, yet these are the two issues which are notably missing
at present.
The European Parliament does not command the same sense of respect as national
Parliaments, nor the connection with ordinary people. This is a serious problem. Who makes
decisions in Europe anyway? Is it EU councils of Ministers who are appointed by their own
governments? Is it elected representatives of the people (MEPs)? And that is the heart of the
problem.
What happens when an economic crisis unfolds rapidly - affecting different nations in
conflicting ways?

What happens if a nation behaves irresponsibly, in ways that create

instabilities and liabilities for other members of the Euro Zone?

3. Environmental awareness
While it is far from universal, more and more people understand that we need to sustainably
manage our planet’s resources and ecosystems. This awareness has been growing for about
a century but has picked up momentum in the past decade. Evidence of deep support for
environmental protection is an old story in the U.S., Japan and Europe, and as urbanization
and economic development grow throughout the world, we are seeing it accompanied by
increased worldwide environmental awareness as well.
Governments and corporations are being pushed both from within and by outside activists
and consumers to pay more attention to the maintenance of our forests. While destruction
certainly continues, momentum has shifted.
Environmental protection becomes a highly salient political issue when government fails to
deliver effective programs to protect air, water and land, but once those programs are in
place the urgency of the issue recedes. However, while the sense of urgency is reduced, it is
replaced by a shift in values and in a changed awareness of how the world works. When
people experience a damaged environment, it changes their view of the world. They
understand ecological interconnectedness. This has nothing to do with environmentalism or
ideology. People know that we are stressing the planet’s finite resources. Young people
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know it more than old people, because they have grown up and been educated during the
environmental era.
This awareness, which could be labelled a paradigm shift, is exerting pressure on many of
the day-to-day actions routinely undertaken by corporations, government agencies and nonprofits, along with behaviours seen in communities and households. Individual behaviour is
changing as well. People think about how long they run the faucet. They think about the bin
they toss their garbage in. They think about the cleanliness of the air they breathe. The
change in private organisations can be striking, as people assert the need to protect the
environmental along with typical corporate goals such as profit, market share and return on
equity.
Social and cultural changes during the last half-century have created a profound change in
how we live and how we interact with each other. This, in turn, has had a deep impact on
politics and public policy. The drive for a renewable economy housed on a sustainable and
not-deteriorating planet is a key part of the cultural shift
The goal is a high consumption economy that protects the planet while it enables economic
security, leisure time and personal growth for people everywhere.

4. Energy transformation
Demand for energy is increasing, the availability of fuel sources is changing, and a massive
shift toward low carbon energy is required to keep climate change within internationally
agreed 'safe' limits. The pressure to transform current energy systems is therefore intense,
and there is a discernible move away from centralised models run mainly on fossil fuels,
towards decentralised ones using renewable energy.21
Smart grids and the rise of digital technologies have added momentum to the transition. A
low carbon, smart, decentralised energy system would be more resilient, and would allow
more people access to clean, cheap energy – particularly in rural areas of the Global South.
Renewables are not the only means for arriving at a low-carbon future: carbon capture and
storage could also allow us to produce energy at less cost to the environment. Moreover,
properly functioning energy markets will require investment and possibly some form of
regional integration to deliver sustained benefits to all consumers. As energy infrastructure
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typically has a slow turnover rate, decisions made in the next decade will have a lasting
effect on our ability to supply and use energy sustainably in the further future.
An array of energy technologies seems poised for a breakthrough. Within two decades, as
many as 20 new energy sources could be powering the global economy, including fuel cells;
small, modular nuclear-fission reactors; and even nuclear fusion. Fossil fuels will still be part
of the mix, but renewables’ share is likely to grow owing to environmental concerns, further
cost reductions that make renewable energy more competitive, and demand for electricity.
Electricity demand is expected nearly to double by the middle of the century, propelled
primarily by economic development in China and India. By 2050, electric power, which can
be generated by low-carbon energy sources such as wind and solar, could account for a
quarter of global energy demand.
The way we move around our ever-spreading cities is set to be transformed by technology
and the drive to reduce pollution, congestion, and carbon emissions. Centre stage is the
electric vehicle. EVs still have high upfront costs compared to conventional vehicles, but
thanks in part to the falling price of batteries, they may be competitive by the mid-2020s. By
the mid-2030s, our research shows they could account for between 27 and 37 percent of
new-vehicle sales, depending on the extent to which regulation, technology, ride sharing, and
self-driving vehicles further reduce costs and boost EV popularity.22

5. Aging world
In many countries people are living longer and having fewer children – an unprecedented
global demographic transition. While population ageing is most prevalent in affluent countries
such as Europe and Japan, it is increasingly apparent in developing countries in the middleincome bracket too – particularly China and smaller countries like Sri Lanka.23
Increased numbers of elderly citizen present benefits and challenges for any society. On one
hand, they provide a wealth of skills, knowledge, wisdom and mentorship24; on the other,
current models of healthcare, infrastructure, finances, employment and social care based on
youthful populations are not well adapted to support (and reap potential benefits of) an
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ageing population. In both cases policies and paradigms will need to change to better
accommodate their needs, and prevent tension developing between the old and the young.
However, the rise in median ages is by no means universal. Countries with rapid population
growth and youthful populations face a completely different set of benefits and challenges; a
young labour force is typically accompanied by a need to provide food, housing, education
and meaningful employment, without which young people’s productive potential cannot be
fully realised. It will be essential for those societies facing rapidly ageing and growing
youthful populations to consider how the social fabric and infrastructural needs will change.
But for all societies, there is an opportunity to rethink how care is delivered and how older
generations are valued. Some ways to achieve this are through managing public finances
and facilitating older people’s mobility and economic and social contribution. While the
ageing demographic phenomenon has long been recognised and discussed, governments
and businesses are only just beginning to respond to the challenges and opportunities it
presents.25

6. Changing workforce / changing society
Working lives are changing because of demographic and global economic shifts,
technological advancements and an increased ease of migration for certain levels of skill and
education. Automation will require business and industry to rethink everything from
manufacture and logistics to decision-making at the highest level.
The professional world now has a higher level of gender and cultural diversity and people are
staying longer in professional roles. Millennials are putting a greater emphasis on finding
meaning and social purpose through work and turning to entrepreneurship to increase the
chance of matching their professions with their values.
Advanced economies are seeing an ongoing shift toward service sector jobs, and companies
and other organisations are becoming more networked and flexible. At the same time, a
flexible and decentralised ‘knowledge-based’ workforce is coming to the fore, enabled by
technologies that allow working from remote locations and collaboration across different
countries and time zones. These changes will affect how we work, where, and to what ends.
Increased productivity and greater mobility are potential benefits, but there will be new
challenges. Multinationals will need to develop better cultural understandings of new
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operating contexts, and invest in education for new skills, such as big data analysis. Will
training schemes and educational institutions keep up with shifts in required skills?
How can businesses, governments and others plan to deliver meaningful jobs amid
significant technological and societal shifts?
As the workforce evolves, industry leaders and policy-makers need to focus on three areas:
•

Reskilling the present workforce.

With brick-and-mortar stores becoming more experiential and service-oriented, frontline
workers will require new skill sets. Policy-makers will need to work with the industry to lay the
groundwork for successfully transitioning the workforce and equipping them with the skill set
they will need in the future to close the skills gap.
•

Right-skilling the college graduates.

Business and policy-makers will need to partner with higher education systems, such as
colleges and universities, to map the needs of future employees and adapt the curriculum in
these education institutes accordingly. This will ensure there is a skills match with future
workforce requirements.
•

New social contracts or benefits.

As new workforce models emerge in which workers are no longer technically employees of a
company, it will be important to determine who will provide them with traditional benefits,
such as insurance and retirement savings plans. Infrastructure will be needed to fill these
gaps to avoid the serious repercussions of a significant percentage of the population being
uninsured and having no plans in place for their long-term financial stability.

7. Female century
A shift toward worldwide gender parity is one of the most hopeful long-term trends to have
emerged in recent years. A gradual decline in patriarchy in many countries means women
are playing a bigger role in public life. The empowerment of women is also an important part
of achieving development goals – something that is increasingly recognised by governments,
business and NGOs.
Equal access to health and education for both men and women is increasingly the norm, and
gender-related targets are helping to keep up the momentum behind this trend. However,
progress is slow and highly uneven across different regions, and there has been much less
progress on narrowing social, economic and political gaps.
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Women who are safe, healthy, educated and empowered to realize their potential can
transform their families, their communities, their economies and their societies, and should
play a much more equal role in shaping world events as we move through the 21st century.

8. Smart everything
Advances in digital and networking technology, sensors and new materials are making many
aspects of our physical contexts responsive to environmental stimuli and creating new
interactions between people and objects – known as the Internet of Things. Smart ways of
connecting our behaviours to the physical realms we interact with could improve the
efficiency of systems such as energy, healthcare and transportation and our quality of life.
Within the home, sensors detecting light, moisture, energy use or air quality are already
being used to control everything from heating and lighting to home security, helping to
optimize living environments. Materials are also becoming smart and finding a wide range of
applications – from self-cleaning textiles to food packaging that changes colour when the
contents are going bad.
At a larger scale, the smart cities agenda is integrating digital technology into critical systems
including transport, energy, food, health and water – cutting costs and resource usage. Local
and national smart grids can use load balancing and demand forecasting to improve the
efficiency, reliability and sustainability of energy delivery and distribution. This can help to
overcome the obstacle of intermittency in renewable energy sources.
While these solutions show great potential, governments, companies and community actors
need to address the security and privacy concerns: who is responsible for the overwhelming
amount of data sourced and stored? The implications for individual lives and communities
also need consideration: how will rising dependence on smart devices and systems affect
how we relate to one another? Will ‘smart’ living be just about sharing data or also about
sharing more profound things? Are we likely to be more productive or better at resting? And
how can smart technologies help to meet the Sustainable Development Goals – for instance,
improving access to energy and nutrition?

9. Intermodality
Intermodal transport is an efficient and sustainable solution to deal with increasing transport
volumes. With intermodal transport, different modes of transport such as trucks, trains and
ships are optimally combined to handle transport as environmentally-friendly and cost
efficiently as possible. Appearance of the door-to-door transport rising tax levels and fuel
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prices, increasing problems with congestion and increasing environmental consciousness
among shippers has drawn attention to intermodal transport
The main fields for implementing Intermodality in the actual policy of the EU in the field of
transport planning are:
•

Air/Rail-Intermodality

•

Urban Transport

•

Intelligent Transport Systems/Telematics

First of all, and this turned out to be a major issue in the past, there is no powerful lobby
towards Intermodality; instead we see a huge variety of stakeholders with a rather
fragmented interest. Moreover, one has to face the fact of spread out responsibilities in the
field. This brings us to the necessary framework conditions for such an aim. There has to be
a certain level of alternative transportation modes, which is already rather diverse within in
the EU. While some countries such as Germany or the Netherlands constantly upgrade their
rail networks towards high-speed links etc. some European countries do not even have an
appropriate regional rail system. While certain European Union countries discuss the
implementation of high quality standards for urban transport systems, some countries do not
even have a centralised ticketing system or even worse do not offer any kind of sufficient
public transport supply.
It is now not the technology that is preventing air-rail Intermodality becoming a global reality.
Indeed, airlines have been operating on a global distribution system for years. What is
needed now is a commitment from all airlines and rail companies to cooperate. This is not
only to establish these interline agreements but to agree on an industry wide standard for
how these agreements will operate.
Currently, for example, there is no standard for who takes responsibility in an intermodal
journey for a passenger’s luggage – is it the airline or the rail company? Nor is there a
standard for who handles the booking or deals with complaints. The airline industry has
established a minimum time of one hour to connect between flights and something similar
needs to be determined for connections between a flight and a high-speed train. Passengers
will not trust an intermodal journey until such basic standards are established and operated
uniformly.
Finally, investment in infrastructure is desperately needed to make air-rail Intermodality
viable. High speed rail services either need to connect directly to international airports or
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effective transit systems between airport and station must be established to make transfers
as seamless and efficient as possible. Earlier this year the European Commission’s
Transport 2050 roadmap to a Single European Transport Area26 announced an aim to create
“a fully integrated transport network which links the different modes and allows for a profound
shift in transport patterns for passengers”. Air-rail Intermodality represents a significant step
towards realizing this vision, but if it is to become a reality work needs to begin now.
Nevertheless, there is a clear difference to today's discussion in the field of Intermodality,
Intermodality is nowadays no longer considered as an emergency concept for coping with
capacity problems in metropolitan regions or at congested corridors, but as a more holistic
approach to establish a real alternative to existing mono-modal transportation systems.
Therefore, we consider the vision of tomorrow that it is no longer the question which mode of
transport to use, but which combination of transport modes to use to travel in the most
convenient and sustainable way. Precisely this vision is also supported by several lately
introduced regulations of the EU. For instance, the latest revision of rail passenger rights and
obligations (Regulation 1371/2007) has introduced several regulations to foster Intermodality.
Article 5 for instance aims on the opportunity to carry a bike on board of the train: "Railway
undertakings shall enable passengers to bring bicycles on to the train, where appropriate for
a fee, ...". Also, travel Information expected to be upgraded towards facilitating intermodal
travelling: "Minimum information: time schedules for fastest/cheapest trip; access conditions
for bicycles etc.
The EU has not only made Intermodality an integral part of the Transport White Paper, the
major guideline for the future transport policy of the EU, but it has already started
implementing laws and regulations to foster Intermodality within the EU.

10. Urbanization
People have moved from the countryside to cities for millennia, but the speed and scale in
which urbanization is happening today present a blend of challenges and opportunities.
Although urbanization has peaked in the global north and slowed in mega-cities, it continues
apace in low and middle-income countries. In the future, much of the growth in the urban
population will likely take place in mid-size cities in Asia and Africa. Large-scale migrations
from rural areas will power much of this growth, with natural population increases also

26http://www.euintheus.org/what-we-do/policy-areas/transportation/transport-2050-roadmap-to-a-single-
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contributing to it. Many cities already face challenges such as overcrowding, pollution,
resource constraints and inadequate infrastructure, as urban poverty. However, the rapid
pace of urbanization in the global south presents challenges far different from older, slower
growing cities in the global north. For instance, the rapidly growing Lagos and the Beijing
Tianjin-Heibei megalopolis will have to deal with the lack of clean water, whereas inhabitants
of London or San Francisco face massive rental rates. At the same time, cities present
unique opportunities in terms of social and economic development and sustainable living.
Cities are becoming laboratories for change, in part because of less gridlocked governance.
Many cities such as Barcelona are acting on issues like climate change and resilience and
smart infrastructure and driverless cars more rapidly than nations are. The informal economy
in cities of the global south is instrumental in building resilience and creative solutions to
problems. With such a high proportion of the population concentrated in one tight space,
interventions in cities can be more effective in reaching out to a large number of people.
Urbanization also affects the parts of a country outside the cities by draining the labour force
from the countryside. In the long-term, the impact of urbanization on cultural attitudes and
education will be further uncertain, such as the impact of fragile, uprooted identities on social
cohesion; or the loss of linguistic diversity and subsequent paucity of ideas and
understanding.

11. Post-industrial service society
The most basic argument of information society theory is that knowledge production and
brain power override the importance of industrial production and machine power in the
economy and that this process is shaped by “intellectual technologies” such as computers
and new telecommunications27. The same technological shift is emphasised by Castells. In
his view, industrialism has been replaced by “informationalism”, which is a novel economic
paradigm that centres on “knowledge generation, information processing, and symbol
communication”.28 All of these are achieved with the help of new information and
communication technologies that are ‘general-purpose technologies’ in a much more flexible
way than before. They can be used in widely different sectors of economic production,
making it possible for “organisations and institutions to be modified, and even fundamentally
altered”. “New information technologies are not simply tools to be applied, but processes to
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be developed” and because of this, “for the first time in history, the human mind is a direct
productive force, not just a decisive element in the production system”.29
The current conjuncture is characterised by economic stagnation in the West and “deepening
inequalities of income, health and life chances within and between countries, on a scale not
seen since before the Second World War”30. In this situation, the lack of economic growth is
combined with seemingly unending austerity measures. This volatile combination is a
breeding ground for “authoritarian statism” whereby advanced capitalist states turn more
coercive and undemocratic legally, institutionally and politically in their efforts to keep social
unrest under control.31 Damagingly for the optimistic information society discourses, such
developments are crucially associated with highly un-democratic, hierarchical and advanced
information-technological surveillance systems such as the ones exposed by the recent NSA
(U.S. National Security Agency) spying scandal. If the promises of the information society
concerning increasing economic productivity and democratisation continue to fail to
materialize, the information society vision runs the risk of turning sour and becoming a mere
apologia for a new “settlement of social conflict in advanced capitalism, this time entirely in
favour of the propertied classes”.32

12. Supply chain integration
Every insight derived from a world of smart objects can lead to action – and more value. With
so much embedded intelligence, supply chain management can progress from decision
support to decision delegation and, ultimately, to a predictive capability. As the world begins
to work differently, we see a different kind of supply chain emerging – a smarter supply chain
with three core characteristics:
Instrumented: Supply chain information that was previously created by people will
increasingly be generated by sensors, RFID tags, meters, actuators, GPS and other devices
and systems. In terms of visibility, supply chains not only will be able to “see” more events,
but also witness them as they occur. They will rely less on labour-based tracking and
monitoring, as objects like shipping containers, trucks, products and parts report on
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themselves. Dashboards on devices perhaps not yet invented will display the real-time status
of plans, commitments, sources of supply, pipeline inventories and consumer requirements. “
Interconnected: Smarter supply chains will take advantage of unprecedented levels of
interaction – not only with users, suppliers and IT systems in general, but also among objects
that are monitoring or even flowing through the supply chain. Besides creating a more holistic
view of the supply chain, this extensive interconnectivity will also facilitate collaboration on a
massive scale. Worldwide networks of supply chains will be able to plan and make decisions
collectively.
Intelligent: To assist executives in evaluating trade-offs, intelligent systems will assess
myriad constraints and alternatives, allowing decision makers to simulate various courses of
action. A smarter supply chain will also be capable of learning and making some decisions
by itself, without human involvement. For example, it might reconfigure supply chain
networks when disruptions occur. It could acquire rights to use physical assets like
production capacity, distribution facilities and transportation fleets on demand through virtual
exchanges. This intelligence will be used not only to make real time decisions, but also to
predict the future. Equipped with sophisticated modelling and simulation capabilities, the
smarter supply chain will move past sense and- respond to predict-and-act. Clearly, supply
chains have the potential to become much smarter. But this will not happen simply because
they can. Smarter supply chains will emerge because they must.
In today’s global and connected economy, digital supply chains are the on-ramp to
innovation and success. And if you want to be among the winners, you need to get on the
highway and go fast. Start today by re-imagining your supply chain. Develop digital strategies
that allow you to proactively evolve ahead of the competition. Employ comprehensive
solutions that support the entire source-to-settle process and create value for all parties
involved in it.
The ability to accept innovations and take advantage of the synergy effects of individual
movements is a core competence of future-oriented companies. Not losing sight of the
essentials while filtering out what is personally important, requires our full attention and
continual development. Nevertheless, we reach our limits time and again and need support,
e.g. from operations research, which provides us with intelligent decision-making algorithms
enabling us to keep up with today’s fast-paced operating environment.
Is augmented reality the future of supply chain? Look at the following ways Augmented
Reality will provide benefits to the supply chain as listed:
1. Picking Optimization: Each picker sees a ‘digital picking list’ on a heads-up display (picture
Google Glass visuals). When someone selects an item, the display calculates the most
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efficient path through the warehouse, guides that person to the package, scans it as ‘picked’
into the Warehouse Management System, and immediately directs the picker to the next
closest package.
2. Facility Planning: You’ll be able to visualize your next warehouse in full-scale before even
beginning construction. You can model workflows through the facility, test measurements,
even “field test” rearrangements — all virtually. Not only will it save you money, it’ll allow you
to fully experience what you’re trying to do, before actually doing it.
3. Freight/Container Loading: Augmented reality could replace the need for a physical cargo
list and load instructions. How? By allowing to see loading instructions on a heads-up display
with step-by-step instructions on how to most efficiently load a container given the size,
dimensions, and weight of the packages going into it.
4. Dynamic Traffic Support: Most delivery trucks already come equipped with GPS
navigation, but AR systems are the natural successors. Heads-up and windshield displays
would allow carriers to efficiently re-route shipments on the fly without causing any significant
distraction to the driver. The display would show the driver critical information including cargo
temperature (especially important when transporting medical devices or other fragile goods),
gasoline efficiency (which changes based on the weight of the truck!), and a variety of
interesting and critical information.
And further, that advent of Industry 4.0 and Smart Factories all powered by the Internet of
Things will make running a supply chain as easy as pushing buttons. The use of Artificial
Intelligence seems almost endless.
Considering individualization and growing complexity, the lean concept is, however, no
longer sufficient. Now and in the future, processes in the supply chain must rather be agile
or, more clearly, flexible and interactive, ensuring high-quality delivery results. To expand
upon Agile in the supply chain management model, agile supply chain management stands
for the ability to cope with unforeseen events using lightning-fast decision making. The
implementation of this management approach requires more than just the commitment of
those involved. An additional technological component is essential and enables people to
deal with the unplannable.
Like social networks, such as Facebook and LinkedIn, business networks house incredible
amounts of insights and data. Procurement will unleash the power of this information to
optimize their supply chain decisions and accelerate innovation and growth. They may, for
instance,

access

performance

ratings

on

potential

trading

partners

along

with

recommendations from the community to determine who to do business with. Or detect risk
across the multi-tier supply chain based on world events and geopolitical risk factors. They
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might combine in-the-moment demand data with historic trends to predict stock outages
before they happen and direct replenishment. Or gain real-time insights into invoice approval
status to more efficiently manage cash.
Some benefits realised from more collaboration in the supply chain include:
•

Collaboration Increases Share of Wallet: This simply means over time you gain a
deeper relationship, thus in the trust of the customer, you gain more of the business.

•

The Longer the Collaboration, the Lower the Costs: Over time, trusted collaboration
begets an understanding so intimate, you begin to understand each other and almost
"finish each other's sentences." Simply put, you know internal processes and have a
work flow that minimizes resources spent on administrative or time intensive tasks.

•

The Power of Word of Mouth: The old saying is true "If you do right by someone (in
business), they will do right by you." Referrals are the life blood of any business, and
if trust and collaboration is a part of a business relationship, a supplier, OEM, or the
3PL can refer you to get more business.

•

Innovation through Long-Term Collaboration: This goes back to the second point. The
more you understand the pains and the processes of the client the easier it is to lead
towards innovative ways which lead to further hard and soft cost savings.

13. Liberalisation of transport sector
Liberalisation of public networks started in the eighties under the influence of ‘Reaganism’
and ‘Thatcherism’. Proponents of these political currents claimed that the private sector could
provide such services better and cheaper, while furthermore these political ‘philosophies’
displayed a general dislike of state intervention. When the liberalisation of various public
networks got momentum and other countries considered comparable changes in public
infrastructure policy, the awareness grew that liberalisation could take many shapes.
Gradually liberalisation became more like an interesting option for a management problem
instead of an action driven by conviction. To a significant part these differences in
governance philosophy, i.e. free market convictions versus pragmatism, are reflected in the
way the different European countries implement liberalisation of transport infrastructure and
services, even though it is guided by the same directives of the European Commission.
As regards, transport infrastructure and the operation of public transport services various
‘models’ can be distinguished, being:
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•

the English model - vigorous liberalisation; national motorways

•

the Scandinavian model - pragmatic attempts to maintain quality in auction system;
national motorways

•

the French model - main railway lines still national, preferably one railway company
but room for regional initiatives; privately financed toll road system;

•

the (expected) Dutch model - probably Scandinavian auction system but with more
degrees of freedom, still battle about core network for NS; national motorway system
but possible increase of private finance (PPP).

The significance of IT
The emergence of IT can enhance Intermodality and interoperability regardless of the exact
way in which the transport market is organised. Yet, it may be expected that liberalisation is
conducive to the spread of IT products in the transport market, since it enhances
responsiveness towards customer demands. Since the unattractiveness of public transport is
partly attributable to the limited transparency of travel and price alternatives to customers, IT
products for customised services (including routing advice, ticket selection, etc.) will support
the position of public transport relative to car and truck. Another important IT application is
the development of dynamic traffic management (DTM). DTM can be compared to demand
side management (DSM) in electricity networks, but its potential has only just started to be
exploited. It opens entirely new policy options and renders an excellent platform for (shadow)
pricing policies. In that sense, it is likely to pave the way for liberalisation tendencies in the
management of road infrastructure. In this respect, the indirect energy requirement of
transport infrastructure (construction and maintenance) should not be underestimated.
Liberalisation is often perceived as a threat to the achievement of sustainability goals. A lack
of sustainability achievements would happen if liberalisation is implemented primarily for the
sake of reducing the costs to local and central governments. There is however sufficient
leeway to shape liberalisation in environmentally more benign ways. The choices depend on
the political philosophies governments are adhering to. If liberalisation is perceived
pragmatically to achieve a transport system that makes better use of the various resources
(labour, capital, space and energy) sustainability goals can still be achieved. The
management risks shift from lack of resources, slowness and marginalization to finding the
right specification for quality requirements and the right reallocation of resources as regards
investment opportunities.
Liberalisation in transport can be used to reallocate and intensify investments in quality and
sustainability. This requires a rigorous pursuit of productivity gains, while at the same time
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cost reductions should not automatically used for budget cuts or lower fare prices, instead
quality improvements that attract more customers deserve preference.
A very important prerequisite for liberalisation of public transport is the introduction of pricing
policies for the use of road infrastructure. Public transport companies, though often still
monopolies within their own markets, are in a weak position compared to private cars and
trucks. For goods transport it would also be fair to apply a pricing policy to inland waterways
in a similar fashion as for rail and road.
The use of IT can enhance the functioning of market forces in transport through better
transparency and responsiveness. IT could be especially very serviceable for users, both
travellers and shippers, to scan the market for the best offers at low transaction costs. The
use of IT for dynamic traffic management should be stimulated and its potentials in relation to
pricing policies and capacity planning further investigated. When higher utilization rates can
be achieved through IT technology, there are also interesting gains in indirect energy
consumption in relation to the embodied energy of infrastructure.
Finally, the energy technology R&D programmed should be sufficiently supported by market
take up programmed aiming at transport companies. This can be partly arranged through
quality requirements in concession auctions supported by monitoring and benchmarking.

14. Standardisation of transport sector
European Intelligent Transport Systems have been fully exploited to maximize the potential
of the transport network. European standards will become a key element of the preferred
solutions in emerging economies.
Public transport users will have access to up-to-the-minute information, as well as the benefit
of smart and seamless ticketing. Freight operators will have real-time information about the
entire logistics chain, enabling them to choose the most secure and efficient route for their
consignments and components can interconnect, exchange information and interact to
deliver services within a transportation network. ITS standards are open-interface standards
that establish communication rules for how ITS devices can perform, how they can connect,
and how they can exchange data in or-der to interoperate. It is important to note that ITS
standards are not design standards: They do not specify specific products or designs to use.
Instead, the use of standards gives transportation agencies confidence that components
from different manufacturers will work together, without removing the incentive for designers
and manufacturers to compete to provide products that are more efficient or offer more
features.
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The ability of different ITS devices and components to exchange and interpret data directly
through a common communications interface, and to use the exchanged data to operate
together effectively, is called interoperability. Interoperability is key to achieving the full
potential of ITS. Seamless data exchange would allow an emergency services vehicle to
notify a traffic management centre to trigger change in the timing of the traffic signals on the
path to a hospital, to assist the responding ambulance.
Interoperability is defined as the ability of ITS systems to:
•

Provide information and services to other systems

•

Use exchanged information and services to operate together effectively.

The European Commission Mandate M/453 invites the European Standardisation
Organisations - ESOs (ETSI, CEN, CENELEC), to prepare a coherent set of standards,
technical specifications and technical reports within the timescale required in the Mandate to
support European Community wide implementation and deployment of interoperable Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (Co-operative ITS).
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) means applying Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) to the transport sector (M/453). ITS can create clear benefits in terms of
transport efficiency, sustainability, safety and security, whilst contributing to the EU Internal
Market and competitiveness objectives. To take full advantage of the benefits that ICT based
systems and applications can bring to the transport sector it is necessary to ensure
interoperability among the different systems throughout EU-rope at least.
This Mandate supports the development of technical standards and specifications for
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) within the European Standards Organisations to ensure
the deployment and interoperability of Co-operative systems, in particular those operating in
the 5 GHz frequency band, within the European Community. Standardisation is a priority
area for the European Commission in the ITS Action Plan to achieve European and global
ITS co-operation and coordination.

15. Last mile
Last-mile delivery will be an industry-wide issue on which businesses will need to work
together to solve. An innovative solution would create the optimal combination of cost,
efficiency and consumer experience. To achieve this, logistics providers will need to be
linked, distribution technologies weaved together, and aggregators or hubs created. Over the
next decade, last-mile delivery will need to change. Imagine a future where the goods you
order online are delivered to the customer’s doorstep as follows:
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•

In a batched manner, once a day, rather than in separate deliveries.

•

In a reusable, eco-friendly container that holds all the goods. This container fits into a
larger containerization system, unlike the cardboard boxes that predominate today.

•

By an automated robot deployed via an “aircraft carrier model”. An autonomous
vehicle drives to a designated point, from which several robots disperse, including
one to deliver the customer’s single, consolidated container of goods.

•

To meet customer expectations, a channel for two-way communication is provided for
transparency and access to real-time information.

This future vision is not so far off if the current issues around last-mile delivery can be solved.
Today, the last leg of delivery is particularly challenging, especially its cost – approximately
25% of the total delivery cost comes from the last mile. Consumer expectations are important
here: consumers have come to expect free shipping, which then means a retailer’s bottom
line is impacted if delivery costs are not somehow offset. The second challenge is efficiency:
with same-day and on-demand delivery becoming a requirement, delivery time must be
collapsed, which means the speed and agility of distribution networks must increase. The
third challenge is to manage consumer enquiries and meet demand for information during
the last mile delivery leg.

16. Services for users and stakeholder
As the industries revolve around the empowered consumer, organisations will have to focus
on certain critical priorities:
Consumer-first mentality: Companies must embed a consumer-first mentality even deeper
into their corporate cultures. Consumers must be the focus as business strategies and
initiatives are developed. Organisations must understand their end consumer in terms of
demands, expectations and pain points. They also need to know how their products and
services meet these demands and expectations, while solving the pain points.
Agile consumer experience: Companies must stay on top of rapidly changing consumer
preferences and expectations. They need to be agile to continue shaping and enhancing
consumer experiences. Successfully understanding the future consumer and enabling a
competitive consumer experience means incorporating new, disruptive technologies
throughout the value chain. These technologies will provide both the data to develop
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consumer insights and the direction to optimize consumer experiences. They will be a critical
means to attract, engage and retain consumers.33

17. Automation
By the end of 2013 there were 48 fully automated public metro systems in use in 32
countries from Malaysia to Germany. Over the next 10 years that number is set to triple.
Millions of people around the world are already commuting on completely driverless trains.
Copenhagen and Barcelona, for example, boast the only 24-hour fully driverless service;
London’s DLR – one of Britain’s most punctual train lines – has long been without a
traditional driver; while Budapest and Nuremberg are successfully operating fully automated
metro lines.
While the lion’s share of automation is currently confined to metro and light rail systems,
which are easy to automate as they move at low speed on dedicated infrastructure, it is clear
that all trains are heading in the same fully automated direction once technology catches up.
Many trains operated on Main Lines are now equipped with an Automatic Train Protection
system (ATP) which safely monitors the driver and automatically brakes the train in case of
violation of authority (overrun or over speed). Over the past 15 or more years, European
signalling suppliers and European Railway Operators have elaborated the European Rail
Traffic Management System (ERTMS) and the European Train Control System (ETCS)
which is now the recognised worldwide interoperable solution for ATP. The next evolution is
to assist the driver directly in driving the train, by adding Automatic Train Operation (ATO) to
the ATP system. ATO leads to more deterministic travel times, following optimal speed
profiles which permit an increase in the operational traffic flow on existing lines and a
reduction in energy consumption. For a long time, ATO systems have been used in service in
urban application; while on Main Lines these systems are quite new because of the diversity
of trains, and because of network complexity. Main Line ATO must also cope with
interoperability needs due to the multiple train operators operating on the same
interconnected infrastructure. The challenge is now to implement ATO features on complex
Main Line configurations with the same level of interoperability achieved in ERTMS.
Automatic Train Operation (ATO) can provide significant benefits to the operators of Main
Line networks and train services. As well as maximizing the capacity of the busiest urban or

33

World Economic Forum Report 2017;
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/IP/2016/CO/WEF_AM17_FutureofRetailInsightReport.pdf; 10.08.2017
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cross-city lines, ATO can help Traffic Management systems to implement revisions to
schedules to optimize connections and throughput at key junctions on a mixed traffic
network. ATO can also help train operators to achieve on-time arrival at timing locations
whilst significantly reducing energy consumption. All these benefits contribute to improving
the capacity and stability of network operation.
The extension of ETCS design principles to cover ATO functions offers the possibility of a
truly interoperable ATO system but suggests that the architecture of a Main Line ATO system
may need to differ from that of a typical Metro ATO system. Interoperability requires cooperation by railways and suppliers, and further initiatives are in hand to progress this.
Automation can also be seen in autonomous coupling actions and automated de-loading.

18. Cargo mobility
The logistics industry is in upheaval. Growing cities, e-commerce and smart production
processes are new challenges for the transport logistics industry. These include the
increasing number of small-scale deliveries in cities, which is having an impact on air quality,
noise and traffic volumes. However, these significant challenges also give rise to
opportunities for making the transport of goods more efficient and more environmentally
friendly. It’s about alternative propulsion systems and the conversion to environmentally
friendly modes of transport, such as the railways. It’s also about using networking, digitization
and cooperation to organize the transport of goods efficiently and to sharply reduce the
environmental burden.
In the world economy, goods are exchanged, production chains are broken down, and
intermediate products are transported across national boundaries. Over the next few years,
Asian countries will continue to demonstrate the highest growth. The effect: the volume of
goods transported worldwide will more than double in the next 20 years. About 80 % of these
goods will travel by sea. Cargo handled at India’s seaports alone will increase by more than
10 % annually. Thus, there will be a higher demand for capacities in ports and rail terminals,
as well as a steadily growing burden on freight rail lines. In Germany, the tons/km of freight
transported will increase by 50 % from 2009 to 2025.
Optimised flow of goods
At the rail terminal of the future, integrated terminal planning systems will provide logistical
support for the flow of goods throughout the transportation chain. While automation systems
will ensure efficient use of resources, automatic freight train monitoring systems will make rail
transport even more reliable. Electronic seals and identification systems will also improve
security to meet increased demand.
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Maximised continuity
From rail to road, all the way to storage: soon, automated mega hubs will take on a shape
that offers many different transportation services bundled together. New technologies will be
needed to guarantee the continuity of transport chains and information flows, as well as the
seamless tracking of freight shipments.
Bundled distribution
Logistics centres will be able to support efficient, environmentally friendly goods distribution
in large metropolitan areas and megacities. Consolidation centres are logistics centres that
bring together flows of goods for an entire city or region. These flows will then be
consolidated (bundled) and distributed throughout the city. Automated freight handling, along
with flexible IT systems, will enable faster, customer- specific movement of goods.
Bundled relief
Different suppliers – some of whom are in competition with one another – will have to
cooperate and ship their products together via a single shipper. A sensible consolidation will
reduce transports, save money, and decrease the number of delivery vehicles in the city,
along with the number of kilometres travelled. The result: a less congested inner city and
residents who benefit from fewer vehicle emissions.
Today’s urban freight or city logistic concepts compromise of the intelligent linkage and
integration of all areas involved in urban freight transportation and even the overall urban
mobility, from the planning phase through the mobility strategy up to the day-to-day
operation. These concepts require the close collaboration of different actors with different
objectives on different levels.
In particular, these areas include:
• In or outbound logistics (logistics centre, port or dry port, airport, rail terminal);
• Planning and maintenance of urban transport infrastructure;
• Urban production or trade;
• Urban population;
• Last mile logistics;
• Mail and parcel service;
• Delivery services (For example, Food and Beverage, supermarkets, etc.);
• Milk run, just-in-time, direct delivery and pick-up;
• Disposal or Waste; and
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• Water or Energy or Telecommunication

With the ongoing trend of urbanization and globalization, transport volumes and
corresponding freight traffic is expected to grow continuously. To cope with these challenges,
the logistics industry might be required to cooperate stronger with competition and even
partly give up full economic independence in favour of a more efficient urban logistics system
(best practice, “Güterverkehrszentren” in Germany and city logistic hub in London-Borough).
The key objective among the different actors might be an improved utilization of vehicles and
thus, an improved utilization of transport infrastructure through an optimised coordination of
cargo routing and cooperation with existing logistic centres as well as the application of
“SMART” logistic systems that help to avoid empty trips and reduction of return deliveries.

19. Service integration by extensive collaboration models
The research and quantitative assessment underpinning this report emphasize that digital
transformation could unlock immense value for the retail and CPG industry over the next
decade. Consumers will be central to shaping the future direction of the industry. As their
expectations around cost, choice, convenience, control and experience continue to climb,
they will challenge the industry to keep up. At the same time, new and disruptive
technologies will fundamentally impact the end-to-end industry value chain, benefitting both
the industry and consumers. Business models will also transform to accommodate these
consumer and technological evolutions. The traditional retail model is quickly being replaced
by brick and mortar stores with evolved value propositions and transformative business
models in the online space. To thrive, organisations will need to aggressively pursue
innovation and be willing to disrupt themselves. Industry players will need to build the right
capabilities to ensure they are ready for success in this new world. Societal challenges –
such as the impact of physical retail on communities, the impact of new technologies on the
industry’s workforce and the implications of last-mile delivery on sustainability – need to be
tackled head on. To overcome these hurdles, partnerships (intra-industry, extra-industry and
public-private) will be critical. Collaboration among stakeholders will also be crucial to
ensuring that the digital transformation of retail benefits everyone: the industry, consumers
and wider society.

Over the past five years, new players with different models, fuelled by emerging
technologies, have challenged what and how goods and services are consumed, disrupting
the industry’s demand and supply sides. For traditional retailers – both offline and online –
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there are key elements in these transformative models that could be merged with current
business models to better serve the needs of the consumer and reach the next frontier of ecommerce. Four new business models show the strongest potential to take the retail and
CPG industries to the next level. They can add value for the end consumer across the
dimensions of price, assortment, convenience and experience. These four business models
are directly related to new models of consumption that have emerged over the past three to
five years:
1. Next-generation sharing economy (rental and secondary markets)
2. Personalization economy (curated subscriptions)
3. On-demand economy (auto-replenishment or smart reordering)
4. Services economy (“Do it for me”)
The business models will impact the CPG industry’s subcategories to varying levels, mainly
due to consumer trends and differing consumption patterns of high and low-engagement
products. For example, home and personal care will be directly impacted by auto
replenishment/ smart reordering whereas apparel and hard goods will be the two subindustries primarily impacted by the rental and secondary market model. For industry
players, depending on which sub-industries they participate in, it will be critical to consider
how components of these newer models can be leveraged to create business value.
Partnerships provide an alternative to the traditional “build or buy” approach to developing
capabilities. To meet consumer needs and demands effectively, businesses will have to
embed a partnership mind-set and culture of collaboration throughout their organisations.
In the next decade, partnerships will take a completely new form, as they evolve rapidly and
become much more complex. Dynamic, new partnership models, rooted in collaboration, will
form across the consumer industries. For future growth opportunities to be realised, an
ecosystem will need to develop around the industry. Instead of being rigidly grouped around
a specific business or branch of manufacturing, ecosystems will draw together mutually
supportive companies from multiple industries that collectively seek to create differentiated
offerings and capture value they could not reach alone.
Two types of ecosystems are expected to emerge:
Intra-industry ecosystems
These partnerships bring together players within the same industry. In some cases, two
companies might previously have seen one another as competitors, but find a strategic
rationale to partner and present a united front to the market because of their specific
capabilities and/or positions within the industry.
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Extra-industry ecosystems
These partnerships and collaborations cross traditional industry boundaries to deliver an
enhanced product, service, experience or value proposition to the consumer. The two
primary challenges in forming these ecosystems of partnerships will be a company’s ability to
balance its own strategy and priorities while managing its position in the ecosystem, and to
maintain its identity as both an ecosystem player and a distinct company.34

20. Infrastructure
Strategic Transport Infrastructure looks at whether gateway ports, hubs, and their inland
transport connections are up to the demanding tasks ahead. Case studies explore the
opportunities and challenges and help identify the pertinent key issues. Much of this
infrastructure will require improved capacity to handle volumes two or three times current
levels, not to mention the largest passenger aircraft and container vessels in use by 2030.
Improved funding and financing arrangements will be needed in many countries, given their
current deficit and debt levels and other expected demands on budget resources.
Quality infrastructure is a key pillar of international competitiveness. Infrastructure networks
reduce the effect of distance, help integrate national markets, and provide the necessary
connections to international markets. Quality infrastructure is trade enhancing – especially for
exports – and has positive impacts on economic growth. Not surprisingly, therefore, most of
those countries with high-quality infrastructure also rank high in the world index for overall
competitiveness.
The future growth in passenger and freight demand will lead to rapidly increasing volumes
that will likely be concentrated along the major inter-regional passenger and trade routes –
with increasing shares carried by extra-large aircraft and container vessels able to carry high
volumes at lowest cost. And the major international gateway airports and ports will have both
the high-volume capacity and the special facilities needed for these extra-large aircraft and
shipping liners – and are therefore likely to benefit from both the increasing growth and a
continuing concentration of demand. Increases in volumes can also be expected along inland
connections from gateways to the cities and industrial areas in their hinterlands. For these
reasons, each country´s key international gateways and inland trade corridor infrastructure
will become even more important to their national economies in future.

34

World Economic Forum Reports 2017
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A well-performing transport network requires substantial resources to maintain the quality
and condition of the infrastructure and to meet future needs. The impacts from any lack of
investment are not only tangible but also economic. The construction-cost inflation
associated with deferred investments can be greater than the borrowing and other financing
costs involved in earlier funding – but the losses in economic and societal benefits are likely
to be greater still.
National and local governments and their ports mostly retain primary responsibility for
gateway port infrastructure provision and regulation, as well as for inland road and rail
transport infrastructure. Major infrastructure is funded directly from government budgets.
In countries with major ports that are dependent on government funding, there are real
concerns that given the post-crisis fiscal situation, future funding of gateway and inland
transport infrastructure from traditional sources could “dry up” – at the same time as
infrastructure needs increase quickly.
Private sector investment
In many countries, private sector financing has proved important in helping deliver the equity
and debt financing needed to make infrastructure projects operational. Private sector
involvement can also help manage the transition to user-pays/self-financing investments.
Private funds invested directly in listed and unlisted infrastructure assets are already active in
many infrastructure markets.
Pension funds are well-resourced and potentially larger investors in transport infrastructure.

21. Rising traffic demand / productivity / costs
Productivity is the efficiency of transforming inputs (capital, labour) into outputs (goods and
services). The two main measures are labour productivity and multi-factor productivity.
Labour productivity is a partial measure calculated as real gross domestic product (GDP) or
gross value added per unit of labour (commonly proxied by hours worked). Multi-factor
productivity is a more complete measure calculated as real GDP or gross value added per
unit of combined labour and capital inputs.
To interpret productivity trends, it is important to distinguish these productivity concepts from
the measured productivity indices. While productivity statistics aim to measure technical
progress or the efficiency of production, in practice they measure the difference between the
growth in the volume of output and the growth in the volume of inputs, which reflects more
than just technical progress.
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As measured in the growth accounting framework, growth in labour productivity can be
decomposed into capital deepening (or capital intensity), labour quality, and multifactor
productivity. Growth in capital deepening is an important driver, alongside multifactor
productivity, of labour productivity.
While it does not make sense to discuss trends in measured labour productivity in isolation
from changes in the productivity of capital, capital productivity indices do not produce useful,
interpretable measures of the efficient use of capital. For this reason, the focus is usually
labour productivity for which there are clear theoretical interpretations.
The principal factors contributing to increased heavy vehicle productivity include:
•

the introduction of and expanded network access for larger heavy vehicle
combinations

•

progressive increases in regulated heavy vehicle mass and dimension limits

•

strong growth in long-distance freight

•

cumulative long-term investment in major rail infrastructure

•

Automation

Four economy-wide sources of productivity growth:
•

Creative destruction of firms

•

Non-market sector

•

Regulatory reforms

•

More effective targeting of investments.

•

Automation at all levels

Of these identified sources, regulatory reforms and more effective targeting of investments
were expected to be the key to future transport productivity growth.
Measures to improve productivity operate in three main ways:
•

Better use of existing inputs using existing technology

•

A shift in technological knowledge and capabilities can shift production abilities

•

Changes in operating circumstances affect input or output use

22. Future technologies
Eight new technologies are expected to disrupt the industries, offering unprecedented
opportunities. They will be adopted at different rates, but each will fundamentally change
some aspect of the end-to-end value chain and redefine the core operations of industries.
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The eight technologies are:
1. Internet of Things (IoT)
2. Autonomous vehicles (AV)/ drones
3. Artificial intelligence (AI)/ machine learning
4. Robotics
5. Digital traceability
6. 3D printing
7. Augmented reality (AR)/ virtual reality (VR)
8. Blockchain

To better understand how and when these technologies will impact the industry, there are
three things to consider:
(i) Business benefit – What can each technology do for the business?
(ii) Readiness level – What is the maturity of each technology, now and going forward?
(iii) Transformational effect – Which technologies will be truly game-changing for the
business?

Four of the eight technologies are projected have the greatest impact on the industry:
Internet of Things, autonomous vehicles/drones, artificial intelligence/machine learning and
robotics. This is based on three criteria:
1. Widespread application. Technologies were assessed to see which would have the
broadest reach and adoption across the consumer and related industries. Within the
consumer industries, the impact across the value chain was considered to understand the
breadth of use. A widespread impact is important, as it will drive both a faster adoption rate
and advances in the technology itself, which, in turn, will make it more critical to business
operations.
2. Resulting efficiencies. Each technology will drive improvements and efficiencies to varying
degrees across organisations. The focus should be on those that will yield the greatest gains,
whether in the form of cost savings (e.g. autonomous vehicles and robotics) or efficiencies
that generate revenues (e.g. Internet of Things and artificial intelligence).
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3. Impact on labour. The workforce will evolve as these technologies are adopted and jobs
will be put at risk as automation occurs throughout the value chain. When the total impact
was assessed, attention was paid to the technologies that will drive disruption in the future
workforce.
Based on these criteria, the four technologies that will have the greatest impact on the retail
industry are discussed below.
Internet of Things will drive a high business value as it secures proprietary consumer data to
create personalised experiences in connected stores and delivers cost efficiencies in
inventory-management. It will revolutionize the in-store experience for both consumers and
organisations, providing unparalleled insights based on the data collected.
Autonomous vehicles/drones will bring cost savings from automated long-haul trucking of
goods and last mile delivery. These developments will also increase utilization, make
deliveries faster and improve road and rail safety.
Artificial

Intelligence/machine

learning

can

increase

revenues

through

a

deeper

understanding of consumer behaviour, while saving costs associated with supply chain
optimization. In-store pricing and assortments will be optimised and, when combined with
predictive recommendations, will clearly benefit consumers and the organisation itself.
Robotics will drive cost savings through operational efficiencies, primarily in warehousing and
distribution. Software bots can also work faster to complete simple and repetitive tasks.
Robotics will enable higher utilization and greater flexibility.

23. Data transfer / data security
Moreover, consumer relationships have become more difficult than ever to secure and
maintain. This makes it imperative for predictive analytics to be applied throughout an end-toend value chain and that this capability is continually upgraded to keep pace with industry
demands.
Data ownership
As traditional consumer touchpoints are disrupted by disintermediation and new entrants to
the industry, ownership of consumer data will be the key to success. Yet, because of this
disruption, capturing consumer data will be challenging and could become polarised: some
players owning disproportionately large volumes of proprietary data; others holding small,
fragmented snippets. Over the next decade, as it is highly likely that natural monopolies will
arise, regulators must plan for and address the consequences for those impacted both
business and consumers.
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Data security
As growing numbers of touchpoints, channels and players make the consumer relationship
more complex, consumer data privacy will be critical to maintaining trust. Given the
increasing role that digital plays throughout the industry, there is already a growing threat
relating to cybersecurity (e.g. from data breaches) that could have extremely detrimental
short- and long-term implications for retailer and consumer alike. Data security will be
essential to prevent situations that could compromise consumer relationships. Over the next
decade, as different technologies play increasingly prominent roles, investing in data security
will be non-negotiable table stakes.
Data-driven supply chains
Real-time data will underpin just-in-time (JIT) models in supply chains, which can potentially
lead to major efficiencies in the availability of materials, delivery schedules, manufacturing
capacity and staffing considerations. As changing external factors (e.g. trending fashions)
shape internal decisions, it will be imperative to stay ahead by making ‘smarter’ decisions.
This will require critical data to be shared easily among manufacturing teams, from the
factory floor to the executive suite.

3.6

Trend projections

As explained in chapter 2.1.3 trend projection funnels are created for every mega-influencing
factor within whose borders future developments will take place with a high probability.
3.6.1

Trend projection “passenger needs/comfort”

Maximum projection:
Of course, the public will rightly expect trains to become faster, quieter, more convenient,
reliable and attractive. In the railway of the future, passengers will have increasingly high
expectations of transport systems and will expect providers to deliver a passenger
experience that is genuinely fit for the 21st Century. This will require, in an industry where
technology tends to change only slowly, not only the completion of projects such as the
digital railway, in which everything – from signalling to trains, infrastructure and ticketing – is
managed digitally with the aim of boosting capacity, efficiency and customer experience, but
going far beyond that as well.
Owing a car is no longer a personal interest. The fulfilment of the demanded needs and
services is what people want. People define their status by “using instead of owning”.
Intermodal travel will become even more important as population growth continues in the EU.
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Passengers will expect a seamless interchange between road, rail, air and sea with one eticket, for example, while intelligent infrastructure and assets that run on it will communicate
with each other to minimize travel time, manage capacity, and optimize the passenger
experience.
The vision should consider likely developments in all forms of transport and consider rail as
part of a wider solution.
In line with the imperative to decarbonize the economy, it is also important that rail remains a
carbon friendly means of transportation. The more people are using the train, the “greener”
the journey is on a per person basis.
Society will come more and more to demand intelligent infrastructure which makes the most
of energy generation and distribution, makes buildings smarter and keeps traffic flowing.

Minimum projection:
The individual transport as a result in peoples` needs remains still high. The individual
transport is seen as a possibility to show the personal status and to comfort all needs of
independency.
There are no sufficient investments in infrastructure especially in the infrastructure of last
mile transportation. In that case the threshold to take public transport systems is still high and
people see no reason to interchange transport modes while they are already on the road to
their destination.
Flexibility in specialised user services will become a success factor much more than it is
now.
Public transport will be not able to fulfil all special needs of different customers` segments in
a way people demand this flexibility and, in that case, won`t be able to compete with other
more individualised transport modes like road-based autonomous transport modes.
Related to the environmental awareness people do not see a better fulfilment of “green
transport” by going with public mass transportation than using electrified individual transport
modes.
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Figure 20: Trend projection funnel - Passenger comfort / needs

3.6.2

Trend projection “development of EU / government”

Maximum projection:
The development of the EU policies has been fruitfully continued and positively changed the
rail sector. Policies, practices and procedures serve as examples of good change processes
to other countries.
•

The transport policy goals and all the Shift2Rail goals have been fully achieved and

are of satisfying benefit to all stakeholders
•

An equal treating of all transport modes is in place, this includes external costs in

calculations
•

The decade long investment backlog in the rail sector has been caught up and has

led to tremendous new developments
•

Standards are now equally high throughout Europe with no exceptions
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•

The EU has succeeded in enforcing its transport policies on all domestic levels and

countries for equal opportunities for all stakeholders in Europe
•

Institutions of the EU have made all necessary budgets available

Minimum projection:
A stagnation of a development of EU policies of further developments leads to a dominoeffect and worsens the situation for the rail sector.
•

The international EU transport policies, put in place many years ago, remain at their

current stage without any changes
•

Environmental policies go back to old stages and goals. This includes an exclusion of

external costs, which leads to an increased negative situation for the rail sector
•

The role of international and national master plans has become less important.

•

No further co-operations between the different transport modes for a reasonable

cooperation
•

The Railway transport is being put at a disadvantage compared to other transport

modes
•

Public support for rail will decrease in western Europe and will not develop in central

and eastern Europe due to decision makers being afraid of unforeseen challenges
•

Member states and the EU do not make the needed budgets available. A lack of

funding terminates ongoing projects
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Figure 21: Trend projection funnel - Development of EU / government

3.6.3

Trend projection “Environmental awareness”

Maximum Projection:
The importance of the environment to society continues to grow and has become an issue of
overwhelming worldwide concern. The actions required to achieve a greener world include:
•

The complete removal of all modes of transport that use fossil fuels by improving
clean technology.
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•

Energy production needs to concentrate on generating renewable energy, with the
almost complete removal of non-renewable sources. Reversing the current
percentage distribution so that 80% of all energy is produced by renewable sources.

•

Waste management is improved to such an extent that high recycling rates are
achieved (80% of all waste produced) extending the useful life of materials and
reducing the amount of waste going to landfills.

•

Energy consumption is stabilised due to more energy efficient housing and a more
conscientious society.

•

Environmental protectionism results in the complete prohibition of using private
vehicles that burn fossil fuels. Car parks throughout urban areas are equipped with
recharging points for electric vehicles.

•

Increased funding is given to research projects aimed at the environmental
improvement of activities. Otherwise, the sanctions imposed on countries and
companies that do not respect the environment will become harsher.

Minimum Projection:
The world stops worrying about the environment and concentrates its efforts on production
and economic growth without thinking about the consequences. The OECD Predicts that the
consequences will be very severe if policies to encourage sustainable growth are not
introduced:
•

The worldwide demand for energy will be 80% greater than now, particularly in
developing countries. This energy will mainly be produced by burning fossil fuels such
as coal and gas.

•

It is believed that urban air pollution will be the main worldwide cause of death by
2050, above the consumption of contaminated water and lack of hygiene. The
number of premature deaths due to exposure to airborne pollutant particles causing
breathing difficulties could double the current levels and reach 3.6 million per year,
worldwide.

•

Across the continents, it is estimated that global biodiversity will decrease by a further
10%, with significant losses in Asia, Europe and Southern Africa. Established
woodland areas will fall by 13%. Approximately a third of the biodiversity in global
rivers and lakes has already been lost, and further losses are predicted by the year
2050.

•

The global demand for water will increase by 55%, due to the increasing demand
from manufacturing industry (+400%), thermal energy plants (+140%) and domestic
use (+130%). This excessive demand from different mutually exclusive uses will
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endanger the amount of water available for agricultural uses. Some 2,300 million
more people (40% of the world’s population) will live along the courses of rivers with
severe water shortages, mainly in the North and South of Africa and central Asia.

Figure 22: Trend projection funnel - Environmental awareness

3.6.4

Trend projection “Energy transformation”

Maximum projection:
To limit the global temperature, rise to well below 2°C several actions are implemented
coordinated all over the world: 35
•

Nearly 95% of electricity is low-carbon by then, compared with about a third today,
led by renewables

•

35

7 out of every 10 new cars are electric, compared with 1 in 100 today

https://www.energiewende2017.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Perspectives-for-the-EnergyTransition_WEB.pdf; 31.07.2017
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•

Traffic bans for fossil-fuel transport modes in cities

•

The entire existing building stock is retrofitted, and the CO2 intensity of the industrial
sector is dropped by 80% below today’s levels

•

Fossil fuels, in particular natural gas, is still needed in 2050, and would account for
40% of energy demand, around half of today’s level

•

$3.5 trillion in energy-sector investments are made on average each year until 2050,
which is around twice current levels of investment

•

Energy-supply investments remain at current levels until 2050 but are fundamentally
in spending: fossil-fuel investment is lowered and offset by a 150% increase in
renewable energy supply investment, as well as an increase in investment in nuclear
power, carbon capture and storage, and in transmission and distribution grids.

•

Investments in end-user-sector, such as renewable energy used for heat production
in the buildings and industrial sectors, electric cars and trucks, are 10 times higher
than now.

Such a deep transformation of the energy sector required ambitious policy measures,
including a rapid phase out of fossil-fuel subsidies, rising CO2 prices and CO2 certificates for
privates, extensive electricity market reforms to integrate large shares of renewables, and
stringent low-carbon and energy efficiency mandates. Such policies ensured energy remains
affordable to the billions of people currently without access to energy. More global
technology collaboration is introduced to facilitate low-carbon technology development and
deployment.

Minimum projection:
Let by the USA, countries all over the world, mainly developing countries, deny the influence
of CO2 emission for global warming. This leads to:
•

Termination of climate pact, CO2 certificates are not existing any more

•

High investments in carbon energy production and extended term of use of outdated
carbon power plants.

•

Due to several issues like limited range and long-lasting loading cycles, end users do
not accept electrified cars. There is no public funding to raise the attraction of
electrified transport modes.

•

No investments are made in the retrofit of infrastructure. All investments just have the
focus to raise capacity.
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•

End users are not motivated to invest in their private infrastructure because of
absence of policy measures.

Figure 23: Trend projection funnel - Energy transformation

3.6.5

Trend projection “Aging world”

Maximum projection:36
• An ageing population in Europe: this will continue in Europe being the result of three
phenomena: persistent low fertility rate, the regular extension of the life expectancy and the
transition of the large cohort of the baby-boomer to the age of retirement.

36

https://ec.europa.eu/research/social-sciences/pdf/policy_reviews/global-europe-2050-report_en.pdf;

31.07.2017
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• A shrinking population in Europe: recent studies suggest that for each decade from now on
if fertility remains at its present low level, there will be a further fall in the EU population of
some 30-40 million people. By 2050, over 10% of Europeans will be over 80 years old. While
the EU is ageing rapidly, the number of young people in prime migration age continues to
increase in the EU’s greater neighbourhood, but migratory flows are hindered by restricting
EU Member States immigration policies, aimed to protect national workforce (especially
young Europeans that continue to have low opportunities to find jobs in their stagnating
countries).
• Almost no Immigration (EU as a fortress): increasing inward-looking view of the EU
characterised by a European shield against the winds of global change. A ‘fortress Europe’
with internal liberalisation but closed external borders to face crises and negative impacts
from rising new markets and economies. Things may evolve even worst, with the break up
and the end of the EU itself.
• A declining social capital: the changing role of families has an impact on social capital and
consequently on the capacity of family life to develop values and moral for the next
generation. The gap between older and younger generation will be widened, also due to the
difficulties that a continued state of global crisis and instability will create for the new
generations to find or maintain decent jobs and create their own adult life.

Minimum projection:
• Preserving the standard of living: the predictions made, do show that Europe, to maintain its
standard of living also in the future, will need to ‘import’ a substantial number of citizens from
other regions of the world. Some countries, e.g. the UK, have managed to do it rather well.
Other countries, like Italy, are much less successfully. The advanced countries will face a
shortage of qualified labour force (scientists, engineers, medical doctors, software
programmers). This will lead them to plan immigration and be more selective in terms of
immigration policy.
• Active ageing: active ageing may impact positively on society, through the increased
communication of values and expertise – when three, or four rather than two generations are
involved. Life-long education, informal and non-formal learning will play a pivotal role. By
2020, several countries in Europe will substantially revise their pension system by allowing
their citizens to adopt flexible retirement schemes in which, after a certain age, they can
progressively decrease the number of working hours. Self-ownership of health and an
increased responsibility for one’s own health (direct information, of self-monitoring and selftreatment) and the active involvement of the population, regardless of age and functional
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ability, are expected to become an integrated part of the health system of the future.
Breakthrough technological innovations (e.g. new bio-tech pharmaceuticals) could also
contribute to improve the future elderly health. The diffusion of Internet and changing
lifestyles may also help to improve the elderly life. Intellectual stimulation of the elderly via
Internet facilities will reduce brain deterioration. Emotional stimulation of the elderly will take
place via social network applications.
• An open and attractive European society: fuelled by innovations in the field of electronic
media and Information and Communication Technologies people in different contexts are
beginning to be more active in communities. Some citizens/customers are more actively
contributing to certain forms of issue-based discourse and sometimes activities
(campaigning) based on shared interest or the identification with a certain group of people or
certain attitudes/values.
• Immigration as a factor of lowering the aging of the population in EU: to sustain competitive
growth in the face of declining fertility and ageing, Europe will support increased migration –
and this will largely come from North Africa and the Near East. Europe’s Muslim population
will easily double by 2020 and that, by 2050, one in five European will probably be Muslim.

Figure 24: trend projection funnel - Aging world
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3.6.6

Trend projection “Changing workforce / changing society”

Maximum projection:37
Globalization and the integration of the emerging countries of Asia and Latin America into the
world economy, falling transport and communication costs, and on-going trade and
investment liberalisation in the emerging economies offer new markets and opportunities for
the European industry. The process of globalization has increasingly resulted in tightly
interlinked international value chains. Emergence of global value chains not only led to
efficiency gains and a geographical fragmentation of production processes by fabrication of
components in different locations around the globe but also moved some of the relevant
know-how and services into these locations. In this context, the employment trends by level
of qualification show that the ‘skill intensity’ of jobs in Europe is increasing in recent years
and is expected to continue to do so in the coming years. As a result, the proportion of high
qualified jobs is expected to increase to over a third by 2020, whereas the proportion of jobs
employing low qualified people is expected to decrease to 15 %.
In Europe, younger cohorts are declining and will continue to decline through to 2030 and
2050, suggesting less intense competition among young people for jobs. The trends towards
a decline in European working-age population will continue, but altogether EU27 labour force
will not shrink but rather stabilize and become older. More than two-thirds of this increase will
be a result of higher numbers of women in work, older women being gradually replaced by
better-educated younger women with greater involvement in working life. However, the
labour input is expected to fall between 2020 and 2050. These trends reflect projected
employment trends and a composition effect, due to the increasing share of employed
persons working part-time (mainly due to the increase in women in employment who are
more likely to work part-time).

Minimum projection:
Manufacturing remains the most important factor for the EU economy, and manufacturing
productivity is still the motor driving EU wealth creation. Because of nationalistic tendencies
and the lack of trading agreements EU countries establish supply chains with European
partners. The industrial base in Europe stretches far beyond the industrial core of

37https://ec.europa.eu/research/social-sciences/pdf/policy_reviews/global-europe-2050-report_en.pdf;

31.07.2017
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manufacturing and represents a great share of the economy. As a result, the demand of low
qualified personal is still high. The skill-intense jobs stay at the actual level.
Service-oriented jobs will be at a minimum because of the import of these services
throughout the rest of the world, especially the Asian Market. By concentrating in high
production capacities also education is focused on these trends, leaving other more service
oriented and smart-everything jobs behind.
Women are not forcing into employment that strong but remain at home. This leads to mainly
male full-time workers, increased labour input and a renaissance of patriarchy. As a result,
birth rate per woman is rising and more young cohorts are forcing into labour market.

Figure 25: trend projection funnel - changing workforce

3.6.7

Trend projection “The female century”

Maximum projection:
A gradual decline in patriarchy in many countries means women are playing a bigger role in
public life. The empowerment of women is also an important part of achieving development
goals – something that is increasingly recognised by governments, business and NGOs.
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More women will travel to work and more women will expect their own personal transport.
The needs of women concerning such things as personal security must be considered and
the implications for rail analysed.
On the one hand women have a high motivation to work as a part of their self-fulfilment on
the other hand households need 2 incomes by 2 earners to face the raising living costs. This
has also effects in family life and the social and cultural society. The changing role of families
has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life to develop
values and moral for the next generation.
Jobs will change as women are more likely to work part time. Due to the fact that jobs won`t
increase much, the competition for jobs will be much more relevant between women and
men and among women.
Studies also show that women prefer more collaborative ways of working and building
businesses. In a brave new world of women-powered development, then, we might also
expect to see a focus on technologies that enable more joined-up forms of innovation - like
holograms and virtual reality tools to give us a physical presence in online meetings.

Minimum projection:
Due to barriers woman have to face in the workplace like sexual harassment, unfair hiring
practices, career progression, and unequal pay where women are paid less than men are for
performing the same job, the empowerment of women stay at the current level, even
degrease a little because of tendencies of separation of private (analogue) and public
(digital) life.
Digitalization even has more effect on women´s jobs because low-qualified and middlequalified jobs, which are affected most by digitalization, are commonly hold by women.
These jobs are at a high risk getting substituted by autonomous processes.
Male leaders still do not see the need of enforcing women and public initiatives are not
changing the role model of women and their actions are poorly coordinated.
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Figure 26: Trend projection funnel - Female century

3.6.8

Trend projection ”Smart everything”

Maximum projection:38
People: The singularity is approaching!
In 2050, our cognitive and physical capabilities will be enhanced with bio-technological addons. Cyborgs will perform complex tasks like humans – they take over routine jobs, from
agriculture to construction, from office to industrial automation. We will live longer and
healthier because we apply pre-birth prevention, regenerate and repair organs as needed.
We will be able to learn, work and play all life-long.
The "People" dimension included five themes:
1. A Trans-Humanistic Era: By 2050, a new form of human - a trans-human - will emerge,
where ICTs and bio-medicine will fundamentally improve the human condition and greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities. Human beings' cognitive

38

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/futurium_scientific_report_v10revcl_v2_0.pdf; 02.08.2017
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and intellectual abilities will be augmented through technological implants, such as memory
and energy storage.
2. Super-centenarian Societies: In 2050, people will live longer and healthier lives. Organs
will be regenerated in-vitro and implanted with 100% success rate or grown in-situ using
unlimited stem cells. Nano-robots and bio-computers will be commonly used for diagnosis
and treatment, extending both lifespan and years of vitality.
3. Hyper-connected Human: The Internet will continue its expansion as global connector,
pushed by advances in the underlying technologies - photonic networks, quantum, organic
computing – and by the need to support ever more sophisticated application scenarios
bridging the physical and virtual worlds instantaneously and exchanging zillions of bytes of
data every month.
4. Cradle-to-grave, Work and Play: Technology will continue to transform the nature of work
and the dynamics of organisations and labour markets. People will be able to change jobs
according to personal needs and aspirations throughout their life. The steady, permanent job
will become a relic of the 20th century. Citizens instead will do what they like, irrespective of
their age.
5. Learning: Boundaries will increasingly blur across different levels and directions of
education, with greater flexibility in designing individualised lifelong educational pathways.
Technology will support new forms of learning, e.g. digitally enhanced classrooms, virtual
educational spaces, and personalised, interactive, intelligent, wearable teaching systems.

Systems: The matrix is no longer fiction!
In 2050 the internet will connect bits and atoms at the speed of light. Its algorithms will
orchestrate zillions of smart objects, which will share zettabytes of data every day, thus
bridging the physical and virtual worlds instantaneously. In such a scenario, prediction and
decision will be easier and faster than ever, based on scientific evidence and people
aspirations. For instance, we will be able to agree where to build a school or to place a
stoplight (if such objects still exist in 2050), based on the outcomes of virtual experiments
and simulations.
The "Systems" dimension includes:
1. Reinventing Media: Social media will replace traditional editorial media as the dominant
media arena. Editorial media will continue to exist, but only as part of the social media
conversation. Increasing defiance of copyright, driven by the sharing culture, cannot be
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overlooked by 2020. Should policy makers sustain traditional culture policies or reboot them
from new requirements?
2. Cities, Villages and Communities: Cities will grow into megacities, with sustainable
transport, new buildings made from innovative materials and connectivity to a higher supranetwork, the future Internet, on which a new service economy will thrive. Villages will link into
the same web of connectivity and develop specific offerings for work, living, socializing or
leisure.
3. New Economic Models: Technological and societal innovations may change the world's
economy significantly. Advanced manufacturing will bring most production back to a local
sustainable dimension. 3D printers will make possible the self-production of many consumer
items, with only large items produced in a few centralised plants, blurring the roles of
consumers and producers.

Minimum projection:
Will be re-dimensioned at present level after an intense increase of smart services and
digitalization up to artificial intelligence. Fearful best practices like self-developing AI-systems
leads people to a reconsideration that digitalization not only offers opportunities but also a lot
of risks.
As a result, smart services and smart devices will have a high impact on raising productivity
in industry or helping to raise interconnectivity but will not be accepted as a possibility to
greatly enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities. Different from
now, where all digitalization is welcomed indiscriminately, there will be a strict separation in
accepted and harmless digitalization and a digitalization that is seen as a risk and therefore
is under a strict control or even banned.
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Figure 27: Trend projection funnel - Smart everything

3.6.9

Trend projection “Intermodality”

Maximum Projection:
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By the year 2050 intermodality between different transport modes for passengers and goods
will be completely established.
•

Connection hubs will be available between airports and railways.

•

Sea ports will have logistical hubs connecting them with the railway and road
networks.

•

Medium and long-distance passenger transport will benefit from a unified system
allowing people to make a multimodal journey as if they were using only one mode,
where:

•

o

One ticket will cover the entire journey

o

Safety and security controls and checks will be homogenous for all modes.

Short distance and urban journeys will benefit from a completely integrated system
allowing passengers to cover their routes using any kind of transport in any town or
region in the EU using a single payment system which will be integrated for using with
mobile technology.

Minimum Projection:
In this scenario, there will be no integrated transport system between different modes:
•

The intermodal logistics centres will depend on each port or airport in accordance
with their individual needs, without the creation of a completed global network.

•

Passenger transport will generally not be connected; each company will operate
independently with its own systems. In urban areas intermodality will depend on each
town or city setting its own criteria independently of the other cities, population
centres and settlements.
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Figure 28: Trend projection funnel – Intermodality

3.6.10 Trend projection “Urbanization”
Maximum Projection:
The population will be concentrated almost exclusively in cities.
•

By the year 2050 more than 90% of the population will be living in large urban zones.

•

Buildings will be ever taller due to increased demand for housing and shortages of
land for low rise urban development.

•

The high population densities will require efficient transport systems to allow people
to make smooth journeys and minimize congestion.

•

Urban infrastructures will adapt to new technology, resulting in sustainable and
intelligent construction, the roads will be enabled for electric vehicles to perform
wireless recharge.

Minimum Projection:
Towns and cities will lose population due to high levels of pollution and the high cost of
housing.
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The overpopulation in urban areas with the resulting demand for housing and high house
prices convinces people that to have a certain level of privacy they initially need to move to
the rural areas surrounding the large cities.
This results in the cities becoming purely centres for services and industry with districts for
administration, shopping or enterprise zones and industrial estates.
Meanwhile, the residential areas become concentrated in the rural areas and are more
spatially spread out.
The widespread distribution of low rise housing will make it impossible to create mass transit
passenger transport systems and so the private car will be the main mode of transport, in
particular the autonomous driverless vehicle which in turn will increase road congestion.
However, private vehicle use will be banned in the cities; park and ride services will be
available at the access points with efficient internal public transport systems to distribute the
commuters to their destinations.

Figure 29: Trend projection funnel – Urbanization

3.6.11 Trend projection “Post-industrial service society”
Maximum Projection
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The aging population will continue to grow in numbers and proportion compared to the active
population, moving from the current proportion (18 retired people for every 100-active
people) to 64 retired people for every 100-active people by the year 2050.
•

In developed countries automation of industrial process will result in most low-skilled
jobs being done by machines. The growth in automation will be progressive, taking
over tasks at a rate of 2-3% annually, before the end of the century, it is estimated
that 70% of current jobs will be performed by machines.

•

Due to mechanization, the work place will be restructured by training to adapt to the
new market.

•

It will be difficult to mechanize low skilled jobs that require flexibility and physical
adaptability. It will also be difficult to mechanize jobs requiring high cognitive and
creative skills. Perhaps the jobs which are least susceptible to mechanization will be
those that require social skills. Therefore, most of the newly created jobs will be
based in the service sector.

•

It will not be possible to create enough new companies and new jobs fast enough to
employ the numbers of people losing their jobs to large scale mechanization. The
workers or professions associated with the appearance of new technologies will only
represent a small fraction of overall employment.

Minimum Projection
Like current situation.
Part of production processes will be mechanised, but most low skilled jobs will be done by
immigrants from poorer countries. A similar situation will be found with the low skilled jobs in
the service sector.
Industrial production will be located in areas around cities where land is cheaper, and
companies can perform their work in a more productive way.
Nevertheless, services will be concentrated in the central areas of cities, resulting in
business districts.
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Figure 30: Trend projection funnel - Post-industrial service society

3.6.12 Trend projection “Supply chain integration”
Maximum projection:
All freight transports had always been organised as a supply chain, even before this wording
was used. Rail always was challenged to integrate itself in supply chains and hardly ever has
successfully done so, first, due to missing competition, and later often due to too successful
competition by other modes and missed chances to take the lead in supply chains.
Inevitably, this situation resulted in ever lower margins while losing market share at the time.
In the maximum projection, rail managed to reverse this trend on all levels by becoming an
active market participant understanding the needs of its customers, integration of its
competitors as partners and combining rail’s system advantages with IT solutions and
automation.
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•

Rail itself has become the supply chain manager

•

A creation of seamless interfaces has been achieved and led to a revolution in the
supply chain integration of rail

•

This ensures a proportional higher share of revenue in the sector and for its
stakeholders

Minimum projection:
All freight transports had always been organised as a supply chain, even before this wording
was used. Rail always was challenged to integrate itself in supply chains and hardly ever has
successfully done so, first, due to missing competition, and later often due to too successful
competition by other modes and missed chances to take the lead in supply chains.
Inevitably, this situation resulted in ever lower margins while losing market share at the time.
In the minimum projection, the negative trend continues, rail loses out even more and does
not manage to turn some single successes and island solutions into a system-wide and
international approach, while competitors continue to increase their relevance in transport
chains even when new players with web-based applications enter the market.
•

Rail has not managed to get integrated into supply chains

•

A creation of seamless interfaces has not been achieved due to not implemented
standards and no common interests for collaboration

•

Rail does not achieve to be present with the supply chain managers

•

Since rail is not within the supply chain anymore, it does not receive a fair share of
revenue
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Figure 31: Trend projection funnel - Supply chain integration

3.6.13 Trend projection “Liberalisation of transport sector”
Maximum projection:
A perfect balance of liberalisation and regulation allows benefiting from market forces
towards innovation and user orientation. Scientific research has succeeded in a real value
calculation of external costs and found balanced ways to use infrastructure’s capacities and
price them fairly even under their implicit monopolistic structures.
•

The 4th. Railway package of 2016 by the European Commission, which aims to
revitalize the rail sector and make it more competitive against other modes of
transport, is fully implanted and enforced Competition in all segments of rail

•

Competition among the transport modes has been fully accomplished, full
entrepreneur freedom has been achieved

•

A full entrepreneurial freedom has been achieved

Minimum projection:
Liberalisation has been liberalised only for road and air traffic while not incurring external
costs on them. Railway institutions are used as political instruments outside any commercial
reasoning and real and fair inter- and intramodal competition.
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•

liberalisation remains at status of the 4. Railway package

•

only a formal implementation, EU cannot enforce the implementation within the
countries

•

level of liberalisation is de facto being reduced

•

monopoly like structures are growing

•

liberalisation stays at current status for other modes of transport

•

level of innovation increases for the transport modes, except for rail

Figure 32: Trend projection funnel - Liberalisation of transport

3.6.14 Trend projection “Standardisation of transport sector”
Maximum projection:
Rail has not only managed to achieve sector specific integration and standardisation but has
been a leader in achieve transport wide standardisation on interface issues both for
hardware and software. This allows rail to determine standards and realize savings and
efficiency gains from standardisation earlier than competing modes. The standardisation has
worked both for freight and passenger transport and has strengthened rail’s role in supply
chains and personal transport organisation.
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•

Full implementation of the technical specifications for interoperability (TSI) to ensure
the interoperability of the European Community's high speed and conventional rail
systems

•

Standardisation of all containers within the transport modes

•

IT and interface standards fully completed

•

TSI and other similar regulations are always under revision, updated within a shortterm period and based on state of the art

•

Leads to shortest possible innovation cycles

•

The rail sector controls the process of standardisation across all modes of transport

The Agency performs the revision of existing TSIs, keeps them up to date, and supports the
sector in their application by issuing application guides and by dissemination and training
actions. When necessary, the Agency may also draft new TSIs, based on a mandate from
the Commission.

Minimum projection:
Rail has not only managed to achieve sector specific integration and standardisation but has
been taken out of any transport wide standardisation on interface issues both for hardware
and software. The standardisation has not worked both for freight and passenger transport
and has weakened rail’s role in supply chains and personal transport organisation while
competing modes achieve savings and efficiency gains from their standardised interfaces
and systems.
•

There are no relevant improvements in increasing the standardisation of the transport
sector

•

The implementation of TSIs is not enforced by the relevant agencies (mainly the
Agency of Railways by the European Union)

•

There is no further development of TSIs as the revision and updating is not done in
an appropriate way

•

national developments

•

There are over-proportional negative effects on intermodal transport due to essential
need of standardisation for intermodal traffic

•

not only relevant for rail, for the transport sector as a whole

•

The lack of standardisation raises costs for rail, as fee.

•

over-proportional in international transport

•

The lack of standards creates problems for the supply industry due to the possible
larger number of product variants
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•

There is an increase in development costs by the lack of standardisation increase in
production costs

•

There is also an increase in production costs.

•

The low level of standardisation is followed by a low level of innovation

Figure 33: Trend projection funnel - Standardisation of transport

3.6.15 Trend projection “Last mile”
Maximum projection:
Organisation of last mile segments of transport chains often decide about reliability and cost
of the transport chain and also provide the buffer between shipper and receiver of a transport
which ensures a level of flexibility of the transport needed by all stakeholders. In this
maximum projection, automation, IT and terminal organisation have been largely improved to
significantly increase rail freight’s competitiveness.
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•

Seamless integration of all transport modes: operational, organisational and
commercially

•

Higher reliability

•

Lower costs

•

Full transparency

•

Autonomous vehicles provide last mile services on road

•

Automatic and autonomous shunting allows de-centralised terminal structure

•

New transhipment technologies enable low cost terminals

Minimum projection:
Organisation of last mile segments of transport chains often decide about reliability and cost
of the transport chain and also provide the buffer between shipper and receiver of a transport
which ensures a level of flexibility of the transport needed by all stakeholders. In this
minimum projection, rail has not been successful to use automation, IT and terminal
organisation to improve increase rail freight’s competitiveness, even has worsened to 2017
best practice, while competing modes have used improvement possibilities.
•

integration of the last mile into the rail transport not effective operations wise, not at
an organisational level nor commercially, leads to increase in costs and lower
reliability and thus reducing competitiveness

•

last mile for passengers not integrated on an operational level, no connections, more
expensive

•

not on an organisational level, no seamless chain of information

•

complicated change of modes and or operators
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Figure 34: Trend projection funnel - Last mile

3.6.16 Trend projection “Services for users and stakeholders”
Maximum projection:39
For transport, advances in Information Communications Technology will have far-reaching
impacts, making it seamless, and more efficient, comfortable and eco-friendly. Machine-tomachine (M2M) technology will increase efficiency by using sensors embedded in a wide
array of objects and systems to automate tasks and deliver real-time analysis and
monitoring.
Increases in computer power and the ability to handle the processing of large amounts of
data in real time, will lead to more effective use of big data. Big data and the Internet of

39

https://www.arup.com/publications/research/section/future-of-rail-2050; 03.08.2017
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Things will allow transportation modes to communicate with each other and with the wider
environment, paving the way for truly integrated and inter-modal transport solutions.
Big data and the Internet of Things will pave the way for truly integrated and inter-modal
transport solutions.
Cloud-based services will become more pervasive, fuelled both by smarter mobile devices
and superfast connectivity. Smart communications technology will be one of the key
infrastructure pillars of future megacities, helping to improve quality of life and conserve
resources. Smart technology will provide travellers with useful information and more
comprehensive services, as well as a sense of control and participation. Interoperable
tickets, valid for trains, buses, car-sharing schemes and bicycles, could encourage
intermodal travel by providing seamless connections to other modes.
Web 3.0 will be about the semantic web (or the meaning of data), personalization, intelligent
search and behavioural advertising. As it develops, it will provide users with richer and more
relevant experiences. Users will increasingly be able to access data from anywhere through
smart devices and cloud applications.
Speed and access to data will influence passengers’ relationship to transportation, as well as
their decision-making processes. Passengers will expect certainty in terms of time, so
reliable and accurate real-time information will be key, and they will assume optimal pricing.
Customer-centric products and services will be based on a wealth of information about the
individual passenger and their needs.

Minimum projection:
Services stay at the present level due to customers` fears regarding data security and
dependencies on digital services. Lots of effort will be introduced to face these risks.
A trend of being offline is swapping over all Europe and people try to separate their live from
the online world.
Thus, public transport must rethink their customer services to get in touch with their users by
offering more offline services. This leads to a renaissance of analogue medias like
newspapers and postal services.
Because of these trends, face to face services become a key factor of success and rail
operators have a strong demand of employees for this service sector.
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Figure 35: Trend projection - Services for users and stakeholders

3.6.17 Trend projection “Automation”
Maximum projection:
In bringing the rail sector forward, automation plays a key role in all aspects of the sector to
optimize processes and increase efficiency.
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•

Automatic dispatching in rail will be a common standard

•

Autonomous driving will be fully implemented across the sector together with all
necessary regulations in

•

This leads to an increase of flexibility for freight and passengers

•

Autonomous vehicles for the last mile are available for both freight and passenger
use

•

The introduction of automation has led to a reduction of costs by more than 50% in all
areas of rail

•

The availability of higher modularity of transport modes has increased the
competitiveness of rail in general

•

The challenge of finding qualified staff in the workforce has been tremendously
improved

Minimum projection:
By not making use of the possibilities of the benefits of automation, a wide range of effects
will hinder further development in the sector.
•

Poor implementation has not led to any improvement in the rail sector

•

The technology gap to other transport modes increases even more

•

By not investing, costs for the remaining technologies go up. No updates of old
technologies

•

The lack of automation increases the difficulties of integrating rail into supply chains
and/or inter-modal journeys
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Figure 36: Trend projection funnel – Automation

3.6.18 Trend projection “Cargo mobility”
Maximum Projection:
Goods transport will grow by 430% between 2010 and 2050 and the system will be more
sustainable than it currently is:
•

Goods will be transferred to other modes such as the railways or river transport: 30 %
of road haulage covering distances over 300 km by 2030, and this percentage will
increase to more than 50% by 2050.

•

By 2050, all the main European airports will be connected to the railway network. All
the main sea ports will be guaranteed efficient access to the railway goods transport
system and, where possible, to the internal river and canal navigation system.

•

The investment made in logistics centres will support the interrelationships between
different modes of transport, and the connection between sea and railway routes will
grow in importance.

•

The importance of road transport will be reduced thanks to improvements made to
the installations and facilities provided by other modes of transport. However, road
haulage will continue to play an important role for goods transport over shorter
distances. Nevertheless, the kind of vehicle will change, evolving to driverless
distribution systems.
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Minimum Projection:
The number and kinds of goods will continue to grow as now, but most of this increase will
be absorbed by the road haulage industry.
•

The emission of greenhouse gases will increase in turn with the increase in road
haulage traffic, multiplying fourfold by the year 2050.

•

Road transport will grow by between 300% and 400% to absorb the increased
amount of goods.

Internationally, although shipping by sea will continue to be the main mode of transport, landbased transport will be concentrated on the roads because of a lack of investment in the
railway network and infrastructure.

Figure 37: Trend projection funnel - Cargo mobility

3.6.19 Trend projection “Service integration by extensive collaborative models”
Maximum Projection
Private companies continue to grow globally; even smaller companies will work on a global
scale. This generates a need to send goods and services around the world in the most
efficient ways possible, various methods will be available to achieve this:
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•

Transport companies will provide multimodal systems to satisfy the needs of their
clients, where the collection will be done by land-based networks while the shipping
will be done by using other perfectly interconnected modes of transport.

•

The users will provide continuous feedback about the services and goods and these
will be constantly improved thanks to the available information technologies.

•

The efficiency of production, shipping and reception of the goods will be optimal.

Minimum Projection
The multinational companies will acquire greater power than they currently have and force
out most of the smaller companies involved in global trade.
Monopolies will be created which will impose the modes of transport used for transporting
goods and services.
Customer and stakeholder feedback will only be applied if it benefits the companies.

Figure 38: Trend projection funnel - Service integration by extensive collaborative models

3.6.20 Trend projection “Infrastructure”
A perfect balance of liberalisation and regulation allows to benefit from market forces towards
innovation and user orientation also on the level of infrastructure managers. Scientific
research has succeeded in a real value calculation of external costs and found balanced
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ways to use infrastructure’s capacities and price them fairly under their implicit monopolistic
structures.
Capacity increases and cost reductions have been achieved with new construction and new
technologies only where investment is needed and have been accompanied by changes in
operations perfectly balanced between needs of infrastructure managers and railway
undertakings. Where capital investment is unavoidably, the necessary budgets have been
sourced from all available budgets to minimize specific capital costs.

Maximum projection:
•

The doubling of the maximum train length has finally happened and trains with a
length of 2x 740m are possible

•

The gained capacity enhancements allow for a maximum reachable modal split
across the transport sector

•

The rail infrastructure does not need fixed installations anymore – all technical
systems are on board the trains or are within the train control centres

•

An introduction of new building, construction and maintenance procedures, has led to
reduced track kilometre costs by more than 50%

•

The gained capacity enhancements are also followed by an increase of availability of
the tracks

•

ETCS level 3 is fully implemented and has led to a better use of the railway system

•

This ETCS level 3 implementation causes by other indirect effects, e.g. longer trains,
a capacity increase by 50%

•

Bottlenecks within the infrastructure do not exist anymore

•

Lower infrastructure costs ensure new operational models with more flexibility and
more possibilities for the regional areas with lower costs for the clients.

•

The Infrastructure is being monitored with big-data predictive maintenance for zero
downtime and highest availability

•

For all relations in Europe, travel times between 3 and 4 hours have been reached
making rail very competitive to travelling by car and airplane

•

The structure of transhipment terminals is decentralised throughout Europe to allow
realization of single wagon inter-modal transport

Minimum projection:
There have been no innovative ways implemented to increase capacity and reduce costs of
infrastructure. Monolithic structures are bound to their old ways, while rising specific costs
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limit the number of projects which can be financed drastically. Even with rising demand from
railway undertakings, infrastructure cannot provide the capacity and reliability required.
•

There haven’t occurred any major enhancements which gained capacity on the lines.

•

There is still a need for fixed installations for the rail infrastructure.

•

No new building, construction and maintenance procedures have been introduced.

•

Due to no enhancements, costs have gone up for the track kilometres by more than
30 % in real terms.

•

The increased costs have led to the closure of rural lines

•

Operative parameters have stayed as they were before, no capacity enhancements,
no capital enhancement

•

All transport volumes increase but not in the rail sector due to the missing capacity
and the high costs

•

Major, ongoing growth for road transport has continued

Figure 39: Trend projection funnel – Infrastructure

3.6.21 Trend projection “Rising traffic demand / costs / productivity”
Maximum Projection
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The demand for passenger and goods transport will progressively rise. The growing demand
will be restructured in accordance with the following guidelines:
•

The investments in infrastructure and trains will result in increased railway-based
goods transport throughout the European Union. The overall percentage of goods
transported by the railways will increase to 40% of the total, and road haulage will fall
to representing 50% of the total.

•

The transport of EU passengers (internal European transport) will be affected in turn
by improvements made to infrastructure and new high-speed train connections, which
will make travelling by train the main mode of transport for medium distance journeys
(4h travel time).

•

The large capacity provided by railway transport will result in a reduction in road
traffic. This will result in a reduction in pollution and congestion. Similarly, the current
European dependence on the supply of oil (currently 90% imported overall) will fall by
70% by 2050 as the various transport modes are increasingly driven by cleaner
energy sources.

Minimum Projection
The growing transport demands from both goods and passengers are absorbed almost
entirely by the road transport companies.
•

The transport of goods by the railways falls to at least 10% of the annually
transported tonnage, due mainly to the evolution of land-based transport systems
where long convoys of driverless lorries will be able to cover long distances quickly
because their systems of mutual synchronization will allow them to reach high
cruising speeds. This supported by improvements made to infrastructure will displace
the railways out of the goods transport market.

Passenger transport will be mainly concentrated in urban or regional areas; investments in
large scale infrastructure connecting different countries will fall. People will prefer to travel
long distances by driverless vehicles because they provide greater flexibility and comfort.
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Figure 40: Trend projection funnel - Rising traffic demand / costs / productivity

3.6.22 Trend projection “Future technologies”
Maximum projection:
An early adaptation of new technologies brings tremendous new opportunities and by
improving efficiency leads to advantages in growth of rail usage.
•

The rail sector has become the forerunner in implementing new technologies

•

Power supply has been improved and is fully catered by renewable energy

•

The implementation and use of modern IT solutions helps the sector to be more
competitive and efficient

•

Introduction of new production and construction techniques has led to new records in
efficiency

•

New industry standards allow the modularization of hard- and software

•

TSIs are standard throughout Europe, all stakeholders comply fully. TSI interfaces
have been developed in a way to perfectly balance the issues of interoperability and
local and regional needs. This balance ensures the grip of all cost and efficiency
gains provided by interoperability while not being burdened by international
regulations on local level.

•

Autonomous driving is a standard technology on the rail system, increasing capacity
and reliability while solving the demographic issue to find drivers.
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Minimum projection:
The railway sector still does not manage to embrace new ideas, concepts and technologies.
The goal to work to together on common standards and to improve technologies and
concepts are too difficult.
•

No new and future technologies are implemented in the rail sector

•

This leads to an immense raise and higher costs in the sector

•

The lack of integration into transport modes and supply chains has led to not being
attractive anymore for shippers

•

Rail transport in general is looked upon as yesterday´s choice of transport

•

There is no integration of railways into supply and transport chains at all anymore

•

The environmental advantages of the railway to other modes of transport are
diminished by the introduction of electric trucks and platooning on streets

•

TSIs are standard throughout Europe, all stakeholders comply fully. TSI interfaces
have been developed in a way to perfectly balance the issues of interoperability and
local and regional needs. This balance ensures the grip of all cost and efficiency
gains provided by interoperability while not being burdened by international
regulations on local level.

•

Autonomous driving has not been introduced on a wider range, increasing the
demographic challenge to hire staff and leading to extra infrastructure investment
needs which further tighten rail’s financial situation
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Figure 41: Trend projection funnel - Future technologies

3.6.23 Trend projection “Data transfer / security”
Maximum Projection
Everything will be connected.
•

By 2050 all the world’s population will be connected without frontiers. However, this
will bring certain problems such as people’s privacy, which will be controlled using
new safety protocols where the information available online will be chosen by the
user.

•

Everyone will have access to virtual reality

•

Augmented reality will allow the use of special hardware to visualize the real world in
such a way that reality is modified by computers.

•

Some medical procedures will be performed by robots. While smart medicines will
improve the cognitive and neural functions of patients.

•

Robots will play a more important role in monitoring and looking after the planet.

•

3D printers will be available to all households, allowing any household object to be
printed individually using various materials.
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•

Telecommunications and the cloud will replace physical transport in terms of ideas
and intellectual property. Why send a physical book when it can be sent
electronically?

•

Vehicles will be interconnected via the internet, allowing passengers to perform other
activities while the driverless vehicle takes them to their destination.

•

Big data will be used to predict journeys or activities as it will be used to provide
personalised services for everyone.

Minimum Projection
Technology will continue to evolve rapidly. However, some aspects may not be able to be
used.
•

The huge extent of social networks and connectivity will make privacy obsolete; a
large part of our personal information will be available online.

•

The amount of data generated by so many interconnected apparatuses will grow
faster than the technology available to analyses the data, which means that large
amounts of information will be stored without being available for analysis.
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Figure 42: Trend projection funnel - Data transfer / security

3.6.24 Trend projection “Game changers”
Maximum projection:40
The effects of climate change are complex and wide ranging, but there is an ever-growing
body of evidence to suggest that there will be an increase in the frequency and intensity of
extreme weather events. With growing populations living in closer proximity, this also means
that more and more people could be affected by climate change. Changes in temperature,
more intense storm activity and sea level rises may have important implications for transport
infrastructure design, operation and maintenance. This could increase the risk of disruptions,
damage and failure of transport systems. Like roadways, coastal railways and subways are

40
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subject to inundation from sea level rise and storm surges. This is particularly true in
underground pathways and tunnels, which are often already below sea level. Increased
flooding from heavy precipitation and storm surges could disrupt passenger rail as well as
freight operations. Damages from flooding may require rail lines and subway infrastructure to
be rebuilt or raised in future expansion projects. Transport infrastructure will therefore need
to be
built with resilience in mind.
As a result, a lack of resources and livelihoods leads to migration tendencies from Africa to
Europe with all problems regarding integration in society, job offers, economic wealth,
regional instability, ...
Regional instability and growing discontent makes it easier to find people support extremist
groups that try to establish a clash of cultures and therefore do not fear any method like
terrorism. This harm results in changes in transport infrastructure as well as user services to
provide a functional transport system and simultaneously lower the risk of terrorist acts to a
minimum.

Minimum projection:
To limit the increase in average global temperature to within 2°C by 2100, emissions of
greenhouse gases worldwide will have to be cut by 50% by 2050. This will require subjecting
carbon emissions to much tighter regulations and stronger price mechanisms than today.
More stringent regulations on emissions may affect the planning and operation of
transportation systems, with a preference for greener modes of travel. Increased
urbanization and road congestion, and a focus on the environment and energy consumption
make railways a strong alternative to road transport for the movement of
people and goods. This all leads to a fixation of climate change effects at the current level.
Offering people a loveable option in their regions by supporting them building up their
economy and increase the economic wealth of each one reduces the tendencies of leaving
their origin living area. This means strong financial efforts of all developed areas to reduce
the differences in quality of live, working conditions and environmental situations to offer a
future perspective.
A better future perspective prevents people from searching easy solutions and lower the risk
of getting influenced by extremist groups and extreme thoughts. As a result, an increase of
terrorist activities and terroristic risks can be stopped or even kept at the existing level.
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Figure 43: Trend projection funnel - Game changers

3.6.25 Conclusions and links between trends and their projections
It is obvious, that almost all mega influencing factors are in relationships with all other mega
influencing factors and must be seen as a complex mega influencing factor system.

Figure 44: complex mega influencing factor system
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Having in mind figure 42 it is clear, that linking the mega influencing factors won`t lead to a
satisfying result, as the system is too complex, especially because of the different future
projection directions, that are existing for every mega influencing factor (see chapter 3.6.1 to
3.6.24).
Also, an extended clustering of these mega influencing factors as seen in figure 43 leads to
no better results. There are some overall clusters like “standardisation” which can be affected
by regulations and governmental initiatives the most, but it would lead to more trivial results,
losing the detailed explanations of each mega influencing factor. Some mega influencing
factors like “services for users and stakeholders”, “last mile”, …. cannot be linked to one
overall cluster, as they are universal.

Figure 45: clusters of linked mega influencing factors

In that sense, another research approach was chosen to designate “priority” mega
influencing factors to personas and link not the mega influencing factors itself but the trend
projections of these mega influencing factors and rate if these weaken or strengthen each
other. These links and the verification of influence can be seen in detail in D4.3, the
verification of trend analysis, as for the next steps of trend analysis, it is sufficient to know
that there is a connection and influence/interference among the mega influencing factors.
So, in summary it can be said that not the linking of mega influence trends is useful for the
future scenario modelling but the projection of the mega influence factors to a certain future
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date. In our project this makes most sense for the year 2050 because of the long innovation
circle times in the railway system. As 24 mega trend projections are far too many to model a
future scenario for each persona there was a prioritization and filtering following mainly
quantitative aspects. Starting with the main requirements of a persona, a selection of directly
linked trend projection was done. The evaluation for relevant or not relevant trends to be
assigned was done within the consortium. After a preselection and modelling of the future
scenario it was then reviewed by the consortium again.
As an approximation one third of the 24 mega trend projection was prioritised and built the
basis for the future scenario modelling. According to the personas requirements the assigned
mega trend projections were then modelled within a future scenario.

4 Service design thinking and draft mini-scenarios
This chapter will describe the activities done for the next phase of trend analysis, following
the service design process by the creation of personas, the designation of “priority” mega
influencing factors and the establishment of service blueprints, as the red line, that the mini
scenarios are following. Preliminary results will be draft mini scenarios, written as easy
understanding stories.

4.1

Persona creation

As introduced in chapter 2.1.5 and due to the proposed goal of NEAR2050 to create a
representative group of actors of the rail sector (see Figure 2: different actors of the rail
system, page 20) and to observe the future perspectives and future needs of different actors
of the rail sector, 16 personas had been created. These personas differ from age, sex, etc.
and pass different user journeys as passenger as well as “working journeys” as actors in the
rail system. The conclusion of the persona creation are persona maps, that show the story of
the user's experience. It not only identifies key interactions that the user has with the
organisation, but it also brings user's feelings, motivations and questions for each of the
touchpoints. These personas are described with the following variables:
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•

name

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]

•

age

•

profession

•

stakeholder type

•

living area [urban/rural]

•

interests

•

goals for customer journey

•

family status

•

description of customer journey now

•

relevant trends / influencing factors

•

requirements/ wishes

•

description of customer journey 2030

•

description of customer journey 2050

•

buying motivation for products/services

•

usage of digital media

4.1.1

Persona “Julia Meier”

•

name: Julia Meier

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 35

•

Profession: public administrative

•

stakeholder type: passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (500.000 inhabitants)

•

interests: sports; staying in contact with the nature; new adventures; disconnect from
her daily life

•

goals for customer journey: To arrive as fast as possible to work; be able to send her
son to school; multitasking

•

family status: divorced; 1 child; living in an apartment with her son

•

description of customer journey now: Julia goes to work by car every day. When
leaving home, the first thing she does is take her 8-year-old son to school, which is 10
minutes by car. After leaving her son she goes to work in the city and encounters the
daily traffic jams. At work, she has a rented parking space, so she does not have to
be looking for parking. When she leaves her work, she takes the opportunity to stop
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and shop at the supermarket a couple of times a week. Then she picks up her son
and heads home.
•

relevant trends / influencing factors: short intervals, transport services, coordinated
national government commitment & action, urban accessibility, intermodality,
urbanization, female century

•

requirements/ wishes: fast and secure transport for her and her son.

•

description of customer journey 2030: The new mobility policies promoted by Europe
have made it possible for schools to have more resources to transport their students.
For this reason, different systems have been started so Julia no longer has to take
her son to school, just leave him at a collection point 5 minutes walking from his
house. As she does not have to do part of her usual trip, she decides to go to work
using the metro. The time to get to work is like doing it by car, but now she can carry
out other activities during the trip. On sunny days she even makes this journey by
bicycle. When leaving work, she returns home. She does the shopping either on the
way home or online, asking to be taken home. Or, if it is a minor purchase she makes
it in the local shops from her neighbourhood.

•

description of customer journey 2050: Julia does not consider making the journey by
car, the new structure of the city allows her to reach much more quickly her job by
metro or bicycle, and in addition the access by vehicles is restricted in the city centre.
Her son goes to school accompanied by monitors and some days they go by bicycle
or if it is bad weather they are collected by autonomous cars. Julia uses the trip by
metro to make the shopping. After the shopping, she arrives at home by autonomous
vehicles at the time she needs.

•

buying motivation for products/services: the train is the most comfortable mode of
transportation

•

4.1.2

usage of digital media: Possibility to multitask during the trip.

Persona “Roberto Sanchez”

•

name: Roberto Sanchez

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 67

•

Profession: retired/honoured professor

•

stakeholder type: passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural
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•

interests: working on the institute for some hours every week; staying in contact with
his former colleagues and researchers; literature; travelling for private purpose;
gardening in his own garden

•

goals for customer journey: no stress; ability to read during travel; on time is not a
high priority; easy entry important

•

family status: married; 2 adult children; 3 grandchildren; living in a house with his wife

•

description of customer journey now: daily customer journey/several times per week:
bus from home to next train station; regional train to city centre; tramline in the city
(e.g. university); seldom: transport of goods with children or taxi (e.g. shopping)

•

relevant trends/influencing factors: aging world, intermodality, easy entry, goods
transport, last mile concepts, enough capacity (seats available)

•

requirements/wishes: automated delivery of goods/shopping; short intervals;
possibility to sit down; one stop shops for non-daily trips (hotel, … is in travel
included)

•

description of customer journey 2030: Roberto travels to his university several times a
week to work on his projects using electrified car to train station; last mile taken by
autonomous transport mode from train station to university; once a month travel to
grandchildren by high speed rail; first and last mile by autonomous transport mode;
services are booked by digital modes (one stop shop)

•

description of customer journey 2050: no travel for daily work anymore - full digital
workflow/correspondence with university; only digital work place; once a month travel
to grandchildren by high speed rail; first and last mile by autonomous transport mode;
services are booked by digital modes (one stop shop)

•

buying motivation for products/services: The train is the most comfortable mode of
transportation

•

usage of digital media: digital media is mostly used for news and for communication
with family; digital services are not used frequently

4.1.3

Persona “Kevin Hinterlechner”

•

name: Kevin Hinterlechner

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 15

•

Profession: apprentice

•

stakeholder type: passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (300.000 inhabitants)
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•

interests: playing football in a club; meeting friends for going out; playing computer
games

•

goals for customer journey: services for longer distances (>2km); flexibility in
services; full digital services (paperless); connections with digital media; cheap prize

•

family status: living in a flat with his parents; 1 older sister; 1 couple of grandparents
living nearby; one living in the rural area (distance 400km); often changing girlfriends

•

description of customer journey now: going to work by bus; first and last mile by foot
(<300metres); twice a week football training: by bus; first and last mile by foot
(<300metres); meeting friends/going out: getting there by bus; coming home by taxi
(no busses in the night), going to grandparents with family by family car

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: Smart everything, Urbanization, human-machine
interfaces, social media as a communication channel, connectivity of different public
transport systems, services for users / stakeholders, last mile

•

requirements/wishes: 24-hour services, cheap prizes, easy booking (one stop shop),
entertainment on board

•

description of customer journey 2030: tickets are automatically booked via scholar
card that can be used all over Austria, going to work by autonomous bus stopping
directly at the house (scholar transport), twice a week football training: by
autonomous bus; first and last mile by foot (<300metres); meeting friends/going out:
getting there by individual transport modes; coming home by electrified autonomous
transport mode (e-taxi), going to grandparents by high speed rail; first and last mile by
autonomous public transport and autonomous individual transport mode by his own;
he is only taking transport modes that have high speed internet

•

description of customer journey 2050: tickets are automatically booked via scholar
card that can be used all over Europe; going to work just 2 times per week by
autonomous bus stopping directly at the house (scholar transport) - rest is tele
working at home; twice a week football training: by autonomous bus; first and last
mile by foot (<300metres); meeting friends/going out: getting there by individual
transport modes; coming home by electrified autonomous transport mode (e-taxi);
going to grandparents by high speed rail; first and last mile by autonomous public
transport and autonomous individual transport mode by his own; he is only taking
transport modes that have high speed internet

•

buying motivation for products/services: The train is the fastest land mode of
transportation in comparison to other modes cheap (with scholar discount)

•

usage of digital media: digital media is the one source for all kind of information,
communication with friends; playing online games; all products and services are
bought digitally
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4.1.4

Persona “Sofia Hernandez”

•

name: Sofia Hernandez

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 45

•

Profession: manager of technology company (WSYPC)

•

stakeholder type: passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (3 Mio. Inhabitants)

•

interests: new technologies; fashion and living trends; social media accounts,
watching movies and series in "on demand services", bitcoins

•

goals for customer journey: security, easy intermodality; full digital services
(paperless); connections with digital media

•

family status: single; parents living in other country (distance >1000km), lots of digital
friends

•

description of customer journey now: living and working in Madrid; going to work by
underground; first and last mile by foot (<300m); going to shopping mall by public
transport; back home with a taxi (no own car), bigger shopping tours with a shared
car or with a friend who has a car; going out occasionally (2 times/month) using public
transport - going home by taxi; travelling to her parents by plane or meets online; first
and last mile with taxi

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: passenger comfort, environmental awareness,
female century, smart services, intermodality, Urbanization, changing workforce,
services for users, last mile, data transfer/security

•

requirements/ wishes: automated transport without waiting time and interconnections;
security in public transport modes; App that leads her completely through the journey
with all schedules, one stop shop; shopping possibilities (vendor walls in train
stations) during travel, organic food

•

description of customer journey 2030: living and working in Madrid; going to work by
underground; first and last mile by hoover board; going shopping only digitally deliver services bringing goods to her home by car; going to her parents by plane or
meets online; first and last mile with autonomous electrified transport mode

•

description of customer journey 2050: buying process automatically by entering
transport mode; reservations by including meetings in schedule; living and working in
Madrid; going to work only for meetings - most of the time she is working at home by autonomous underground; first and last mile by e-convertible; going shopping only
digitally in 7D - deliver services bringing goods to her home by drone, going to her
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parents by hyperloop or meets online in 7D (holograms, sensors,...); first and last mile
with autonomous electrified transport mode
•

buying motivation for products/services: only rated products, organic and sustainable
products, best value, easy (one button) buying, recommendations on her profile,
special offers like "secret escapes", security, state of the art - frequently updating, on
time schedule, travel profile - bonus programme

•

usage of digital media: she is always online; using several social media platforms but
not every trend; controlling her employees digitally; individual news services

4.1.5

Persona “Marco Rossi”

•

name: Marco Rossi

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 54

•

Profession: worker (train crew - train driver)

•

stakeholder type: train crew

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural

•

interests: travelling, discovering new places; literature, proud fan of a football club

•

goals for customer journey: To reach the destination safely.

•

family status: widower; 1 adult child; living in a house

•

description of customer journey now: Marco works on medium distance trains. The
driving process is assisted by several electronic systems that allow him to be sure
that the security conditions are the correct ones. The most reliable security systems
are just informative, so he has to be driving the train the full journey. He sometimes
has to inform the passengers in case of an incident.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: The provision of modern infrastructure solutions
(including infrastructure technologies such as signalling, etc.) allows the running of
safer and energy saving transport services, intelligent infrastructure, train to train
communication, train to track communication, satellite positioning systems, humanmachine interfaces, autonomous driving -

Traffic management systems control

speed, Standardisation and unified operational rules, Homologation of trains,
standardised quality, safety and security management harmonised across all Europe,
Common language in rail - English as the language for operational staff, operations
manager, Automation, Infrastructure
•

requirements/ wishes: Correct functioning of the security systems, good track,
properly maintained rolling stock
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•

description of customer journey 2030: The train takes less time to reach destiny, the
new infrastructure and the automatization allow to have better travel speeds and stop
times, reducing the overall time of the trip. The automatization and the new security
systems make the train semi-autonomous, for the moment the drivers stay at the
trains as the supervision of not urban trips is still made inside the train. Incidents are
less common, and the job of the drivers is more related with controlling than with
driving.

•

description of customer journey 2050: The train will take even less time to reach
destiny. All the trains are completely autonomous. There are no physical drivers in
the trains, although supervision is made from a control centre, to verify the correct
functioning of the trains. Also, if an incident happens, drivers take control of any train
of the company via a remote-control system. For that, the people working at the
control centre have driving skills.

•

buying motivation for products/services: Good job without too many unexpected
problems

•

usage of digital media: Digital media allow to have all the trains properly controlled.
Avoiding problems and accidents.

4.1.6

Persona “Lupo Rioja”

•

name: Lupo Rioja

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 35

•

Profession: dispatcher

•

stakeholder type: freight operator

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (500.000 inhabitants)

•

interests: Collecting Marvel comics

•

goals for customer journey: reliability; affordability

•

family status: Unmarried, living with a partner, who has a little postpartum depression,
1 child age 6 months old, living in a 3-room flat, educational background: vocational
training

•

description of customer journey now: His job can be sometimes very stressful and
demanding due to last-minute changes in operations. All the systems in place do not
work together seamlessly and he has to get data from different sources.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: Reliability (hates strike and delays in general, or
any surprises, Standardisation, Liberalisation, Services for users and stakeholders,
cargo mobility, productivity, costs
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•

requirements / wishes: reduction of stress on the job through improved organisation
and predictability; no changes in timetables

•

description of customer journey 2030: He has an improved collaboration operations
management software

•

The covering of whole transportation chain is now possible. All his systems work
seamlessly together with the connectivity of planning and supervision.

He is

supported by deep learning algorithms. He uses Big Data with predictive algorithms
to better facilitate loading and unloading transport. This also enables him to have
precise tracking and location of every container in the yard and in route.
•

description of customer journey 2050: He uses a camera drone for troubleshooting
and problem solving with assistive technology. Thus, improving worker safety with
less on-site yard workers in dangerous situations and advanced image recognition to
perform checks and identify potential risks and safety concerns. His cameras can
improve problem solving speed and efficiency; his computer suggests different
solutions and can provide a partial automatic execution

•

buying motivation for products / services: increased efficiency and operational
capacity with lower stress and decreased demands of the job, fewer boring and
routine tasks

•

4.1.7

usage of digital media: crucial to job and connecting with family and friends

Persona “Kerstin Trenker”

•

name: Kerstin Trenker

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: Yes (blind)

•

Age: 40

•

Profession: supply chain purchaser

•

stakeholder type: transport agency (forwarder/4PL)

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural

•

interests: museums, opera, meeting friends

•

goals for customer journey: no stress

•

family status: single with service dog; living in a first floor flat

•

description of customer journey now: With bus to work, direct line, no interchanges, 5minute walk; Weekend travel: very active in a 100-mile radius by local train; for
vacation: cultural city trips with ICE, interested in museum specials by train company,
uses combined offers (hotel, train, museum); planning because of accessibility needs
is a big aspect of her daily life
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•

relevant trends / influencing factors: Technical advancements, easy entry, GPS
guidance, mobility apps, overhead announcements, productivity, costs, liberalisation,
Standardisation, cargo mobility; female century

•

requirements/ wishes: Possibility for seating, priority boarding for blind passengers

•

description of customer journey 2030: She uses accessible digital devices, apps and
services for continuous help and guidance. She can share her geolocation which
allows for others to help her to navigate in unfamiliar locations on business trips. She
has a tiny clip-on camera that has enhanced facial and object recognition to inform
her who or what is in front of her.

•

description of customer journey 2050: Her digital devices proactively suggests nearby
services based on her personal profile and preferences; furthermore offering her
direct access without having to actively search for information - (proven, categorised
and prioritised information to those services); Her device uses a combination of all
geo-positioning systems (GPS, Glonass, Galileo) and has centimetre-precise indoor
navigation available, making her less dependent on the help of others when traveling
long distances alone.

•

buying motivation for products/services: easy of travel, safety and reliability

•

usage of digital media: Very dependent on digital devices and services, always
carries an extra battery and has a backup-device

4.1.8

Persona “Conchita Garcia”

•

name: Conchita Garcia

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 58

•

Profession: worker (train crew – catering staff)

•

stakeholder type: train crew

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (500.000 inhabitants)

•

interests: animals, trekking; listen to music; subscribe to castings for singers;
photographs the world

•

goals for customer journey: kind and close to the customers; food delivered on time;
information about meal composition (vegetarians, celiac, lactose intolerant, etc.).

•

family status: single; 1 dog and 2 birds

•

description of customer journey now: Conchita is a high-speed train catering staff.
During the trips, she attends the bar in the restaurant wagon, in addition, at lunch
time she is one of the crew in charge of serving dishes to passengers who have
requested it.
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•

relevant trends / influencing factors: Good design required to meet passenger needs
and

requirements;

Food

services

on

the

train;

ageing

world;

Increased

Wealth/Purchasing Power; No-War generation; ICT - Internet - Virtual/Social
Networks; train to train communication; human-machine interfaces; on demand
service; flexible prices for products; female century; services for users and
stakeholders; changing workforce
•

requirements / wishes: proper operation of air conditioner and heating, long stops (to
serve the food and clear it), good cleaning of the wagons. Good cooking/food
preparation facilities; variety of products and prices

•

description of customer journey 2030: Conchita receives the orders in the bar through
a mobile application, or through the system integrated in the seats of the passengers.
She prepares the order and notifies the passenger that it can be picked up. The
meals are distributed when the passenger requires it. The food preparation system is
automatic, and the user chooses the menu that he or she prefers (vegetarian, celiac,
etc.). When the food is ready the passenger can decide to receive it in his seat or eat
it in the restaurant wagon. Payments for products are made through contactless or
mobile payment systems.

•

description of customer journey 2050: The bar of the restaurant wagon is now
serviced by a machine. Users can approach the wagon and ask for what they want.
The menus are more varied and there are options for all types of passengers
(vegetarian, vegan, celiac ...). Variety also has repercussions on a variety of prices.
The meal is served at the time desired by the passenger, who requests it through
interactive screen of his seat or through a mobile app. The entire process of
preparation of food is done automatically and the distribution is also performed by
small robots’ service. Conchita is in charge of checking that the systems are working
properly and of serving the passengers in first class, since it is considered that the
human treatment is more pleasant, but to lower the cost of the ticket is only destined
to the first class. In this case, the process is similar with the difference that the food
and the attention is personalised and carried out by a staff member.

•

buying motivation for products/services: The stability and the capacity of the train
allows to give a very good service to the passengers.

•

usage of digital media: The use of digital systems facilitates the adaptation of catering
services to passengers.
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4.1.9

Persona “Jean Claude Laforest” – CEO

•

name: Jean Claude Laforest

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 40

•

Profession: CEO (rail supply industry)

•

stakeholder type: business trip passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (1,5 Mio. inhabitants)

•

interests: money, status, golf, cars, body styling, food; going out

•

goals for customer journey: working during trip, seamless transport, comfort/privacy
(phoning without disturbance), separate classes (1st, 2nd, …), prize and ticketing
isn`t done by himself; he wants to have catering, undisturbed data transfer

•

family status: single; no kids; parents (only visits them once a year)

•

description of customer journey now: Takes the car from home to the office. Takes
the train and plane for business trips, organised by his office. His work still requires a
lot of business travels; oftentimes tough for a good work-life balance. Meeting clients
and customers in person is still very important.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: tickets should be bought easily. Able to work
while on the train (second office); services for users and stakeholders, productivity,
costs, standardisation, government, changing workforce, game changers, future
technologies

•

requirements/ wishes: easy and timesaving way of buying tickets, bonus rewardslounges, meals, on-board service; fast, efficient, reliable, luxury comfort travel,
privacy for business needs or conference room. Fast internet connection at all times
without interruption

•

description of customer journey 2030: He has the possibility to order his favourite
meal and drinks with high quality on train. He has a high information demand and
needs a steady high-speed secure internet connection for secure communication.
Ideally, he needs a conference room on the train which allows business meetings on
the train, a personal concierge service to support him even including luggage
handling and help for seamless connections. His travel must be CO2-neutral for
climate balance of company

•

description of customer journey 2050: Jean-Claude has a highly-automated homeoffice and very few business travels anymore. He works from home most of the time
by using a 3D hologram room that he can change every day. His Google contact
lenses provide all the needed information and status updates right into his field of
view and 3D animations of all his projects. He has an algorithm that knows his habits,
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demands and favourite things and then can adjust his traveling plans accordingly. All
foreign languages are automatically translated for him.
•

buying motivation for products/services: high quality products and services, likes
prestige

•

usage of digital media: current status updates; high multi-device usage with high
volume; personal assistance

4.1.10 Persona “Jean Claude Laforest “ - passenger
•

name: Jean Claude Laforest

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: No

•

Age: 40

•

Profession: CEO (rail supply industry)

•

stakeholder type: business trip passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (1,5 Mio. inhabitants)

•

interests: money; status; golf; cars; body styling; food; going out

•

goals for customer journey: working during trip, seamless transport, comfort/privacy
(phoning without disturbance), separate classes (1st, 2nd, …), prize and ticketing
isn`t done by himself; he wants to have catering, undisturbed data transfer

•

family status: single; no kids; parents (only visits them once a year)

•

description of customer journey now: travel demand is given to assistant, who is
doing the travel management, reminder on smart phone, pick up with taxi, high speed
line 1st class; taking a meal in the restaurant wagon; most of the time he is working
and preparing his presentations for the meetings; pick up with taxi to meeting

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: passenger comfort / needs: changing workforce,
Smart

everything,

Intermodality,

services

for

users,

Infrastructure,

Future

technologies, Data transfer, intermodality, future technologies
•

requirements/ wishes: using travel time as productive as possible (e.g. working,
workout, beauty, …)

•

description of customer journey 2030: travel demand is given to digital assistant, who
is doing the travel management, reminder on smart phone, pick up with autonomous
individual e-car, high speed line 1st class; taking a meal in the restaurant wagon,
most of the time he is working and preparing his presentations for the meetings; he is
working on the rail equipment - doesn`t need to take his equipment with him; pick up
with autonomous individual e-car to meeting

•

description of customer journey 2050: he is doing less travels for business than
decades before, travel demand is automatically transferred to a business trip with
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recommendations for the usage of transport mode; reminder on holo-lenses - smart
device, pick up with autonomous drone and transferred to the train on the shortest
distance transferring the passenger while the train is driving full speed; the drones are
the compact data chair (seat exchange system), in the train he is using a data-chair
connected to his cloud-based working area; confirmation via iris-scan; meals are
served to his chair / separated cabins; rail operator offers full service regarding
education, well-being, shopping, communication with family and friends; goal is that
all demands of the passenger are fulfilled after trip; "train time is gain time"
•

buying motivation for products/services: prestige, comfort, status, efficiency, multitasking possibility (gain time),

•

usage of digital media: he is always online; using several social media platforms and
every trend; controlling his employees digitally; individual news services

4.1.11 Persona “Giuseppe Bianco” – customer service
•

name: Guiseppe Bianco

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: yes (wheel chair)

•

Age: 60

•

Profession: worker (customer service)

•

stakeholder type: station staff

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural

•

interests: literature, music, movies, travelling

•

goals for customer journey: fast service, able to solve all the problems and reassure
people

•

family status: married; 1 adult child

•

description of customer journey now: Giuseppe spends the day at the customer
service desk informing all passengers who are in doubt. In case of incidents he is
responsible for reassuring, informing and if necessary relocating affected passengers
in another train. Also, gives non-ordinary public announcements.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: transport services, One Stop Shop (OSS) and
Single Point of Contact (SPC) are combined with Concurrent Planning, reliability of
schedules, Ageing world, Increased usage and availability of mobile devices (online &
GPS), Increased availability of IT systems via one platform (e.g. Multi-modal "door to
door"), human-machine interfaces, social media as a communication channel,
connectivity of different public transport systems, services for users / stakeholders,
aging world, changing workforce
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•

requirements / wishes: fast assistance, efficient computer and communication
system, reduction of incidents

•

description of customer journey 2030: Giuseppe has a wheelchair equipped with a
computer with connectivity to the central computer. That allows him to access where
the affected people are and solve the problems from the same place. So, the
attention becomes more personalised. The accessibility present in the stations allows
him to access any point of it. Incidents are more controlled and occur fewer times.
The intermodality present in the rail transport allows generating more effective travel
alternatives for the users, also, that allows him to help and to inform the users of the
connections with other means of transport. Passenger connectivity provides a very
useful tool to provide them with the necessary information. In the same way,
passengers have more information and require less assistance.

•

description of customer journey 2050: Instead of being physically in the station,
Giuseppe is in a central office where he has connections with different stations that
are managed by his company. Users get in touch with him via social networks,
customer service calls, instant messaging or using existing customer service
machines in stations. These machines have video calls. The integrated services allow
defining the incident automatically and the system manages travel alternatives for
each affected user or groups of users, where users choose each one that they
consider to be more appropriate. The needs of ordinary information are much smaller
since this is done in an automated way directly to the different devices that are
carried by the passengers.

•

buying motivation for products/services: train is mostly free of incidents

•

usage of digital media: Customer services need to be online all the time and be able
to interact with the passengers via different methods like social networks or apps.

4.1.12 Persona “Giuseppe Bianco” – private passenger
•

name: Guiseppe Bianco

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: yes (wheel chair)

•

Age: 60

•

Profession: worker (customer service)

•

stakeholder type: station staff

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural

•

interests: literature, music, movies, travelling

•

goals for customer journey: accessible service, good information, good connections

•

family status: married; 1 adult child
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•

description of customer journey now: Giuseppe enjoys traveling with his wife in his
spare time. He is an occasional traveller, making 1 or 2 trips a year. Usually he
makes trips of medium and long distance, for this he prefers to use the rail since it
has more room for the wheelchair. The plane and the car are uncomfortable because
they do not have the necessary accessibility or have to change of wheelchair. The
access trip to the station or the airport is done by car, usually taxi, due to the luggage
they carry. Sometimes he has access to an adapted vehicle but not always. In both
the train and the airplane, he likes to be able to move, however the space in the plane
does not allow him to do it. In the destination, they try to catch the public transport to
arrive at the final destination, but it depends on the accessibility of the cities and the
intermodality of the stations or airports.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: accessibility and reachability of train stations,
transport services, Good design required to meet passenger needs

and

requirements, car sharing, Hyper connectivity, inter modality, hyper-connected,
technologically intelligent world, Coordinated national government commitment &
action, aging world
•

requirements / wishes: Being able to access all destinations without his condition
being an impediment.

•

description of customer journey 2030: A strong and uniform regulation throughout
Europe will allow stations and / or airports to be easily accessible by wheelchair, as
taxi companies will have a service adapted for people with reduced mobility. The
stations will be connected to other means of transport in a more effective and
accessible way. The access systems for trains and other types of vehicles will be
developed so that they fail less, and their activation can be activated with a mobile
phone integrated system, activating itself in the necessary situations and in the right
places.

•

description of customer journey 2050: The wheelchair will no longer be an
impediment since exoskeletons will be developed, which will allow wheelchair users
to have an artificial mobility. This will allow them to use the means of transport in a
similar way to people without this condition.

•

buying motivation for products/services: train is the most accessible mode of
transport

•

usage of digital media: technology is useful to gather all the necessary information for
the trip and inform the transport system that a PRM person is arriving and that some
services will be required if they are not ready.
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4.1.13 Persona “Silvia Weiss + Julia (Baby)”
•

name: Silvia Weiss

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: no

•

Age: 30

•

Profession: research assistant / waitress

•

stakeholder type: passenger

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural

•

interests: child care, scientific topics regarding her research area, fashion, Yoga,
gardening

•

goals for customer journey: she will be flexible in transportation; she doesn`t want to
be restricted in travelling with a baby; wants to have all offers that are existing in
urban areas; she wants to travel as fast as possible from A to B

•

family status: married; 1 baby; grandparents of the baby are in an area of 70 - 100km

•

description of customer journey now: online ticketing with a family card; using the
train for travels to the next city and to travel to the baby’s grandparents; longer
distances and longer stays abroad are taken with the family car because it is too
stressful with the baby and too much take with you for the baby, first and last mile
with the bus and by foot; makes always a seat reservation for the train; waiting for the
train and bus is always very stressful (entertaining the baby); public transport is
always a risk for the baby’s health so the mother doesn’t like it; all food and drink is
taken with her but she has no space for her luggage; for wrapping the baby she has
to leave her seat with all her luggage; she always needs assistance leaving and
entering the train with the stroller; doesn`t need extra information regarding her
routine journeys but is looking at the schedule online; no time for entertainment on
board

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: passenger comfort / needs, Environmental
awareness, female century, Intermodality / synchro-mobility, Service integration, Last
mile, services for users, Infrastructure,

•

requirements/ wishes: security, easy entry with stroller, enough space for stroller and
baby equipment, no delays, short travel times, direct lines, healthy (clean) air
conditioning, no safety risk with interior, services for users and stakeholders

•

description of customer journey 2030: online ticketing with a family card; using the
train for travels to the next city and to travel to the baby’s grandparents; longer
distances and longer stays abroad are taken with the autonomous family car because
it is too stressful with train with the baby and too much take with you for the baby,…;
first and last mile with the autonomous bus and by foot; makes always a seat
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reservation for the train; waiting for the train and bus is always very stressful
(entertaining the baby); public transport is always a risk for the baby’s health so the
mother doesn’t like it; all food and drink is taken with her but she has no space for her
luggage; for wrapping the baby she has to leave her seat with all her luggage; she
doesn`t need assistance leaving and entering the train with the stroller anymore
because of stroller and wheelchair lifts; Strollers are autonomous and following the
mother to her seat; doesn`t need extra information regarding her routine journeys but
is looking at the schedule online; no time for entertainment on board
•

description of customer journey 2050: she is having a roboter nanny, that is
accompanying her; ticketing is fully automated; first and last mile with an autonomous
hover stroller where the mother also can sit on; every public transport mode is
autonomous and the entry is optimised for barrier free entrance; separated cabins for
women only with possibilities for wrapping and cleaning the baby; on board baby
entertainment available; milk replicator for baby milk; because the baby is looked
after by the roboter nanny the mother is able to use wellness and educational
programmes on board; payment is fully automated with the smart device/chip; she is
travelling more because travelling is so easy; she is always taking the baby
happiness package; gets recommendations for living from the trains interior

•

buying motivation for products/services: cheapness, fast decision and buying process
(to concentrate on the baby), safety, practicable (interior)

•

usage of digital media: YouTube every day for the baby’s videos; online shops, online
baby blogs

•
4.1.14 Persona “Achmed Aleid”
•

name: Achmed Aleid

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: no

•

Age: 25

•

Profession: worker in maintenance workshop (mechanic)

•

stakeholder type: railway operator in company "rainbow rails"

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (1 Mio. Inhabitants)

•

interests: smartphone gaming

•

goals for customer journey: railway has to be easy to use, overcome language
barriers

•

family status: immigrant, has two children, lives in an apartment
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•

description of customer journey now: He tries to do most of his travels by public
transport, takes train to work. The work at the shop is planned and his tasks are in a
shift plan. He must order parts manually.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: easy ticketing, new digital services, changing
workforce, service for users and stakeholders, automation, future technologies,
productivity, costs, data transfer

•

requirements / wishes: limited understanding of local language, still learning; ease of
travel very important, smartphone services very important

•

description of customer journey 2030: He uses the application of predictive
maintenance to have less unforeseen large-scale equipment and locomotive break
downs. This enables him faster repairs and can use 3D printing of spare parts. With
wider use of robotics and joystick/ data glove, he is able to assist production and
repairs more efficiently.

•

description of customer journey 2050: With remote diagnostics fully implemented, his
trains report what problems they have and the needed parts. Therefore, he can
already have the parts available at the shop for repairs. His sensors can predict that a
problem will occur soon and send a report. He operates with the help of augmented
reality to visualize and solve challenging maintenance problems on the job. He has
highly automated maintenance with customised replacement parts.

•

buying motivation for products/services: products that assist him in his daily tasks,
good value for money

•

usage of digital media: enables him to perform his job; learn and cope with
challenges of second language and cultural differences
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4.1.15 Persona “Victoria Klein”
•

name: Victoria Klein

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: no

•

Age: 48

•

Profession: worker (online shop staff)

•

stakeholder type: commodity freight customer

•

living area [urban/rural]: rural

•

interests: Pilates; travelling around the world; literature; friends

•

goals for customer journey: easier communication between different transport modes
(intermodality); more reliable, regarding the punctuality

•

family status: married; 2 children (15 and 18 years old). Living in a house.

•

description of customer journey now: Victoria owns a small online shop, right now, the
costumer buys the product online and she delivers the package herself to the courier
service, unless the order is too large, therefore she has to call a company which
comes to her place and takes the package. Once the package is in hand of the
delivery company, the buyer can check the status of the package via a tracking code.

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: ICT - Internet - Virtual/Social Networks,
electronic tagging and tracking, integrated/local supply chains, virtualization,
intelligent and flexible logistics systems, Trend to low-cost carriers, basic value of
selling: proximity, online buying process, merchandise-fulfilment, flexible prices for
products, Inter-connected network of services to ensure a large geographic coverage
for clients, multi-channel distribution approach, Modular transport (CTS, Pallets,
Swap Bodies, Procedures),

hyper-connected, technologically intelligent world,

autonomous shuttles, supply chain integration, productivity, cargo mobility
•

requirements / wishes: easier pick up service; delivery company that pick up the
packages anywhere and deliver it wherever it is necessary

•

description of customer journey 2030: There will not be huge changes from now to
2030. Improvements will be related with the way the company takes the packages, as
the delivery routes will be controlled, Victoria could ask to an ongoing delivery van to
pick her goods previous notification to the company describing the pickup location
and the size and number of the goods. The company will give Victoria some possible
options and she would choose the preferred one. All this process will be done via
informatics systems, apps or computers. The transport mode will be chosen by the
delivery company, checking the one that suits most, depending of the size, weight
and destination of the packages. The product buyer will have the full tracking of the
product for the first instant.
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•

description of customer journey 2050: With the development of autonomous cars, a
small self-driven cargo vehicle will be developed. These vehicles will be loaded by
Victoria at her office with the bought goods. All the packages will be identified, and
the vehicle will know what is inside. These vehicles could be owned by the shop or
rented to the delivery company. Once they are full, the mini vehicles are directed to
the delivery company automatically. If all goods inside the vehicle have the same
destination the whole vehicle will be loaded on a truck or a train and will be the same
vehicle the one in charge of the delivery. If not, the delivery company manages the
rest of the process. The customer will have the complete information of the process
and will be able to ask for the vehicle to stop wherever he or she wants to pick up the
good, also the time of the day could be defined.

•

buying motivation for products/services: train is the safest transport, and with an
optimal planning, the most punctual, due to the fact that they have their own
infrastructure

•

usage of digital media: customers buy all their products online

4.1.16 Persona “Klaus Wolf“
•

name: Klaus Wolf

•

reduced mobility [Yes/No]: no

•

Age: 27

•

Profession: loading point manager (chemical plant)

•

stakeholder type: bulk freight customer

•

living area [urban/rural]: urban (300.000 inhabitants)

•

interests: women and fashion

•

goals for customer journey: better prices for transport, better efficiency of cargo
loading and improved safety

•

family status: Hipster; unmarried, single, leaves nothing out and takes any possible
chance, very indecisive. Lives in a 1-room apartment in a hip area (can actually not
afford, lives over financial limit)

•

description of customer journey now: Organizes loading of the containers. He is
responsible for a reasonable order of the loading process and the trains. The right
product has to be in the right container and on the right train. He is responsible for a
valid information flow between the stakeholders and has to react to disruptions
accordingly with experience and knowledge

•

relevant trends / influencing factors: digitalization, services for users and
stakeholders; cargo mobility; productivity, changing workforce, supply chain
integration, intermodality
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•

requirements / wishes: needs quick and easy overview on how many units are
available of which kind, which are in stock, movements in capacity, measures that
lead to less stress

•

description of customer journey 2030: He uses more specialised containers for
optimised intermodal operations; he has the possibility to track every container of
goods.

•

description of customer journey 2050: He uses a new generation of mass market
sensors for containers which facilitate better loading equipment and less personnel to
improve safety. Thus, he is provided data about products on route (e.g. temperature,
humidity, etc.)

He has discontinued the use of classic tank wagons and now has

separation of containers and chassis.
•

buying motivation for products/services: market driven demands of his company's
product to improve cost and speed of delivery and ease of business to business
communications and processes.

•

usage of digital media: He uses his tablet for on-site checks while working,
smartphone watch to react to safety alerts and information about product loading;
work demands require constant availability (always online)

4.2

Linking trend projections with personas

As a preparation for next stages of trend analysis, 8 priority influencing factors, that affect
each designed “persona” the most, were assigned to these personas.
To consider all 24 mega influencing factors almost equally it was necessary to assign all
mega influencing factors to almost the same number of mini-scenarios.
Of course, there are mega influencing factors that affect a bigger group of stakeholders and
users (like “passenger comforts / needs” and “services for users and stakeholders”) more
than others. Due to that, differences between the counters of mega influencing factors occur.

These „priority“-influencing factors were chosen within the project team of NEAR2050.
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Table 4: number of assignments of mega influencing factors to personas

influencing factors
1.passenger comfort / needs
2.development of EU / goverment
3.Environmental awareness
4.energy transformation
5.Aging world
6.Changing workforce / changing society
7.The female century
8.Smart everything
9.Intermodality / synchro-mobility
10.Urbanization
11.Post industrial service society
12.Supply chain integration
13.Liberalisation of transport sector
14.Standardization of transport sector
15.Last mile
16.services for users / stakeholders
17.Automation
18.Cargo mobility
19.Service integration by extensive collaborative models
20.Infrastructure
21.Rising traffic demand / cost / productivity
22.Future technologies / modularization
23.Data transfer / security
24.Game changers

no. of assigments to mini-scenarios
9
3
5
4
4
5
4
5
6
4
5
5
5
5
5
8
7
6
5
7
6
6
5
4

Table 5: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 1

No. of personas
personas

1

priority influencing factors

Julia Meier
Passenger comforts / needs
Development of EU / government
The female century
Intermodality
Urbanization
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Game changers

Table 6: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 2

No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

2
Roberto Sanchez
Passenger comforts / needs
Aging world
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Game changers
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Table 7: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 3

No. of personas
personas

3
Kevin Hinterlechner
Passenger comforts / needs
Changing worksforce / society
Smart everything
Intermodality
Urbanization
Last mile
services for users and stakeholders
Data transfer / security

priority influencing factors

Table 8: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 4
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

4
Sofia Hernandez
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Changing workforce
The female century
Smart everything
Urbanization
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Data transfer / security

Table 9: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 5

No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

5
Marco Rossi
Energy transformation
Changing workforce / society
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization
Data transfer / security

Table 10: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 6

No. of personas
personas

6

priority influencing factors

Lupo Rioja
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Standardization of transport sector
Cargo mobiliy
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization
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Table 11: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 7

No. of personas
personas

7
Kerstin Trenker
Smart everything
Supply chain integration
Liberalization of transport sector
Standardization of transport sector
Services for users and stakeholders
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity

priority influencing factors

Table 12: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 8
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

8
Conchita Garcia
Passenger comfort / needs
Aging world
The female century
Post industrial service society
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Infrastructure

Table 13: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 9

No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

9
Jean Claude Laforest (CEO)
Development of EU / government
Energy transformation
changing worksforce
Supply chain integration
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

Table 14: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 10
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

10
Jean Claude Laforest (business trip pass.)
passenger comfort / needs
Smart everything
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Data transfer / security
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Table 15: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 11

No. of personas
personas

11

priority influencing factors

Giuseppe Bianco (customer service)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Aging world
Liberalisation of transport sector
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

Table 16: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 12
No. of personas
personas

12

priority influencing factors

Giuseppe Bianco (private trip pass.)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Infrastructure
Data transfer / security
Game changers

Table 17: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 13
No. of personas
personas

13

priority influencing factors

Silvia Weiss + Julia (Baby)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Energy transformation
The female century
Intermodality
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Game changers

Table 18: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 14
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

14
Achmed Aleid
Energy transformation
Changing workforce / society
Smart everything
Post industrial service society
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Future technologies
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Table 19: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 15
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

15
Victoria Klein
Development of EU / government
Aging world
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Cargo mobiliy
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Rising traffic demand / productivity

Table 20: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 16

No. of personas
personas

16

priority influencing factors

Klaus Wolf
Environmental awareness
Urbanization
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Automation
Cargo mobility
Future technologies

These assigned mega influencing factors are now the basis for the next stage in trend
analysis, the creation of service blueprints and service touchpoints.
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4.3

Service blueprints and mini-scenarios

In this chapter, all service blueprints for the different personas are displayed, the highlighted
“service touchpoints” are pointed out and draft mini-scenarios (first, not fully evaluated,
versions) of all personas describe their customer and working journeys in future.

4.3.1

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 1 “Julia Meier”

Figure 46: Service blueprint "Julia Meier"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: JULIA MEIER
Julia is a public employee who lives in an apartment with her son in the city. She
likes the nature and is concerned about the environment. Therefore, to avoid
pollution and traffic jams she usually goes to the metro station on foot or by
bicycle. This is also the most efficient mode of transport at her disposal, given the
distance she has to travel to work. In her free time, at most weekends she travels
by train to visit the countryside with her son who she is very close to after having
divorced from her husband. Julia takes advantage of this form of transport as she
can comfortably load her and her son’s bicycles onto the train.
Travelling by car in the city is quite restricted. On working days Julia’s son is picked up by
supervisors who accompany him to school by bicycle or self-driving car, depending on the
weather.
While she is having breakfast, she checks her travel options for the day. Julia is a woman of
habits and she likes to plan the day ahead while she is having her first coffee.
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She likes to check the weather forecast daily and check the date she needs to renew her
station access permit (for metro and train) for her journey to and from work. Because of the
facial recognition system located at the metro and railway station there is no need to carry a
ticket with her.
She remembers when she was a child and she had to use a physical ticket to access the
metro and then a different one for the train. Now, when she arrives at the control point she
looks for a slot to insert the ticket in. When she does not find one she always smiles
remembering how things have changed over the recent years.
Julia uses the metro quite often to travel to work, when the weather is fine she likes to walk
to the metro station if she isn’t using her folding e-bike. The travel time is quite short,
especially when she uses the metro. When she reaches the metro station she passes
through an automatic passenger identification system located at the station’s entrance which
uses facial recognition software. The system can later make recommendations for her day as
it identifies her as a preferential user (because she uses the service more than once per
day).

Thanks to the customer services system, among other things the metro service provides real
time news and information about arrival times at stops, weather and it highlights interesting
places at the destination depending on the preferences of the user.
The system is completely up to date and can also provide information about local events,
offering the interested user the chance to investigate further depending on the personal
interests of each passenger.
Julia leaves the station and goes to work; she is a public administrative worker and works at
an office located in the city centre. It is a rather quiet job with a continuous 6 hour working
day.
Julia likes fresh products to eat and drink, so she buys things frequently. Because of this,
after work she sometimes needs to go shopping and, in her case, she does the shopping at
the metro station thanks to an interactive service installed at some stops which allows the
user to do a virtual household shop. Thanks to the data stored in the system, the user is first
shown the products they usually buy along with recommendations based on taste and
previous purchases. Later, she decides when she would like the products to be delivered;
they are then taken to her house at the stated time by self-driving transport services.
Normally, there isn’t a problem because most of the products come from local companies
and Julia picks up her purchases just as she is arriving home. The home delivery service is
usually quite punctual.
Her son Bergen goes to meet his mother at the station every day by bicycle. If the purchases
arrive early, then he signs for them.
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At the weekend, she goes to the countryside with her son to go trekking and take part in
other mountain related activities, given the closeness of the mountains to where she lives.
Her son Bergen wants to be a mountain guide when he grows up.
The train still provides a comfortable and safe transport service for reaching areas located
further away from large cities.

4.3.2

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 2 “Roberto Sanchez”

Figure 47: Service blueprint "Roberto Sanchez"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: ROBERTO SANCHEZ
Roberto Sanchez is travelling to see his daughter who has moved to a new house
outside the city and works from home. His wife will join him later on but preferring
an autonomous e-taxi because of her disability of walking longer distances.
Although they are older, travelling is a lot easier than it once was and far more
accommodating to those with disabilities. Roberto uses an autonomous last mile
transport he orders automatically with his train ticket. A mobility app removes the
stress of travelling by automatically booking the different stages of their journey
and providing clear instructions to get from their home to their daughter’s house.
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“I`m leaving my Dear!” Roberto is announcing to his wife, getting the information, that his
transport to the train station is arriving on his “smart glasses”. Just a minute later the
autonomous electrified car is breaking in front of his small house. Sometimes he misses his
long walks to the next train station that always were a good possibility to rethink issues that
he had in mind, but otherwise he got used to the services of first and last mile transports for
years, that reduced the walking distances of people per day to a minimum. And with his age
….. – it`s far more comfortable now. Decades ago, people went to fitness and sports to
compensate this inactivity but nowadays with the electric muscle stimulation in every seat.
Maybe he will take a session in the train as well.
Roberto is having problems with his hip, and thanks to his titanium foam hip implants he is
able to walk a while but nevertheless he remembers the time with fright, when it was usual to
take the personal luggage with you on the travel. God sake all these problems are solved
with individual services nowadays. Since every household has a luggage drop off box in front
and standardised trolleys with integrated RFID-chips you only have to take your personal
belongings with you. And, these are reduced to the limit. Roberto only has to watch that he
does not forget his medicine and his smart glasses. All other equipment he possibly needs,
like an e-reader, is provided to his full customised with his personal preferences he saved in
his identification and travelling account. The luggage was picked up hours ago and is already
on the trip to his daughter. The payment was already done during the booking process.
Roberto has booked through to his end destination via a mobility app, that automatically
started the booking process after Roberto included his trip into his online scheduler, without
requiring separate travel authorization or separate charges for the different modes. The
journey is chosen for optimal pricing and convenience and the trains automatically register
Roberto’s` presence via his chip under his skin and additionally with a security iris scan when
they get aboard. The app also keeps him informed in real-time of any changes to his journey.
Getting off the first mile transport right in front of the train station hub near the city boarder,
that was moved to the underground several years before because of lack of space for
residences and the extension of the city he is automatically guided to his train. All trains have
easy low floor entry these days and lots of space inside the wagons. He doesn`t have many
claims but he likes the possibility to request special needs and due to these preferences, the
passengers are seated in the best fulfilling way. He is looking forward to seeing his
grandchildren but is also relieved that there are separate sections available for passengers
who want to relax, ones who want to work, and sections for families and so on.
Roberto relaxes as he scans a discrete digital display beside him and sees that he can easily
call on the train guard for assistance. Comfortably settled in, he closes his eyes for a nap.
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Nevertheless, the display in front of him keeps him up-to-date on the progress of the journey,
so he doesn’t need to listen to the station announcements. The recommendation of a new
museum that opened nearby his daughter is stored by him in his personal account – he will
ask his family to join him later. He also likes flicking through the news of the day online and
communicating with his former colleagues at the university via thought control, authoring a
paper about societal changes in the next decades. Despite all these technical achievements
he sometimes misses the “offline” work in his former department at the university. He hasn`t
been there for years!
A while later Roberto wakes up to see that the snacks that he pre-ordered have arrived and
that they are now travelling at full speed. Thanks to the decision to separate freight and
passenger lines and standardize these lines all over Europe travelling with train is still an
option in public transport. On the one hand Roberto misses the regional railway operation he
usually used to go to his university years ago, but on the other hand you cannot have one
without the other and for more than 10 years there is only urban transport and long distance
high speed transport on rails on a high-quality level.
Even though his daughter is able to supervise his journey in real time he decides to make a
Holo-Call to let her know that he is arriving on time. “Papa, you never came late for years!”
his daughter laughed into the Holo-screen, “I even never heard about a train that had a
delay!” “Some habits you cannot change!” Roberto must laugh as well. His daughter also
informed him, that his luggage already arrived with a transport drone at the daughter`s home
and that a big piece off his favourite sugar free, vegan, pre-backed cake is waiting for him.
Full of anticipation he ends the call.
Stopping in the train station his chair automated lifts to provide an easy exit. Guided from his
seat in the train to the exit he easily finds his last mile transport to his daughters’ house. The
only things he doesn`t like are these annoying feedback and rating requests. He understands
that these are useful to raise the quality of services but why haven`t they been changed and
optimised for the past 30 years!
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4.3.3

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 3 “Kevin Hinterlechner”

Figure 48: Service blueprint "Kevin Hinterlechner"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: KEVIN HINTERLECHNER
Kevin is a 15-year-old apprentice using public transport for his daily trips to his
training post and his hobbies, especially going to the football training in his football
club. As a member of the young generation he is a natural born “digitalist” using
smart services as the only source for information, buying, communication with
friends, etc. He is living in a flat with his parents in a town with around 300.000
inhabitants. In his mind, digital services and the transfer of responsibility to
automated services cannot go far enough.

Kevin wakes up as his mother calls him out of the kitchen. “What that late again?” he
recognizes frustrated looking at his smart watch. “I shouldn`t play online Holo-Games the
whole night”. But what really frustrates him is the fact that his parents do not allow him to get
a “optimizing chip” inserted in his head like his friends all have already. “Then I would never
oversleep again, and the brain optimization would reduce my sleep requirement to a
minimum”. His only motivation is that in 3 months he is getting 16 years old and he will
officially become an adult. Then no one can stop him “bionic-optimizing” himself.
Checking his daily schedule as well as his online communities with his Holo-Lenses during
breakfast he hears the autonomous transport that takes his sport equipment out of the
luggage drop off box in front of the house. Normally he never takes the equipment back
home but leaves it at the training centre where it is cleaned automatically by a fully
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automated laundry service. But he had to check the functionality of his training clothes
because the integrated cooling system had a fail function.
Kevin walks out on the street remembering that his pick up to his job by his autonomous
electrified hoover board is right now. His father told him that when he was young especially
young men had a strong desire to own their own car. This makes no sense to Kevin as he
almost owns nothing but do not has to renounce anything because of full all in service and
usage packages for almost everything.
The hoover board takes him to the next tramline station and the tramline to his work where
he is apprentice for IT-System engineering. He doesn`t understand why he must be in the
office for 2 days per week personally – he easily could work only from home. But maybe this
is an education methodology to get him to know how the working routine was in the past. “I
even never meet my friends personally anymore!” he shakes his head.
The tramline offers lots of space nowadays, going fully automated without a driver, as the
decision makers recognised that it`s much better to offer over-capacity than a lack of space.
The demand of “personal” information is so high and has to be so flexible, that in many lines
conductors celebrating their renascence beside the digital information services. These
decisions were one of the success factors of the public transport and he is luckily surprised
that the latest computer game update is automatically installed on his smart master device as
a service of the transport company, providing this update to all members of a scholar card.
With this scholar card, he was able to travel all over Europe without the need of booking and
paying tickets last summer.
He ignores the journey visualization in the “smart-glass”-windows of the tramline when he
approaches as he has seen that many times before and he often thinks about switching it off
but he doesn`t want to miss the personalised promotions that are integrated in the customer
journey visualization system.
“Leave tramline next station” the journey visualization guides him to his last mile transport
and automatically navigates his hoover board to his destination.
He is automatically identified in his office scanning his iris which is the standard identification
now, often combined with RFID recognition mainly via implanted RFID-chips.
As punctual as he entered the office building the punctual he is leaving it to focus on his real
passion – playing football in his football club. Because the football stadium is outside the city
boarder he has to take the autonomous electrified bus which unfortunately takes a lot of time
because of the daily changing demand-oriented bus routes. The message that his luggage is
already at the stadium he got several hours ago, transported with the freight pipeline,
transporting freight within the whole city area using underground pipelines. The system relies
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on intelligent, individual pods or caps, and is independent of aboveground traffic congestion
and weather conditions. The caps are aerodynamic and powered by electricity. “Hopefully
they will finish the tramline extension soon” he prays, thinking about the great investment
programme in public transport that was announced last month, having the goal to connect
the city surrounding with the urban railways system by rail. “Otherwise I will ship myself with
the freight pipeline!”
The contact lens in his left eye is activated and the way-finding instructions guide him out of
the bus station to the Autopod station. His device has already called for a pod and the
vehicle number flashes into Kevin’s vision. He sees a family with two small boys disembark
from number 87 before it glides up to him and stops in the pick-up bay getting him from the
bus station to the stadium. Going out of the bus station he harnessed renewable energy from
his footfall charging his devices via induction. He authorised the urban transport operator to
collect all data regarding his urban trips to generate data for a continuous big data-oriented
traffic optimization, earning bonus points in the customer programme. These points he can
exchange for game updates or full customised software designs.
Training starts punctual as the only factor that is not always punctual is the human being.

4.3.4

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 4 “Sophia Hernandez”

Figure 49: Service blueprint "Sophia Hernandez"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: SOPHIA HERNANDEZ:
Sophia is living in Madrid and working as a manager of the technology company
WSYPC. She is herself calling a “digital nerd” and therefore reduces the personal
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contact to other humans to a minimum. She trusts machines much more than she
ever could into other people. Unfortunately, she must go to her office sometimes
and therefore uses the underground as the fastest way to go there and to be in
public. She feels comfort meeting her digital friends and living her digital life.

“Ok, in that case I`m coming – be there in 30 minutes!” she quits the Holo-Call with her
colleague in the office. She will never understand these old-fashioned people who stick to
personal meetings, but anyway, for this important client she must swallow the bitter pill. She
hasn`t been in the office for several weeks managing her employees remotely. Equipped with
her Holo-Lenses and her new hoover board she leaves the house and clink her in the flow of
electrified personal transport modes and some people who really go by foot these days. Due
to the fact that her trip was automatically integrated in her personal trip management system
out of her mind-controlled scheduler, she even doesn`t look at the way to the underground
station 300m away. Using the time to scan recommendations she gets visualised on her
eyes she luckily recognizes that the new 7D-vendor wall of her favourite food shop is already
open. She checks her shopping list, always connected to her home management system and
upload it to the food shop. “They will wait some minutes more as well” she smiles. She
notices a message in her Holo-Lenses that her ticket was automatically booked and bought
by entering the underground station via the RFID gate recognizing her RFID-chip in her wrist.
She is guided to her trains` wagon that offers most available space. Normally she prefers the
“women-only” wagons but today there`s none provided. This will be remarked by her in her
next trip feedback which she always shares with her friends. There`s a strong competition
among all public transport modes and feedbacks like these have direct consequences for the
transport company reducing the traffic volume instantly, because ratings and customer
satisfaction is highest priority for users in these days. Rail systems have the image of the
most secure transport mode with the highest privacy for their passengers.
Let to the 7D-vendor wall she is automatically identified and all the food at her shopping list is
visualised on her personal screen. 7D means that she also can smell and feel the products
she wants to buy and check them in a 3D hologram. “If I could afford one of these, I never
would go out anymore!” she thinks thrilled. There are tests running for private customer 7D
vendor walls but the nose isn`t that easy to manipulate than the eyes and there are no
sufficient results available. Buying a new genetic manipulated watermelon with a taste of
banana she also accepts the recommendations the shop offers for her heavy bought stuff.
Also, in that case, all payment is automatically done, and she leaves without looking back.
Her own company starts the business with recommender systems and these were very
successful, but she never had thought that just a few years after all her life is saturated by
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them. During her trip, she gets recommendations for banana T-Shirts as well as melon
coloured dresses, displayed on the smart glasses of the underground, the smart screens
included in the concrete walls of the underground station and even her hoover board starts
flicker in yellow and melon activating it for her last mile transport. Hopefully the melon tastes
her anymore at night after all these overflows.
After a short meeting with the customer “Useless as I feared” she leaves the office after a
security upload of all new “strictly confidential” papers she must sign personally.
By entering the underground station, she is asked if she wants to go home directly and gets
displayed her estimated arrival time at home. She confirms and requests that her meal she
ordered going to work is preparade to that time.
Using the time of her underground trip she puts some recommended clothes in her virtual
closet, dries them on virtually sending pictures to her social media friends. “Shall I wear this
at our next online dinner?” she asked for ratings. Just a few seconds she receives dozens of
likes and the smart glasses show her friends also wearing suitable clothes. “This is how I like
conversation” she smiles and thinks back with fear to her last date with a man that was
recommended by her mother. For god’s sake, she is interfered by a message that the meal
was prepared and was already delivered by a transport drone directly to her address.
Coming home she opens the “meal delivery box” in front of her flat and the taste she tried in
the morning virtually satisfies her nose.
With a big smile, she enters the flat all entertainment systems automatically configured
regarding to her mood.
“Why can`t humans be that perfect?” she thinks full of relief biting in her banana-melon.
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4.3.5

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 5 “Marco Rossi”

Figure 50: Service blueprint "Marco Rossi"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: MARCO ROSSI
Marco knows the railway world very well. He works at a railway control centre and
usually uses this mode of transport for travelling from his village to work and to
visit family and friends as well as to come up to see places nearby the city. He has
followed the evolution of the railways very closely as it is his place of work so,
despite his age, he is up to date with respect to new technology applied to the
railways.

Although life was not always easy, Marco never loses hope or enthusiasm. His wife died of
terminal cancer 2 years after they got married. However, during those two years she enjoyed
her life to the fullest and transmitted her joy of life to her husband and their son. Marco never
ceases to ask himself if she were alive today with all these new medicine treatments
available.
People’s safety is very important to Marco and he takes this feeling with him to work. He is
always thinking about what could happen and preparing solutions for all eventualities.
Every day Marco enters the self-driving vehicle in front of his home, which then takes him to
the closest metro station to his house, where he catches the train to work.
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So, at first, Marco travels to work by self-driving car and then gets onto the automatic train on
which he works. Once the self-driving car drops Marco at the metro station it goes off to do
another task. Marco arrives early at the station, as he always does. He likes to have a quick
look at the shops located at the station.
After going through security Marco goes to the train on which he will do his supervisory work
monitoring the journey and registering any incidents. The train is completely automatic;
however, Marco has access to take control of it at any time. Thanks to the train management
and supervision service (control centre) he is able to go ahead and manage any incidents
that may occur in real time. Marco is in continuous contact with the control centre and station
personnel.
The system is able to verify his identity and guides him to the fastest available train for his
destination (the system is already aware of the destination). The trains are no longer driven
by a driver in a cabin, the system accelerates and brakes the train automatically when it
detects that there is a traveller who wishes to get on or off at the next stop. All this is done
thanks to the information provided to the system and the traffic control centre. Marco
supervises all these processes.
The train can provide information to the passenger depending on their stated preferences;
Marco is interested in the results of the football team he has followed since he was a child
when he gets onto the train (outside work). He also likes listening to classical music.
Marco works for a large national train operating company who can vary his day by changing
him over to other routes every month. Normally all the trains have the same IT system, so it
isn’t difficult for Marco to supervise different trains on different routes.
Marco’s work consists of making sure that the trains are working correctly from a control
room in the train cabin which allows him to supervise the overall system. There is a
supervisor located in the traffic control centre for each train moving on the network who
oversees all activities at all times, allowing the system to function more efficiently, quickly
and safely.
If a problem occurs, Marco will take control of a train by changing the automatic system to a
manual one. He takes responsibility for supervising and monitoring, as well as supporting the
train along the entire journey.
Because of this role, Marco and his colleagues have been trained to control a train when
circumstances require it, giving them the same skills as the train drivers of yesteryear.
The catering service on board of the train provides Marco with coffee so he does not need to
visit the catering car.
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Today has been very intense as an incident occurred just as they reached their destination.
There was a horse (probably escaped from local stables) on the track and it needed to be
removed. Marco was told about the horse and he had to change the controls over to manual
and slowly decelerate the train to allow a maintenance team time to get the horse off the
track.
It is an apparently simple job but one which involves great responsibility. Marco is an IT
engineer as well as a railway engineer.
Before arriving at the origin station and catching the self-driving car home, Marco must write
a report detailing the incidents that have occurred that day. What has happened? Has it gone
further than the incident itself? How was it resolved? Were there any material damages or
personal damage? This report goes directly to the traffic control centre where it is stored to
be analysed on a weekly basis by a committee of experts in incident management (costs,
damages, delays, etc.).
At the end of the working day he returns home, he finds it very difficult to flip the switch from
work to leisure time. Especially if something extraordinary happened. The self-driving car has
certain options to help the passenger relax during the journey, such as daily news bulletins,
music, video, internet access, etc. to help Marco disconnect from his work during his trip
home.

4.3.6

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 6 “Lupo Rioja”
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Figure 51: Service blueprint "Lupo Rioja"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: LUPO RIOJA
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Lupo is a dispatcher at a freight operator. He is responsible for making sure trains
safely move along the rail network. Lupo loves his job since he likes the
continuous challenge of monitoring the track conditions, the trains, problems
solving and avoiding accidents.

He appreciat es how the implementation of new

technologies has led to less stress on the job due to last minute changes and how
rail freight has improved. He is unmarried and lives with a partner, with whom he
has a 6-month-old baby. They live in a 3-room flat in a medium-sized European
city. One of Lupo’s biggest hobbies is collecting Marvel comics and reading
science-fiction novels.

He usually gets up at 6:30 a.m. or sometimes earlier if their baby awakes suddenly. He has a
cup of strong black coffee. Then, while giving his son a bottle, he checks his wearable device
which gives him access to a collaboration operations management software. This system
provides status updates from his colleagues to his mobile device and it lets him know what
the current situation looks like. He receives a prioritised to-do list for his shift. After arriving at
his job site, he is granted access through a face scan and recognition of his voice – luckily
the phrases, which he has to repeat change all the time. It gets a little old to always say you
love chocolate ice cream.
He has many different systems for tasks at his disposal including a supervision system and a
planning system. Covering the whole transportation chain is now possible with the digital
integration since all his systems work seamlessly together. This connectivity allows for more
efficiency, precise calculations, and cost reduction to have larger volume of trains and cargo
with increased safety. The foundation of these systems is the deep learning algorithms. It
understands the complexity certain areas of track, weather impact and even the experience
level of the train crews. It matches more difficult tertian with more experienced train driver
and can reduce risk by varying the train orders in coordination by analysing type of cargo and
freight.
He uses Big Data from all aspects of the rail system to improve his work. High availability
networks and enormous computing power mean that Lupo receives pre-interpreted data. The
Big Data analysis makes the infrastructure more reliable and prevents failure even in rolling
stock. This better displays an understanding of how parts age and when they will break
down and fail. Therefore, related issues are addressed before it occurs, and maintenance
can be performed. So, he has less surprises and unplanned events to manage daily and he
can focus on moving maximum amount of trains.
A precise tracking of trains and wagons for the customers is now possible with low-cost geolocation and tracking devices on wagons and freight. This has made an automatic
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information transfer to the sender of freight and recipients possible. Bulk customers can now
receive personalised status updates for their goods – just like parcels for the customers at
home. Through links developed between his supervision system and the advanced tracking
technology, he is able to have precise location data of every container in the yard and what is
in route to him. This tracking can integrate with systems from other yards and better predict
and plan train movement.
If Lupo encounters a situation that requires urgent information, he has a fleet of drones on
standby that he can dispatch to any part of his rail network. He can obtain live video feed
both in colour or infrared if required. This offers him remote troubleshooting and problem
solving with assistive technology with better speed and efficiency. It has an added benefit for
the rail system, in that problem solving occurs quicker with less labour-intensive work and
less workers on-site in dangerous situations. His advanced image recognition software
performs checks and identifies potential risks and addresses safety concerns. His computer
can even suggest different solutions and can provide a partial automatic execution.
The system is using numerous sources. Heat sensors and cameras onboard containers and
within yard allow him to monitor the condition of food produce or other heat sensitive freight
while also allowing checks to be made for stowaways. Should he receive information or
readings that are unexpected or that seem not plausible

The technology has not made Lupo’s job completely trouble free. Unexpected issues occur
frequently due to last minute changes in operations and order requests. In addition to this,
due to the large number of systems in place and the requirement for these to work together
seamlessly, errors do occur. Due to the nature of the work and some of the dangerous freight
being moved, the human aspect has not been fully removed. All outputs are checked and
confirmed by employees to ensure they are accurate. From these checks, further status
updates, comments, and advice can be given to colleagues who are working on the next
shift. They will also act as a source for a self-learning knowledge system which drives the
employees’ continuous development. This system is a vast improvement on the previous
systems. Therefore, it allows Lupo to excel in his job and offers a better life work balance. In
fact, tonight he is attending a sci-fi convention with his partner for date night.
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4.3.7

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 7 “Kerstin Trenker”
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Figure 52: Service blueprint "Kerstin Trenker"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: KERSTIN TRENKER
Kerstin is a supply chain purchaser for a transport agency (forwarder/4PL). She
lost her vision at age ten due to a genetic disease and is legally blind with only a
small remaining light perception. After having studied in a bigger city, she has
returned to her home town in a rural area in Europe. Kerstin is single and has a
seeing-eye dog, which is of great help to her. She lives in a first -floor apartment
and enjoys the countryside and long walks. In her free time, she likes travelling
back to the city where she meets friends, visits museums and enjoys fashion and
opera. She uses gadgets and wearables that help and assist her due to her
blindness. Her wearable computer performs a variety of tasks ranging from
wayfinding, communication, to preventing her from running into obstacles and
performs real-time monitoring of her surroundings. Her office is in a bigger city and
she takes bus three days a week and the other two days she works from home.
She loves the outdoors and that her dog has room to exercise. She also likes to go
on walks and helps to take care of her grandparen ts who live in the same town.

Kerstin gets an unexpected message from her boss at 6 am, explaining that she needs to go
on an unplanned city business trip to a large European city, 600 km away. She picks up her
smart device and knows that the temperature will be quite cold, around 5°C and heavy rain.
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Her integrated closet system already has picked out different business-professional options
for these weather conditions. Kerstin uses a one-stop shop easy ticketing solution to buy her
long-distance ticket and reserves a seat for the train. She is member of a crowd-sourced
platform for people who are blind and checks if there are accessibility challenges on the way
or special things to consider. Years ago, preparing for trips was sometimes quite challenging:
wayfinding and navigating has improved a lot in the last couple of years. She decides to not
take her seeing-eye dog for this trip – something, she could not have done years before. She
decides to take her dog out for a quick walk before she leaves for the trip. She drops her dog
off at her grandparent’s house and they will take care of him while she is away.
She previously had multiple devices like a light detector, colour indicator and money counter,
but now they are incorporated into her wearables, so she can pack much lighter for travelling.
She leaves for her trip by bus which takes her to the next train station with long distance train
services. She wears her clip-on camera and a “smart” tactile belt. Her belt has a band with
vibrating sensors to help navigate without her low vision white cane. It vibrates in direction of
where she needs to move so she knows that when it vibrates on the right side to move right
and she easily arrives at the correct place. The small clip on camera can detect faces and
tells her if the face is in her contact list or in her social media. As she boards the bus, her
camera scans the available seats and helps her pick out a preferred seat next to the sweet
grandma instead of the obnoxious loud teenage boy. All these devices connect to her smart
device and can help her navigate independently. In the old days, she needed personal
assistance to change trains at this crowded station and to avoid obstacles such as escalator
low rise, a glass door or a trashcan sticking out. However, now her camera is able to see
obstacles that her cane does not touch and warn her of them before injuring herself.
She arrives at the train station and realizes she is hungry after rushing out the door. Her
personal profile of things she likes to eat and drink, places and services she likes at train
stations are saved and easily accessible on her device – no more need to search for them
and lose valuable time. She boards the train and is guided to her seat with the help of the
indoor positioning system of the train and her smart device. It all works seamlessly together
with the journey planner of the train operator and different travel apps and services. The
journey planner sends her constant status updates on delays and her location with
information about points of interest and cities she is passing along the route. While she is on
the train, she contacts her friend, Anna, who lives in the city and she has not seen for a year.
Kerstin sends her a message to check if she has plans for the evening. Anna replies right
away, and they arrange to meet for dinner and to attend an opera.
After arriving at her destination, she uses an accessible augmented reality system to
navigate through the building. She is able to find the metro station totally independently and
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takes a connecting train to her business location. At the business meeting, the facial
recognition system helps her to identify the person she is supposed to meet right away. Her
wearable camera also helps her to have a successful business meeting by secretly telling
her if people are smiling and indicating many non-verbal expressions than would otherwise
by missed due to her poor vision. The company has arranged a buffet lunch and with the
help of the camera Kerstin is able to look at all food choices and assists with the task and the
integrated system can tell her what is on her plate and even how many calories it has – a
nice feature for a healthy lifestyle.
After her successful meeting, she takes an autonomous electric car to meet her friend at her
apartment. In the beginning, autonomous cars made Kerstin very nervous and were hard to
board without the help of other people. Now, the speech feedback and the improved
passenger information make her fun using them. Her friend has recommended different
places to eat, in the car she checks the menus and reviews of the different places. They are
read out to her on her smart device and she hears them through her implanted bone
conduction headset. After a warm welcome by her friend, they go to an Italian restaurant and
have dinner. Kerstin tells Anna that she likes her different hair style. Anna cannot believe that
Kerstin’s camera can now detect new hairstyles. Her friend tells her about a new exhibition in
an art museum about fashion in the 20th century. Kerstin is very interested to visit the
exhibition the next day. She discovers the next day, that most of the exhibits have a tactile
hologram, so Kerstin can touch digital representations of everything on display. She smiles
and tells her friend, “she really likes some of the outfits people wore in the 1980’s.”

4.3.8

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 8 “Conchita Garcia”

Figure 53: Service Blueprint "Conchita Garcia"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints
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Mini-scenario: CONCHITA GARCIA
Conchita García is qualified in catering and electronics and works for the catering
service of a well-known train operating company. She has a Spanish father and a
Venezuelan mother and Latin blood runs through her veins. She lives only a few
meters from her local station. She loves dancing and nature. Because her work ing
place is so close to home she can go to work on foot. Every day before setting off
Conchita knows which train she will be working on and how everything is with no
more than using her mobile application. She usually works on middle distance
trains allowing her to get back home on the same day. She likes good food and
she looks after herself a lot. In her free time, she collaborates with a local animal
protection organisation and she goes to dance classes.
Conchita is single and although she is a very sociable and active person she has
not found anyone to share her life with. She has always run away from
stereotypes, from family with children. She would love to find her perfect partner,
someone who shares her hobbies and who is not afraid of getting away from
routine. She has not lost hope that her perfect partner is out there somewhere.

She gets up early to go to work, has a quick breakfast and sets out walking to the station
which is just two blocks away from her home. When she arrives at the station she is
identified by a retinal eye scanner and afterwards goes to the station staff area. She receives
information to confirm the train she will be working on today while she is getting changed in
the locker room.
This confirmation gives her access to all the information about the train she will be working
on, type of train, route, who is in charge on board, number of passengers, destination, etc.
She is very well structured in her life and her work.
After receiving the general information, she does an initial check on the central computer to
make sure everything is correct. Enough food, machines loaded, etc. The check performed
on the androids has to be physical and electrical to check their functions and their
programming. Conchita has one hour to do all this after arriving at the station before the train
leaves.
During the journey, each passenger chooses what he or she wants to pay for using their
tablet or mobile devices. The first to be served are the passengers in first class, followed by
tourist class. Conchita reviews all the process to avoid waiting times and delays in the
service.
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Everything is prepared to be served, snacks and meals at any time. Normally the outward
journey involves breakfast and a morning snack, on the return, lunch and afternoon tea.
She makes a note of any incidents that have taken place during her shift, from android
malfunction, running out of food or drink and incidents involving delays in serving certain
products.
Conchita personally looks after passengers when they have incidents with the service.
Thanks to her knowledge about electronics, if necessary she can repair the robots herself if
the problem is not too serious. If she cannot fix it then she deactivates the android and uses
the reserves (the number of service robots is one per carriage, the minimum number of
reserves is at least half the number operating).
Today, for example, various androids have broken down. Conchita had to use the reserve
androids on various carriages.
If there are not enough reserve androids available on each carriage, she must take on their
duties. If there is a massive break down in all the service (catastrophic android failure) the
train will stop at the next station and it only takes 5 minutes to remove the broken androids
and replace them with working models.
Conchita monitors the demand passenger by passenger. She reports about all the incidents
and problems that have occurred during the journey.
Once she reaches her destination on the outward journey, Conchita orders the robots to start
cleaning operations and restocking the stores. The return journey is completely identical. A
request is made for stock which is then put in place before setting off again.
When she reaches the origin station, her shift will finish, she will first need to write a report
about any incidents and the products that were sold. After instructing the androids to clean,
once they have finished she will disconnect them, so they are ready for the next day. The
process is similar for all the catering staff on each train, so they are frequently moved from
train to train.
Using the application which the passengers use for the catering services, Conchita can send
a survey to each passenger, so they can score the service they received during their journey
to improve future service and value the current service.
Today the service cannot be improved as more than 95% of the passengers that have used it
were very happy with the service they received.
As it is Tuesday, Conchita goes to her dance class before returning home to relax after a
hard day. Flamenco and Salsa are her passions and she says that they help her get through
each day of her life.
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4.3.9

Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 9 “Jean Claude Laforest - CEO”
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Figure 54: Service blueprint "Jean Claude Laforest - CEO"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST– CEO
Jean-Claude is a CEO in the railway supply industry. He is married and lives with
his wife and 4 children (12,10,8 and 3) in a house in the outskirts of a medium
sized city. He loves to be active and work out, his favourite way to spend his free
time is either long distance running or playing golf. Years ago, his business life
included a lot of travelling which was often tough for a good work-life balance.
Now, he can divide his time by working from home several days per month and
other days travels to the office or takes trips to conduct his business affairs and
manage his company. His work as a CEO requires a lot of direct business contact
and meeting clients and customers in person. In recent years, this has changed
with new technologies arising.

Jean-Claude gets up at 5:30 a.m. As every morning, he puts on his running gear and takes
his special contact lenses out of the charger and cleaning station in the bathroom. He goes
on a run to wake up and go through the points on his agenda. His special contact lenses
include an agenda planner which presents information to him to help categorize and prioritize
his day and assess the needs of his company.
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He thrives on the sunrise and fresh morning air to think about and brainstorm his hectic
workload. After coming back from his morning run and some fresh ideas in mind, he
showers, gets dressed and has his first cup of coffee. Before the kitchen gets crowded with
hungry family members, he has a hologram call from his smart device in the kitchen with his
personal secretary. She ensures, that he gets a through overview of current affairs and
business news and his appointment for the day.
Today, he decides he will work from home. After a short breakfast with the family, he goes to
his home office. As he approaches the door, an automated iris scan is performed to
authenticate him and lets him enter the room. It is a 3D-hologram room that he can change
every day. A perfectly set room temperature, lighting and a new, warm colour of the
interactive walls welcome him. He checks the state of some current projects and financial
news. Receiving reminders, notifications and status updates is very important to him. A
newly implemented system assists him: a management tool, specially designed to his
demands and wishes, incorporates different sub-systems such as a project management
system, an enterprise resource system and a customer relationship system. In addition, he
has an intercultural competences system at his disposal, which includes automatic
translations of all major languages. He does not need a translator anymore to help him with
business contacts in China or Arabic speaking countries.
In combination with his extended business contacts system, which includes different social
media and business professional resources, he is reminded of an upcoming birthday of a
long-term acquaintance. The system provides an idea for a matching gift, based on an
algorithm that matches interests and matches them with findings on social media.
His secretary informs him, that a client would like to have a business meeting on short notice.
He agrees to join in for 2 p.m. and sends his secretary an electronic invitation to his virtual
conference room. Long gone are the days of conference calls with low sound quality and no
real interaction between the attendees. He adjusts the look of the virtual room, so it has
current company highlights and newest achievements nicely presented. His attendees are
really impressed. After his successful meeting, he prepares for a business trip, which he will
go on the next day to a European mega city. Meeting clients and customers in-person is still
very important. He enjoys taking the train, due to the speed and being able to work on the
train. His journey planner has an algorithm that knows his habits, demands and favourite
things and can adjust his traveling plans accordingly. The bonus reward system tells him, he
is not travelling as much as he used to, but he enjoys the service offers in lounges and the
improved on-board services in trains.
Since the trains have a luxury conference room and a fast and steady internet connection,
Mr. Laforest is able to multitask and meet a series of investors for a conference meeting
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aboard the train. Three investors board the train and the other two venture capitalists can
attend via the train`s hologram system. It is very important to showcase the prestige and high
quality that Mr. Laforest’s company wants to reflect so he can even have Russian caviar and
French Champagne flown in by drones at the last minute to the train for his meeting while
already in route.

4.3.10 Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 10 “Jean Claude Laforest –
Business trip passenger”

Figure 55: Service blueprint "Jean Claude Laforest - business trip passenger”

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST– business trip passenger
Jean Claude is CEO in a production company. His sc hedule is full, and he has lots
of meetings during the day. When he schedules a meeting in his working calendar,
a trip scheduler software assistant pops up asking him for the travel demands and
the time window for the planned trip to be organised. When finishing the
requirements input, he gets a ticket confirmation on his mobile phone. Additionally,
he gets some recommendations for the destination. He books a business dinner for
the two as he plans to meet another CEO in the evening.
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As he will come to an overcrowded city he is not willing to rent a car and get into a traffic jam.
He prefers to be transported by drone for the last mile(s). As the destination city is far away
(2000km) he demands for a high speed hyperloop train. The business trip will be tomorrow.
The next day Jean Claude works as usual in his company. The smart phone reminds him
right in time to get ready for the trip. He puts his laptop in a luggage transport box which
autonomously starts the trip to the train. He himself moves to the drone pick up station at his
companies` roof. The drone awaits him there. “Good morning sir! I wish you a pleasant
journey”, the drone responses. The drone is a convertible flying seat with passenger cabinet
box. Jean Claude is identified by iris scan and RFID tags on his clothes. He steps in and
launches the drone which brings him automatically to the high-speed train.
The high-speed train drives through the nearby area of Jean Claude’s company. The drone
calculates the perfect route for getting on the moving train. Another drone has already picked
up Jean Claudes laptop and suitcase. The suitcase was dropped off in the morning at Jean
Claude’s home and is now also brought on board the driving train.
The passenger drone enters the hull of the train and moves forward to his announced space
on the train. The seat and drone management system of the train guides the drone at the
reserved place. At the place the drone converts into a full equipped working chair satisfying
all needs for business (cloud-based computer, video conferences, ...).
Jean Claude doesn’t want to waste time and due to the massive work load in his job he
wants to use every minute for working. He must finish a presentation for his upcoming
business meeting and therefore wants to use internet connectivity and enjoy silence in a
business class compartment. The train has broadband internet which allows him to even do
video conferences if he has to clarify things with his employers.
His full equipped business chair also offers an integrated lunch table to enjoy a snack.
“Welcome sir, which meal can we serve to you?” the restaurant service asks. His laptop is
stored per button click and he can have a short break. Jean Claude reads through the menu
and orders a functional food meal. Payment is done by chip card and an interactive touch
display. After lunch, he continues working.
Three hours later he has reached his destination in a distance of 2000 km. He is informed
that his drone seat will convert for flying mode soon. He confirms readiness and the drone
converts. He gets off with the person drone and his luggage with a luggage drone while the
train is on full speed. The drone does the last mile transport and brings him to his final
destination.
The drone lets him off at the business meeting point. One luggage drone brings the laptop to
Jean-Claude and another luggage drone brings the suitcase to the hotel. Jean Claude can
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check their route at any time and gets a confirmation when the luggage transport is done. “I
hope your trip was pleasant and I wish you a wonderful and successful rest of the day sir!”,
the drone says and leaves the roof of the business meeting location. Jean-Claude rates the
travel and enters the building to get to the meeting with the other CEO.

4.3.11 Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 11 “Guiseppe Bianco – customer
service and private trip passenger”

Figure 56: Service Blueprint "Guiseppe Bianco"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: GIUSEPPE BIANCO
Giuseppe works in direct contact with the public at a customer services stand for
an important railway infrastructure administrator. Giuseppe really likes literature
and history; he is a member of his town’s natural history museum as well as the
local friends of the railways association. Thanks to the support of his wife and son
Giuseppe has been able to overcome the accident that cost him his legs. He swore
to himself that he would never again use the car, only public transport in spite of
his disability. He has always been a fighter for the removal of physical barriers
(fewer difficulties for people with reduced mobility). Although he is a qualified
solicitor this 60-year-old lawyer has been working for 30 years managing in cidents
and helping passengers. He is a key person when it comes to resolving railway
incidents, capable of coordinating them in record time and minimizing the effect on
passengers.
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Giuseppe was involved in a car accident 20 years ago. The first 10 years he was in a wheel
chair and after recovering well the following 10 years he has been fitted with an exoskeleton
guided by brain waves which allows him to have total autonomy. It is sometimes difficult to
adapt to new technology, so this exoskeleton can be converted into a wheel chair (just by
attaching two lateral wheels onto it) to help him on his journeys if Giuseppe requires it.
This exoskeleton wheelchair or wheelchair exoskeleton allows Giuseppe to connect by Wi-Fi
or mobile signal to the central computer at his work place.
He works for the county’s main railway administrator (customer services and incident
solutions) and he travels to work every day from his home, located near the highest mountain
in the region to the main station in the area where he lives.
Giuseppe has breakfast after fitting his exoskeleton and he then says goodbye to his wife.
The special self-driving vehicle provided by the company is waiting for him and takes him to
the local station which is about 20 minutes’ ride away. He usually reads the digital
newspaper and sometimes watches the news on his app while being taken to the station.
Once at the local station he takes the train to the region’s central station. The train is
perfectly adapted for his needs (special exoskeleton) and he sits down in a seat and listens
to classical music until reaching his destination.
His exoskeleton has an identification system which is automatically detected at the entrance
to the station allowing him free access.
He arrives at work half an hour before starting in order to have some time to prepare the day
ahead. As well as his customer facing role, Giuseppe manages incidents and customer
complaints (both passengers and freight users).
He supervises the services making sure the passengers are comfortable during their train
journeys on each route, and he collects the incident reports from the train crew (normally
from catering and technical support staff, or ex drivers). Giuseppe collects all the possible
incidents occurring inside and outside the train, in other words, he is also responsible for the
incidents which occur at the traffic control centre.
Furthermore, he is responsible for customer services, passenger support and ticket sales
services. One of his roles is to give surveys to the passengers to estimate service quality.
He hands out claim forms and writes the reports about the incidents that have occurred
during the day. Giuseppe has direct communication with the trains, CTCs, infrastructure
managers and can resolve incidents in real time using holographic communication.
Watch drones are located every 5 km between each station to keep an eye on the
infrastructure and report any incidents. Each drone is operated by a pilot based at the
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station. Just now drone number 4 (located on stretch 4, 20 Km from the station has sent
images of a line being obstructed by an unknown object. The camera on the drone has
confirmed that it is a fallen tree. Given that the train is a prudent distance away, Giuseppe
has advised the train’s supervisor at the control centre as well as the infrastructure
management team. Thanks to this action, the driver goes over to manual control and reduces
the train’s speed, while the traffic control centre alerts all the other trains involved. The
infrastructure servicing team equipped with work drones remove the fallen tree without
further incidents.
This has not been the only problem. As the passengers have been informed, Giuseppe will
have to deal with a whole series of complaints and claims, although the train has arrived at
its destination only two and a half minutes late.
When he finishes his working day, he stores his daily incidents report on the company cloud,
as well as the completed surveys for their later analysis and data extraction.
Today has been a hard day’s work for Giuseppe, he needs to disconnect when he leaves
work.
When he returns home by train he reads a real book as he likes the feeling and smelling of
old books which are getting ever scarcer. At the station, he gets into his self-driving vehicle
and once again watches the day’s news before arriving home to spend the evening with his
family. Today is Thursday and he normally going to have dinner at his son`s house.
Giuseppe does not know it yet, but his son will give him the good news that in 9 months’ time
Giuseppe will become grandfather.
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4.3.12 Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 13 “Sivia Weiss and baby”

Figure 57: Service blueprint "Silvia Weiss and baby"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: SILVIA WEISS AND BABY
Silvia Weiss is looking forward to seeing her parents again. They haven´t met for a
rather long time because they were abroad. Normally Silvia and Julia visit them
once a month as the baby likes travelling and always has a lot of fun being “on
tour”. Silvia also enjoys spending time on the train and having the possibility to
calm down before seeing her parents. Organizing the trip isn´t very time consuming for Silvia, as the train booking system has all necessary information
regarding Julia und her. Such things as autonomous last mile transport wi th an e
hover stroller, luggage transport as well as a full-customised “baby”-compartment
are standards for their trip.

“Everything is fine sweety! Only your yellow blankie is missing in our bag!” Silvia whispers in
Julia`s ear. She closes the suitcase and is carrying it to the luggage drop off box next to their
garden. In about half an hour a drone will carry the luggage to the train and later, a further
drone to her parent´s house. A wonderful invention Julia thinks, while having the stories of
her mum in mind: “I never had the nerves to travel by train with you. Carrying all the luggage,
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the Maxi-Cosi, baby food, nappies and toys would have been a nightmare and much too
heavy for me” her mother told. “And how did you make trips, or did you always stay at home
with me, mum?” Silvia once asked. Her mother smiled “of course not…I had my own car and
you were at the backseat. Sometimes you didn´t like it at all and cried for a long time – but
we didn´t had another possibility at our time.” “I think I cried because of the environmental
pollution which you created with your car,” Silvia ended the conversation with a bittersweet
smile on her face.
Times are changing - Silvia thinks and thanks the “modern world” for having the possibility to
travel by train for long distances and taking an autonomous public transport mode for short
ways in the city. Today for example, the family will go with an autonomous hover stroller to
the train station and to her parents’ house. Silvia can also sit on this stroller. If sun is shining,
Silvia prefers this mode of transport. Because the family can enjoy the fresh air and have a
closer look at the colourful leaves of the autumn trees in the big city roof gardens.
Unfortunately, it is not possible any more to observe the landscape with the new trains. They
go so fast that most of the cabins do not have windows any more.
The booking and payment process for their trip was fully automated with a smart device/chip.
Silvia didn´t had to consider a lot and had the possibility to make fast decisions. That´s
important for her, as she wants to concentrate on the baby and not on booking processes.
At this moment, Silvia receives a message from her smart home device. The train booking
system wants to know if Baby Julia eventually needs any special baby medicine on board.
“Luckily not.” Silvia answers. “This baby happiness package is really ingenious and worth
money”, Silvia thinks. It includes a milk replicator for baby milk, disinfected baby bottles, enappies, one baby bodysuit in the right size, baby medicine, on board baby entertainment, a
healthy (clean) air conditioning with fragrances (e.g. lavender), no safety risk with interior as
well as separated cabins with possibilities for wrapping and cleaning the baby. “Thanks to
this customised equipment our carry-on baggage is reduced to a small backpack and my
hands are free for you sweet Julia,” Silvia laughs.
“Abue, abue,” Julia babbles. “Don´t be afraid sweetheart, we will not forget your robot nanny,
which we call ‘abuella’”, Silvia answers. Abuella will also accompany them on their journey
and will entertain Julia during the trip. “But before we leave, abuella will change your enappies and give you your milk”, Silvia mentions. “The right time for me to set the garden
robot”, she thinks. It will take care of their rather big garden, where they plant all vegetables
and fruits, the family needs.
Half an hour later the autonomous hover stroller takes them to the train station and gets them
on the train, which is optimised for barrier free entrance. The doors of the baby-compartment
open automatically and Julia´s favourite LaLa-Song makes her smile brightly. Temperature is
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optimised, and a spacious compartment invites them to linger and enjoy the baby happiness
package. Silvia is planning to do some research for her work and if there is enough time a
power yoga lesson. Shortly before arriving Silvia gets a message from her mum, who is
observing the trip from her smart home device: “Only 20 Minutes left, and we can take you
and Julia in our arms.”

4.3.13 Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 14 “Achmed Aleid”
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Figure 58: Service blueprint "Achmed Aleid"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: ACHMED ALEID
Achmed is a railway mechanic in a maintenance workshop for a railway operator,
Rainbow Rails. He lives in an apartment together with his wife and his two children
in a medium-sized city. Achmed and his wife are both immigrants. Both are still
learning the new language, but his wife is really struggling with the local language.
Achmed loves smart-phone gaming and gadgets; everything technical has always
fascinated him. He tries to do most of his travels by public transit and takes the
train to work. He loves digital services that also support his native language.

Achmed wakes up at 6:30 am and gets ready for working. He checks his smartphone to see
if all trains are on time – an old habit of him. Today all trains are on time – as usual. After his
wife makes breakfast, they drop the children off at school and he escort his wife to her
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intensive language class. Then on his commute to work by train, he checks his tablet
computer where he receives information about today’s agenda and his schedule. The trains
are continuously monitored with the help of predictive maintenance. He also receives
information from a system of sensors in the trains and the trains signal problems to the repair
shop. Automated maintenance protocols enable components to monitor themselves and
report problems. Trains can schedule their own appointments. His agenda is constantly
updated. The predictive maintenance algorithm and maintenance management system are
connected to an automated distribution system for spare parts, which performs an automatic
just-in-time ordering of spare parts. He has plenty of repairs today. It will be a busy day. The
system indicates five of the small issues can be solved remotely, but two others must be
done on site and ten in the repairs shop in addition to his already planned maintenance.
After Achmed arrives at work, the shift changes and transfer of work is done via his digital
device. His colleagues have left comments and documented their work. He starts on his
planned work and tasks that have been prioritised. First is the planned repairs of brakes and
axles on several cars which was easy work since the predictive maintenance system allows
those basic repairs to be scheduled systematically.
Next, Achmed installs several new windows on the train cars that were severely damaged by
a storm a few nights prior. To lift the windows and other heavier parts, he is assisted by
robots that provide augmented muscle power. The robots can follow his own movements or
can help him by voice commands. and an ongoing supervision of his work is being
performed.
While working on the control technology, Achmed starts having difficulties with replacing a
data transmission transmitter. He is so glad that he no longer must look up technical
drawings on his computer or in old printed plans. He just winks twice, wearing his 3D
augmented reality glasses, which allow him to see technical drawings and a 3D model of the
parts he is working on. The 3D glasses are integrated into his eye protection – gone are the
days when wearing safety goggles was uncool! He even can log onto a platform where his
colleagues exchange information about problems that they have encountered with trains and
rolling stock to help each other. Then he quickly realizes that the part he has, does not fit.
So, he goes to the back of the repair shop where spare parts are 3D printed. The introduction
of additive manufacturing has changed and greatly helped to lower the downtime due
missing parts to a minimum. Working on rolling stock has been greatly enhanced within the
last years.
Achmed stops for a quick lunch and he enjoys an organic superfood bar that is 3D printed to
his craving of warm chicken and rice on this cold day.

After lunch, Achmed gets a

notification that the increasingly heavy snowfall has caused damage to the catenary of a train
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line. The problem is, that a train on the line cannot continue its journey. A track surveillance
drone rises and quickly provides aerial footage of the situation and the camera algorithm of
the drone detects that a tree has hit the catenary. Achmed is notified with the imagery and
confirms the launch of a maintenance drone cluster. Two heavy-lift drones equipped with
gripper arms drag away the fallen tree. A drone cluster, consisting of three catenary drones,
arrives to fix the broken catenary. The first drone picks one end, the second drone the other
end of the wire. The third drone connects the wire, while the others hold both ends in place.
Before the train can continue its journey, a self-test of the catenary and the power system of
the train is carried out.
In cases, where drones cannot help, Achmed has the possibility to use an autonomous roadrail-air vehicle to do repairs on trains on route. Although, this is only possible for minor fixes,
it still greatly helps to keep trains perfectly running and not having to stop at a small station
out in the country.
Before his work day ends, he talks to his colleagues over the integrated exchange system
and sends an improvement idea to the train manufacturer. Since he finishes a little earlier
today thanks to all the technology, he will be able to stop by his son’s indoor football practice.
On his commute he evens checks on new procedures and improvements for work.

4.3.14 Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 15 “Viktoria Klein”

Figure 59: Service blueprint "Viktoria Klein"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: VICTORIA KLEIN
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Victoria Klein lives in a beautiful house in a small village close to a medium sized
town. She is happily married with two children and she loves sport and mixing
socially. She has an on-line shop for buying and selling products. She also has a
real shop in the town which she goes to every day to programme all the purchases,
sales and deliveries. She also meets up with all her old friends and she visits the
gym where she does Pilates twice a week. She has always used the train as her
main mode of transport for getting around as well as for making large deliveries of
her shop’s products. Although she continues to use the railways as a mode of
transport she also ships her products using self -driving vehicles when the size of
the delivery allows it.

She is very proud of her family; her husband and her children are everything to her. After
having studied civil engineering, she did not have any luck finding work, only badly paid hard
work, with a lot of pressure, low wages and no other benefits. After the birth of her second
son, she had to make a hard decision, she set up on her own as a self-employed business
woman and thanks to that she can balance work and family. Her husband helps her
personally and professionally and he is now a partner in the on-line business.
Although she has commercial premises located in the town centre, Victoria usually works
from home managing her website, purchases, orders, deliveries, etc. But she often likes to
go to her premises in the town to have a look at things in person.
When she decides to go to her shop, Victoria catches the local train to the large town which
is about 20 minutes’ ride away from her house. She goes to her office where her on-line shop
is based. She enjoys a discount in the cost of the ticket because she is a frequent user (at
least three times per week) and furthermore uses the railways also for transporting her shop
goods.
She normally walks to the station from her house as it is 10 minutes away. During the
journey, she enjoys the ease and comfort provided by the local railway service. Passenger
services provide her with everything she needs. As she listens to music she uses her tablet
to review the daily comings and goings from her shop.
Victoria is excited with one of today’s jobs as some flowers will be arriving from the capital
and they need to be sent to a small town located 30 km away from hers. The flowers are for
the wedding of her best friend, Susannah, an American girl she made friends with when she
moved to the town. Victoria helped her in everything from finding a flat and finding a job to
introducing her to her future husband.
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As this is a large order, Victoria cannot use the self-driving vehicle to deliver the flowers
because it isn’t big enough, so she decides to use the train. She manages the delivery of the
flowers at the station located in the town where they are loaded onto the train going towards
the next town. She herself checks in the goods and she contracts the company that will
collect the flowers and take them to her friend’s house.
Thanks to the real time up-dates on the goods, Victoria always knows where they are. She
can track them from the train to the office or from the office itself; however, if the quantity is
small and she needs to use the self-driving vehicle, Victoria has to be in the office herself to
personally do or supervise everything. Victoria wants the flowers to arrive in good condition
conserving all their qualities; she can almost smell their scent. All of which is possible thanks
to the short delivery times. When the goods reach their destination, Victoria is informed about
this on her mobile or Tablet. When her goods arrive at their destination Victoria always sends
a short Service Quality survey for the customer to fill in.
Victoria does the same thing day after day. At the end of the day she prepares the orders for
the next day and the deliveries that need to be made. She also looks at the results of the
completed quality surveys which she herself analyses to obtain important feedback which will
enable her to make service improvements.
When she finally finishes work, she picks up her children and they all go to the gym She
usually does Pilates on Monday and Wednesday and she goes to the swimming pool on
Tuesday and Thursday. Her children take judo and aikido classes at the same gymnasium
which is actually part of the chain of gymnasiums owned by her husband. On Friday, she
meets up with her friends and they plan together what they are going to do over the
weekend. The train in her town allows her to make innumerable combinations, access to the
town centre, to the beach and/or mountains by way of a junction connecting with the local
train services, or she can even take a funicular to the top of the highest mountains in her
region.
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4.3.15 Service blueprint and mini-scenario: persona 16 “Klaus Wolf”
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Figure 60: Service blueprint "Klaus Wolf"

For more Details regarding the service blueprint see Annex II: Service blueprints

Mini-scenario: KLAUS WOLF
Klaus is a loading point manager at a chemical plant for bulk freight customers. He
supervises a safe and efficient loading of chemicals and products into tank
containers. He organizes the containers and is responsible for managing a high
volume of processes and shipments each day. He is an unmarried single man who
lives in a one room apartment in hip area of a large European city. He is very
interested in the urban lifestyle and new fashion trends. He likes to go out, party,
and date a lot of women.
Klaus wakes up suddenly and looks at the clock. It’s already 11:45 am. He panics for a
moment, but then realizes that it’s Friday and that he works the later shift today. He was out
late last night dancing and is glad that he is only going to meet his uncle for lunch. He has a
quick espresso in his kitchen and walks out the door in order not to be late.
Klaus’s uncle, Gustav, is already at “The Dancing Cow”, a vegan and vegetarian restaurant.
These are common types of cafés now since people demand healthy and more eco-friendly
options. Gustav and Klaus try to meet about once a month. Klaus loves hearing about
Gustav’s experiences on the job. Gustav was a loader for chemical plant about 40 years ago.
Back in those days, loading the trains was a lengthy and dangerous process. Gustave would
start the days with safety meetings, review pages and pages of paperwork, actual paper
documents. Then he had to work outside which at times included extreme heat or extreme
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cold. He even had to wear protective clothing and equipment which sometime included a
respirator or fresh air equipment to ensure his safety around hazardous chemicals. His job
was quite physical too, since he had to constantly lift heavy equipment, push and pull
different mechanical hoses and tubes and climb stairs and ladders. He always claims his bad
back on all the frequent bending and squatting and physical labour he had to do on the job.
Klaus is always so thankful for his job and daily routine after spending time with his uncle.
Most of Klaus’s work day and tasks can be performed in an office instead of outdoors at the
loading terminal. In fact, Klaus’s office is made of specialised glass which allows significant
amounts of natural light and has carefully selected trees from around the world which provide
beauty and air purification inside the building. He appreciates the safety of his work with the
benefits of digitalization, robotics and autonomous loading equipment instead of manual
labour.
After a nice visit with his uncle, Klaus has to leave for work. Klaus takes a suburban train to
the outskirts of the city to his office. While in route to work, he checks his predictive shift
agenda on smartphone to see his current work load, the incoming orders and checks the
calculations of today’s loading demand. He walks into his building whistling and gives a wink
to the cute receptionist at the front door. He settles in at this desk and opens his company’s
enhanced enterprise-resource-planning system which synchs with his predictive shift agenda
and allows him to analyse the availability of various components including the amount of
clean empty tank containers and empty flat wagons. The system’s software reserves the
company owned wagons or orders wagons externally on short notice due to customer
demands. It also verifies the availability of chemicals to be loaded and ensures proper
classification of hazardous chemicals and asses the required safety measures.
Along with the enterprise-resource-planning system, Klaus also has an intelligent information
system which displays current notifications and provides status updates to him to ensure the
loading goods are available and ready for transport. His job demands accuracy and precision
- the right product must be in the right container and on the right train. He needs a quick and
easy overview of simultaneous loading processes along with failure detection. The system
delivers the status updates and notifications on big screens in his office or on the go to his
wearable devices. This allows him to be on stand by for accident intervention and address
any problems that arise. It also permits him to have a valid information flow between all
stakeholders. He is able to be in constant connections with both his supervisors and his
customers. He is now capable of giving status updates to the customers to let them know
where their goods are and when they will exactly arrive and calculate any adjustments that
need to be made.
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Klaus is much more efficient and the amount of goods he handles per day has greatly
increased along with safety compared to the years his uncle worked. The design of the
loading area does not allow any fire to develop, making it a safe, non-flammable area. The
actual loading of the chemicals is fully automated and autonomous. It is performed by robotic
arms which can open lids, values and safety hold filling hoses. There are also advanced
sensors for the containers to communicate with the loading equipment. The sensors check
the filling status, temperature, and pressure of the container at all times. After the completion
of the loading, each container is scanned for leaks before it leaves the loading area by an
automated process. The use of old tank wagons was discontinued, and all goods are now
transported in innovative containers that specialised for optimised intermodal operations.
At the end of his shift, Klaus heads back home on the train and thinks about his conversation
today with his uncle. He is still so fascinated how much things have changed. He enjoys his
job and is happy not to work in former times. His smartphone vibrates, and he smiles while
reading the message It is his new date for tonight.

5 Conclusions and further exploitation
In Task 2 of working package 4 of NEAR2050, trends and influencing factors were
researched throughout all kind of channels with as much participation of stakeholder of the
rail sector as possible to ensure a representative research basis for the ongoing phases of
trend analysis.
Personas, that are representative samples of the rail sector and in line with the expectations
from the proposal of NEAR2050, service blueprints were designed to identify key touchpoints
and establish the structure for the following mini-scenarios.
Within these service blueprints and these draft mini-scenarios, the created personas were
confronted with future visions of mega trends and influencing factors that affect their daily life
and working routines. It must be pointed out, that these future scenarios may happen in
some probability that cannot be quantified precisely.
It is obvious that the future life will be much more connected and digitalised than nowadays
and that information transfer and on demand supply will have a major role. Regarding
technology innovations and automation, people will get much more supervisors of automated
processes than today. This goes hand in hand with a huge task in standardisation on the one
hand to even handle these complex systems and raise acceptance from users and on the
other hand massive needs in re-qualification of the existing railway staff. All kind of services
will be needed to guide users through these complex systems and in that sense the service
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design thinking and the adoption of “user-friendly” touchpoints will be key success factors for
rail systems. The main customer requirement will still be coming from A to B but several
assisting and added services will get more and more important (e.g. shopping, easy booking,
…).
Future scenarios shall, in some way, provoke in a positive way. As provocation may lead to
discussions of future challenges and in that sense, some scenarios are forward-thinking with
lots of unsolved issues, as others are almost standard nowadays. Related to this, the miniscenarios will be evaluated in the next phase of trend analysis to see how likely it is for
participants that these future visions will get reality and what challenges must be solved and
efforts have to be intensified to make this happen. These evaluations will be done throughout
different research activities like:

-

Expert interviews

-

Online surveys

-

trend analysis software (for statistical analysis).

The goal of these evaluations is to see the acceptance of participants regarding the
researched mega influencing factors and designed future scenarios as well as a statistical
analysis of scenarios. This statistical analysis will link trend projections of mega influencing
factors and put them in some correlation (if they weaken or strengthen each other) and will
measure the consistency of scenarios, a measure how well the different future projections
“suit” together. All these evaluation activities and their results will be described in D4.3 of
NEAR2050.
One positive exploitation strategy for the mini-scenarios is to incorporate the detailed
examination results to increase degree of details to the MAAP. NEAR2050 delivered 16
relevant personas with 16 future mini-scenarios. S2R can adopt to these classifications and
change the top down examination about customer requirements in general and in holistic
determination but go on to more explicit and user-centric observation of the railway system.
16 personas deliver the chance to bring in a paradigm shift concerning “standardised or
individualised services for customers (Passenger and freight)”. Railway is no longer designed
for bringing people from A to be B but deliver huge benefit for each persona on his/her
individual travel.
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6 Summary of annexes
Annex I:

Service blueprints
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Annex I: Service blueprints
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Service blueprint “Julia Meier:
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going to her job or shopping by underground
Virtual shopping at
underground station
creating a scholar account for
online booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank account,
....
Ticket
platform

Customer interaction

Trip
scheduler

Rating of the travel

Preparing for Travel
Entering
underground station

Travel to
underground

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Customer observing

pick up of
shopping at the
customer

Virtual
shopping
service

schedule planning (e.g.
work, shopping, etc,)
online

Ticket
platform

Getting on the train

Getting off the train

Last mile travel arriving at the job

first mile travel going for shopping

Getting off the train

Getting on the train

Feedback
Window

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Ticket
platform

Guidance to Train

train travel

Trip
assistance

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering the
underground station
Backstage operator processes

RFID train
gate

Ticket creation

Guidance to work
place

Guidance to Train
Trip
assistance

Trip
assistance

Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Ticket
platform

Passenger
automatically
identification in the
underground station

train travel

Guidance to home

Getting travel
recommentations

Travel to home

drop off of thr
shopping to the
customer

Ask for rating of the
travel

Travel
recomendations

Recommentations for
new travels

Trip
assistance

Journey
visualisation

RFID train
gate

transportation of
shopping to the
customer
Journey
visualisation

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about
children interests,
shopping list (when
needed), ...

Travel
recomendations
Ticket platform

RFID train gate

Trip
assistance

Virtual shopping
service

Feedback
Window

JULIA
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Travel

Pre-Travel

going to her job or shopping by underground

Virtu
under
creating a scholar account for
online booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank account,
....
Ticket
platform

Customer interaction

schedule planning (e.g.
work, shopping, etc,)
online
Trip
scheduler

Preparing for Travel

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Customer observing

Entering
underground station

Travel to
underground

Ticket
platform

Getting on the train

Getting off the train

Last mile travel arriving at the job

first mile travel going for shopping

Gettin

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Ticket
platform

Guidance to Train

train travel

Trip
assistance

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering the
underground station
Backstage operator processes

RFID train
gate

Ticket creation

Guidance to work
place

Guid

Trip
assistance

Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Ticket
platform

Passenger
automatically
identification in the
underground station
RFID train
gate

vi

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about
children interests,
shopping list (when
needed), ...

Ticket platform

RFID train gate

Trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

Virtual shopping
service

JULIA
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Travel

Post-Travel

Virtual shopping at
underground station

pick up of
shopping at the
customer

Virtual
shopping
service

Rating of the travel
Getting on the train

Guidance to Train

Getting off the train

train travel

Trip
assistance

Last mile travel arriving at the job

first mile travel going for shopping

Guidance to work
place

Guidance to Train
Trip
assistance

Journey
visualisation

et
rm

Passenger
automatically
identification in the
underground station

train travel

Guidance to home

Getting travel
recommentations

Travel to home
Feedback
Window

Trip
assistance

Journey
visualisation

Getting off the train

Getting on the train

drop off of thr
shopping to the
customer

Ask for rating of the
travel

Travel
recomendations

Recommentations for
new travels

Trip
assistance

Journey
visualisation

RFID train
gate

transportation of
shopping to the
customer
Journey
visualisation

Travel
recomendations
Virtual shopping
service

Feedback
Window
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Service blueprint “Roberto Sanchez”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to his grandchildren

creating an account for online
booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank account,
....

Preparing for Travel

Customer interaction

Booking and payment

Luggage drop off

Getting on the train

Getting off the train

Guidance to Train

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Ticket platform

Ticket platform

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Autonomous
transport arrives

autonomous
car

Ticket platform

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Luggage check in

ask for rating of the
travel

Last mile
transportation

train travel

Travel to train

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

trip
assistance
Ticket platform

getting travel
recommentations

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

Ticket confirmation on
smart device

Customer observing

Rating of the travel

Luggage pick up from
the last mile transport

luggage check
in/out

Recommentations for
new travels
travel
recomendation
s

autonomous car
Journey
visualisation
Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation
Backstage operator processes
Luggage transport first mile

Ticket platform

Luggage
transfer from
first mile
transport to
train

Luggage transport train

Luggage transfer
from train transport
to last mile transport

Luggage transport last mile

Travel information to
partner page

Support processes

Touchpoints

autonomous
car

trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

Ticket platform

luggage check
in/out
travel
recomendations
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Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to his grandchildren

creating an account for online
booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank account,
....

Preparing for Travel

Customer interaction

Booking and payment

Luggage drop off

Getting on the train

Ticket platform

Ticket platform

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Autonomous
transport arrives

autonomous
car

Ticket platform

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Guidance to Train

Luggage check in

Feedback
Window

Guidance to last mile
transportation
trip
assistance

trip
assistance
Ticket platform

getting travel
recommentations

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

Ticket confirmation on
smart device

Customer observing

Rating of the travel

Luggage pick up from
the last mile transport

Getting off the train

ask for rating of the
travel

Last mile
transportation

train travel

Travel to train

luggage check
in/out

Recommentations for
new travels
travel
recomendation
s

autonomous car
Journey
visualisation
Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation
Backstage operator processes
Luggage transport first mile

Ticket platform

Luggage
transfer from
first mile
transport to
train

Luggage transport train

Luggage transfer
from train transport
to last mile transport

Luggage transport last mile

Travel information to
partner page

Support processes

Touchpoints

autonomous
car

trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

Ticket platform

luggage check
in/out
travel
recomendations
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Post-Travel

Travel

Luggage drop off

Getting on the train

Rating of the travel

Luggage pick up from
the last mile transport

Getting off the train

luggage check
in/out
autonomous
car

Feedback
Window

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Guidance to Train

trip
assistance

trip
assistance
Luggage check in

getting travel
recommentations

Feedback
Window

ask for rating of the
travel

Last mile
transportation

train travel

Travel to train

luggage check
in/out

Recommentations for
new travels
travel
recomendation
s

autonomous car
Journey
visualisation
Journey
visualisation

Luggage transport first mile

Luggage
transfer from
first mile
transport to
train

Luggage transport train

trip
assistance

Luggage transfer
from train transport
to last mile transport

Luggage transport last mile

Feedback
Window

travel
recomendations
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Service blueprint “Kevin Hinterlechner”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to his job and his football training

creating a scholar account for
online booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank account,
....

Preparing for Travel

Customer interaction
Definition of baggage
drop of for fottball
training

Getting on the
Tramline

Travel to tramline by
hover board

Baggage drop off in
Drop off box at home

Getting off the
Tramline

first mile travel by
hover board - going to
football training

Getting off the
Tramline

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Guidance to Tramline

autonomous
car
Ticket confirmation on
smart device

Ticket platform

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Ticket platform

Baggage
indentification
automatically

Getting on the Bus

Getting off the Bus

identificatio
n bus

Autonomous
transport arrives
Customer observing

Last mile travel by
hover board - arriving
at the job

luggage check
in/out

Ticket platform

trip
assistance

trip
assistance
Baggage check in

trip
assistance

last mile travel by
hover board - going
home

Getting off the Bus

Getting on the Bus

Luggage pick up at
home or football
training center

hover board

Guidance to bus
transportation

Guidance to exit

trip
assistance
tramline travel

tramline travel

Luggage drop off
after training at the
football training
center

hover
board

Guidance to bus
transportation

Guidance to Tramline

Luggage pick up at
the fottball training
center

last mile travel by
hover board - going
to football training

Guidance to exit

Rating of the travel and
the laundry service
Feedback
Window

getting travel
recommentations

travel
recomendations

information baggage
is ready for transport

trip
assistance

trip
assistance

identification
bus travel

luggage check
in/out

ask for rating of the
travel

bus travel

Recommentations for
new travels

Ticket platform

Autonomous
transport arrives
Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation
Baggage
indentification
automatically

Backstage operator processes
Ticket platform
Luggage transport first mile

Baggage check in

Luggage transport to laundry

Laundry

Baggage check out

Luggage transport to home or football
training center

Luggage transport last mile

Luggage transport train

Laundry service

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about his
interests (football,
computer, games, ...)

Touchpoints

Ticket platform

autonomous
car

trip
assistance

Laundry service

Feedback Window

identification
bus

luggage check
in/out

Feedback
Window
travel
recomendations

baggage drop
off box
hover board
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Pre-Travel

Travel

going to his job and his football training

creating a scholar account for
online booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank account,
....

Preparing for Travel

Customer interaction
Definition of baggage
drop of for fottball
training

Getting on the
Tramline

Travel to tramline by
hover board

Baggage drop off in
Drop off box at home

Getting off the
Tramline

Ticket platform

first mile travel by
hover board - going to
football training

Getting off the
Tramline

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Guidance to Tramline

autonomous
car
Ticket confirmation on
smart device

Ticket platform

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Ticket platform

Baggage
indentification
automatically

Getting on the Bus

Getting off the Bus

identificatio
n bus

Autonomous
transport arrives
Customer observing

Last mile travel by
hover board - arriving
at the job

luggage check
in/out

trip
assistance

trip
assistance
Baggage check in

Guidance to bus
transportation

Guidance to Tramline
trip
assistance

Guidance to exit

trip
assistance
bus travel

tramline travel

tramline travel

Ticket platform

Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation
Backstage operator processes
Ticket platform
Luggage transport first mile

Luggage transport last mile

Luggage transport train

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about his
interests (football,
computer, games, ...)

Touchpoints

Ticket platform

autonomous
car

trip
assistance

Laundry service

Feedback Window

identification
bus

luggage check
in/out

baggage drop
off box
hover board
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Post-Travel

Travel

first mile travel by
over board - going to
football training

Getting off the
Tramline

Getting on the Bus

Getting off the Bus

identificatio
n bus

tramline travel

last mile travel by
hover board - going
home

Getting off the Bus

Getting on the Bus

Luggage pick up at
home or football
training center

hover board

Guidance to bus
transportation

Guidance to exit

trip
assistance

e

Luggage drop off
after training at the
football training
center

hover
board

Guidance to bus
transportation

Guidance to Tramline

Luggage pick up at
the fottball training
center

last mile travel by
hover board - going
to football training

Guidance to exit

bus travel

Feedback
Window

getting travel
recommentations

travel
recomendations

information baggage
is ready for transport

trip
assistance

trip
assistance

identification

luggage check
in/out

Rating of the travel and
the laundry service

ask for rating of the
travel

bus travel

Recommentations for
new travels

Autonomous
transport arrives

Baggage
indentification
automatically

Baggage check in

Luggage transport to laundry

Laundry

Baggage check out

Luggage transport to home or football
training center

Luggage transport last mile
Laundry service

Laundry service

Feedback
Window
travel
recomendations
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Service blueprint “Sophia Hernandez”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to work by underground

creating an account for
online booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank
account, ....

Preparing for Travel

Customer interaction
Ticket platform

Travel to
underground by econvertible

work schedule planning
(e.g. meetings) online

Entering
underground station

leaving work and
travel demand to
underground

Getting off the
transport directly in
front of work

Getting off the train

Getting on the train

Getting off the
autonomous

confirmation of the
question for preparing
the meals

Entering
underground station

transport

Getting on the train

Getting off the train

Last mile
transportation by econvertible

Getting off the
transport directly at
home

pick up of meals
at the customer

Rating of the travel and
the meal
Feedback
Window

trip scheduler
e-convertible

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations because
of her schedule
automatically

Customer observing

Ticket platform

e-convertible
Passenger
indentification
automatically

buying meals at a 7D vendor wall choosing
the incredients

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering the
underground station

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering the vendor
walls

vendor wall

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering autonomous
transport mode

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Guidance to Train

trip
assistance

trip
assistance

first mile
transportation by
autonomous
individual transport

Last mile transportation
by autonomous
individual transport

train travel

Guidance to
underground

trip
assistance

trip
assistance
ask for preparing the
meals

autonomous car
Passenger
indentification
automatically at the
underground station

transferring
information to
internal caterer

Ticket creation

Ticket platform
ticket

Backstage operator processes

Journey
visualisation

travel
recomendation
s

drop off of meals
to the customer

trip
assistance
ask for rating of the
travel and the meal

train travel

Recommentations for
new travels

food
watcher

Ticket platform
RFID train gate

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Guidance to Train

getting travel
recommentations

Journey
visualisation

transportation of
meals to the
customer

Journey
visualisation

meal
transport

undergroun
d RFID

Journey
visualisation

producing meals
in the inhouse
kitchen

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes
information about
scientific interests, ...

Touchpoints

Feedback
Window

vendor wall
Ticket platform

autonomous car

trip
assistance

e-convertible

food
watcher

meal
transport

Feedback
Window

travel
recomendation
s

RFID train gate
trip scheduler

Ticket platform
ticket

undergroun
d RFID

RFID
autonomous car
gate
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Pre-Travel

Travel

going to work by underground

creating an account for
online booking
inserting his preferences, his
personnal profile, bank
account, ....

Preparing for Travel

Customer interaction
Ticket platform

Travel to
underground by econvertible

work schedule planning
(e.g. meetings) online

Entering
underground station

Getting on the train

Getting off the train

Guidance to Train

Guidance to last mile
transportation

leaving work and
travel demand to
underground

Getting off the
transport directly in
front of work

Getting off the
autonomous
transport

Entering
underground s

trip scheduler
e-convertible

buying meals at a 7D vendor wall choosing
the incredients

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations because
of her schedule
automatically

Customer observing

Ticket platform

vendor wall

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

trip
assistance

trip
assistance

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering the vendor
walls

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering the
underground station

Booking and payment
automatically by
entering autonomous
transport mode

first mile
transportation by
autonomous
individual transport

Last mile transportation
by autonomous
individual transport

train travel

trip
assistance

Ticket platform
autonomous car

RFID train gate

Ticket platform
ticket

Backstage operator processes

Passenger
indentificati
automatically a
underground s

transferring
information to
internal caterer

Ticket creation

Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes
information about
scientific interests, ...

Touchpoints

Feedback
Window

vendor wall
Ticket platform

Guidance to
underground

autonomous car

trip
assistance

e-convertible

RFID train gate
trip scheduler

Ticket platform
ticket

undergroun
d RFID

RFID
autonomous car
gate
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Post-Travel

Travel

leaving work and
travel demand to
underground

Getting off the
transport directly in
front of work

ting off the train

Getting off the
autonomous
transport

confirmation of the
question for preparing
the meals

Entering
underground station

Getting on the train

Getting off the train

Guidance to Train

Guidance to last mile
transportation

Last mile
transportation by econvertible

Getting off the
transport directly at
home

pick up of meals
at the customer

Rating of the travel and
the meal
Feedback
Window

e-convertible
Booking and payment
automatically by
entering autonomous
transport mode

dance to last mile
ransportation

trip
assistance

first mile
transportation by
autonomous
individual transport

Last mile transportation
by autonomous
individual transport

Guidance to
underground

trip
assistance

trip
assistance
ask for preparing the
meals

getting travel
recommentations
travel
recomendation
s

drop off of meals
to the customer

trip
assistance
ask for rating of the
travel and the meal

train travel

Recommentations for
new travels

food
watcher

autonomous car
Passenger
indentification
automatically at the
underground station

Journey
visualisation

transportation of
meals to the
customer

Journey
visualisation

meal
transport

undergroun
d RFID

Journey
visualisation

producing meals
in the inhouse
kitchen

Feedback
Window

autonomous car

food
watcher

meal
transport

Feedback
Window

travel
recomendation
s
RFID
autonomous car
gate
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Service blueprint “Marco Rossi”
Post-Travel

Travel

Pre-Travel

Train driver

Getting off the train

Monitoring and
checking assistance

getting on Autonomus
car
Customer interaction

Travel to train
station

Getting on his
working train

Get the final
recommendations

Train supervision and
monitoring

Booking and payment
special for staff

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Ticket confirmation on
smart device
Customer observing

Final Train Check

Entering
train/underground
station

Ticket
platform

Ticket
platform

Ticket
platform

Recommentations
for destinations and
products
Ticket
platform

Arrived at train
station

Getting autonomus vehicle
to home

Check availability for
train for next day

Pilot Incident report

See next timetable
for the train for next
day

Passenger
indentification
automatically

View stats of
overall day

Autonomus train
travel
Autonomus
train
Report to train driver to
correct errors and improve
the service

Backstage operator processes

Train management
and supervision

Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation

Ticket
platform

Control
centre
Operation
planning

Incident report
storage

Incident data storage

Data Analysis

Information about
journey: speed,
estimated arrival
time, incidents, etc.

Support processes
Travel information to
partner page

Ticket
platform

Getting on Autonomus
car

Monitorign
cheking
assistance

Autonomus
train

Final train check

Control
centre

Travel
recomendations
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Post-

Travel

Pre-Travel

Train driver

Getting off the train

Monitoring and
checking assistance

getting on Autonomus
car
Customer interaction

Getting on his
working train

Train supervision and
monitoring

Booking and payment
special for staff

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Ticket confirmation on
smart device
Customer observing

Final Train Check

Entering
train/underground
station

Ticket
platform

Ticket
platform

Ticket
platform

Recommentations
for destinations and
products
Ticket
platform

Getting autonomus vehicle
to home

Check availability for
train for next day

Pilot Incident report

See next timetable
for the train for next
day

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Autonomus train
travel
Autonomus
train

Train management
and supervision

Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation

Backstage operator processes

Travel to train
station

Arrived at train
station

Ticket
platform

Control
centre
Operation
planning

Incident report
storage

Incident data storage

Information about
journey: speed,
estimated arrival
time, incidents, etc.

Support processes
Travel information to
partner page

Ticket
platform

Getting on Autonomus
car

Monitorign
cheking
assistance

Autonomus
train

Final train check

Control
centre

Travel
recomendations
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Post-Travel

Travel

Getting off the train

Monitoring and
checking assistance

Arrived at train
station
Get the final
recommendations

Train supervision and
monitoring

Final Train Check

Getting autonomus vehicle
to home

Check availability for
train for next day

Pilot Incident report

See next timetable
for the train for next
day

View stats of
overall day

Autonomus train
travel
Autonomus
train
Report to train driver to
correct errors and improve
the service

Train management
and supervision
Control
centre
Incident report
storage

Incident data storage

Data Analysis

rmation about
rney: speed,
mated arrival
incidents, etc.

Monitorign
cheking
assistance

Autonomus
train

Final train check

Control
centre

Travel
recomendations
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Service blueprint “Lupo Rioja”
Pre-Work

Post-Work

Work

working as freight operator

knows, what the
current

Prioritised to-do list

situtation looks
like

Access to site through
fingerprint scan and voice
recognition

supervision of ongoing
processes
he can provide useful
comments on specific
unsolved problems

control room
Customer interaction
problem solving
(decision making)

Customer observing

Backstage operator processes

mobile device

personalized status
updates for the
customer

intelligent information system
displaying current
notifications and status
updates

automatic information
transfer to sender &
recipient

Big data anlysing process

computer suggest
different solutions

wearable devices

computer providing
partial automatic
execution

selflearning
knowledgement system

management
information
systems

prioritization by level of
importance

self learning
information system

Providing of status
updates from his
colleagues
supervision system

execution checked by
employee

planning system

pre-interpretation of data

deep learning
predictive algorithm

Providing of status
updates to his colleagues

high availability
networks
heat sensonrs & cameras

Support processes

drone offering real
time imagery of
situation

precise tracking of trains and wagons
tracking
technology

control room

high availability
networks

drones

tracking technology

management
information systems

drones
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Pre-Work

Work

working as freight operator

knows, what the
current
situtation looks
like

Prioritised to-do list

Access to site through
fingerprint scan and voice
recognition

supervision of ongoing
processes
control room

Customer interaction
problem solving
(decision making)

Customer observing

Backstage operator processes

mobile device

personalized status
updates for the
customer

intelligent information system
displaying current
notifications and status
updates

automatic information
transfer to sender &
recipient

Big data anlysing process

computer suggest
different solutions

management
information
systems

prioritization by level of
importance

self learning
information system

Providing of status
updates from his
colleagues
supervision system

wearable devices

planning system

pre-interpretation of data

deep learning
predictive algorithm
high availability
networks

heat sensonrs & cameras

Support processes

drone offering real
time imagery of
situation

precise tracking of trains and wagons
tracking
technology

control room

high availability
networks

drones

tracking technology
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supervision of ongoing
processes
he can provide useful
comments on specific
unsolved problems

control room

problem solving
(decision making)

mation system
current
and status
es

computer suggest
different solutions

execution checked by
employee

wearable devices

computer providing
partial automatic
execution

selflearning
knowledgement system

management
information
systems

prioritization by level of
importance

self learning
information system

ng process

acking
nology

Post-Work

Work

planning system

pre-interpretation of data

deep learning
predictive algorithm

Providing of status
updates to his colleagues

high availability
networks
heat sensonrs & cameras

drone offering real
time imagery of
situation
drones

tracking technology

management
information systems

drones
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Service blueprint “Kerstin Trenker”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

private trip to a new city of a blind person
research for travelling options

receives status updates on
delays and her location
with information to POIs
along the route

Customer interaction
accessability challenges

self-dependend walking
thorugh the building
and to final destination

arriving at train station

timetable & tickets

check, where sighted
asistance is needed

Customer observing

digital device (via
vibrating wearables,
audiofeedback)

digital device
(smartphone)

application provided
by train operator

digital device
(via vibrating
wearables,

prepares optimal
route through building

searching for
surrounding POIs

journey planner with her
personal profile

wearables

Backstage operator processes

Image detection
algorythm

accessible augmented
reality system

facial
recognition

Support processes

crowd sourced
platform

different mobility
plattforms

crowd sourced
information plattforms

geo location systems
(GPS, etc.)

Imaging hardware
clip-on camera

clip-on camera

wearables
facial recognition

digital device (via
vibrating wearables,
audiofeedback)
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Pre-Travel

Travel

private trip to a new city of a blind person
research for travelling options

receives status updates on
delays and her location
with information to POIs
along the route

Customer interaction
accessability challenges

arriving at train station

timetable & tickets

check, where sighted
asistance is needed

Customer observing

digital device
(smartphone)

application provided
by train operator

dig
(v
w

searching for
surrounding POIs

journey planner with her
personal profile

Backstage operator processes

accessible augmented
reality system

Image detection
algorythm
facial
recognition

Support processes

crowd sourced
platform

different mobility
plattforms

crowd sourced
information plattforms

geo location systems
(GPS, etc.)

Imaging hardware
clip-on camera

clip-on camera

wearables
facial recognition
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Post-Travel

Travel

self-dependend walking
thorugh the building
and to final destination

arriving at train station

digital device (via
vibrating wearables,
audiofeedback)
digital device
(via vibrating
wearables,

prepares optimal
route through building

searching for
surrounding POIs

Image detection
algorythm

wearables

accessible augmented
reality system

facial
recognition

geo location systems
(GPS, etc.)

Imaging hardware
clip-on camera

facial recognition

digital device (via
vibrating wearables,
audiofeedback)
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Service blueprint “Conchita Garcia”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

High speed catering

Serve first calls snacks

Customer interaction

Retinal eye skanner
identification

Arriving at/Acces to
the train

Train station arrival

Serve first calls snacks

Take the
snacks

Initial checking of automatic
catering machines

Recommendations
for improving
Staff check
everything before
leaving the train

Take the meals

Personalized passenger attendance
required

Final check

Solve the problem and serve the
tourist class

Serve the tourist class

Recommendations
for Improving
catering service

Cattering staff
report problems
during travel

Survey to passenger
asking for service
Catering monitoring for each
passeneger

Check that all the food and the
service robots are correct

The order is shown in the staff
mobile device

Initial check
Cattering selection by passenger

Customer observing

First class users
select the snacks
they want with their
mobile device

Backstage operator processes

Monitoring
problems

Operator check
availability of trains for
the rest of staff

A problem alert is
shown in her
mobile device

Tourist class passengers need to
pay for snacks, so they make the
request and pay it with their
mobile device if they want to

All tourist class meals are served

initial
check

The request are
processed

Automatic cookers prepare the
snacks

The list of snack and the seats they
belong to are generated and
sendet to the catering staff

If there is any problem with the
service a message is sent to a staff
member

Lunch time is predefined
before the trip, a
message is sent to the
passengers to inform
them that lunch time has

Passenger leaves
the train

Survey results

robot waiter

All the generated
waste is
authomnaticaly
collected by robots

The system programs the robots
and define which meal types are
required for the trip

Retinal
eye
skanner

The list of meals is shown to the
staff

The catering robot receive the
order to pick up the meals for
tourist class

Lunch and dinner request are
made in the same way as the
snacks

All snack are served to the tourist
class

The catering robot receive the
order to pic up the snacks

The food and the robots are loaded
into the train automatically

Support processes

Lunch time message is received

A problem alert is
shown in her mobile
device

All the generated waste is
automatically collected by robots

The request are
processed

Automatic cookers prepare the
lunch

The list of meals and
the seats they belong
to are generated and
sent to the catering
staff

If there is any problem
with the service a
message is sent to a
staff member

Catering monitoring for each
passeneger
robot waiter

Cleaning labours after the trip

Monitoring
problems

final check

Big Data storage

Recommendations
for improving
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Pre-Travel

Travel

High speed catering

Serve first calls snacks

Customer interaction

Retinal eye skanner
identification

Arriving at/Acces to
the train

Train station arrival

Take the
snacks

Initial checking of automatic
catering machines

Personalized passenger attendance
required

Serve the tourist class

Catering monitoring for each
passeneger

Check that all the food and the
service robots are correct

The order is shown in the staff
mobile device

Initial check
Cattering selection by passenger

Customer observing

First class users
select the snacks
they want with their
mobile device

Backstage operator processes

Operator check
availability of trains for
the rest of staff

A problem alert is
shown in her
mobile device

Tourist class passengers need to
pay for snacks, so they make the
request and pay it with their
mobile device if they want to

All the generated
waste is
authomnaticaly
collected by robots

The system programs the robots
and define which meal types are
required for the trip

Retinal
eye
skanner

The list of meals
sta

The catering robot receive the
order to pick up the meals for
tourist class

Lunch and dinner request are
made in the same way as the
snacks

All snack are served to the tourist
class

The catering robot receive the
order to pic up the snacks

The food and the robots are loaded
into the train automatically

Support processes

Lunch time message is received

initial
check

The request are
processed

Automatic cookers prepare the
snacks

The list of snack and the seats they
belong to are generated and
sendet to the catering staff

If there is any problem with the
service a message is sent to a staff
member

Lunch time is predefined
before the trip, a
message is sent to the
passengers to inform
them that lunch time has

The request are
processed

Automatic cookers prepare the
lunch

Catering monitoring for each
passeneger
robot waiter
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Post-Travel

Travel

calls snacks

Serve first calls snacks

Take the meals

Personalized passenger attendance
required

Recommendations
for Improving
catering service

Cattering staff
report problems
during travel

Final check

Solve the problem and serve the
tourist class

ourist class

Survey to passenger
asking for service
Monitoring
problems

A problem alert is
shown in her
mobile device

Lunch time message is received

A problem alert is
shown in her mobile
device

The list of meals is shown to the
staff

The catering robot receive the
order to pick up the meals for
tourist class

Lunch and dinner request are
made in the same way as the
snacks

ved to the tourist
ass

roblem with the
e is sent to a staff
mber

Recommendations
for improving
Staff check
everything before
leaving the train

All tourist class meals are served

All the generated waste is
automatically collected by robots

The request are
processed

Automatic cookers prepare the
lunch

robot waiter

The list of meals and
the seats they belong
to are generated and
sent to the catering
staff

Cleaning labours after the trip

If there is any problem
with the service a
message is sent to a
staff member

Monitoring
problems

Survey results

robot waiter

All the generated
waste is
authomnaticaly
collected by robots

Lunch time is predefined
before the trip, a
message is sent to the
passengers to inform
them that lunch time has

Passenger leaves
the train

final check

Big Data storage

Recommendations
for improving
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Service blueprint “Jean Claude Laforest – CEO”
Pre-Work

Post-Work

Work

working in home-office

gets up and plans his
day

Meeting with other
continents

goes to home office

Google contact
lenses

Customer interaction

virtual
conference
room

3D Hologram

reminders,
notifications and
status updates
Planning for the
next day

Customer observing

thought control

Management tool
Project
management
system

Information
management
system

Enterprise resouce
system

travel planning

Backstage operator processes
intercultural
competences
system

Business news

Support processes

Google contact lenses

3D Hologram

Project
management
system

Financial news

extended business
contacts system

Customer
relationship system

Current affairs

social media

Automatic
translation service

virtual conference
room

thought control
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Pre-Work

Work

working in home-office

gets up and plans his
day

Google contact
lenses

Customer interaction

Meeting with other
continents

goes to home office

virtual
conference
room

3D Hologram

reminders,
notifications and
status updates
Customer observing

Management tool
Project
management
system

Information
management
system

Enterprise resouce
system

Backstage operator processes
intercultural
competences
system

Business news

Support processes

Google contact lenses

3D Hologram

Project
management
system

Financial news

extended business
contacts system

Customer
relationship system

Current affairs

social media

Automatic
translation service

virtual conference
room
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Post-Work

Work

Meeting with other
continents
virtual
conference
room

reminders,
notifications and
status updates
Planning for the
next day

thought control

Management tool
Project
management
system

ation
ement
em

ent affairs

travel planning

extended business
contacts system

Customer
relationship system

social media

Automatic
translation service

virtual conference
room

thought control
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Service blueprint “Jean Claude Laforest – business trip passenger”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to a business trip

travel demand

Preparing for Travel
trip scheduler

definition of
special needs for
the travel (what
he needs for
business)

Customer interaction
Booking and payment
automatically because
of the demand
(schedule
syncronisation)

Getting on the
drone

Getting on the train
autonomous
drone

Ticket confirmation on
smart device

Customer observing

Luggage drop off

Luggage check in

Passenger
indentification
automatically

autonomous
car

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Ticket platform
Ticket platform

Connecting drone
with train during
travel with 400km/h

autonomous
drone to train

inserting drone seat
into train with the
passenger

Travel to train by
drone directly to the
driving train not to
the train station

Ticket platform

getting of the drone
at destination

Getting off the train

autonomous
drone to train

Ticket platform
Autonomous drone
arrives

working on a full
equipt working chair
satisfiing all needs
for business (cloudbased computer,
video conferences,
...)

exiting drone
seat out off train
with the
passenger during
travel

Journey
visualisation

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

Last mile
transportation by
drone

train travel

Rating of the travel

getting travel
recommentations

travel
recomendation
s

Dis-Connecting
drone with train
during travel with
400km/h

ask for rating of the
travel

Recommentations for
new travels

autonomous
drone

luggage check
in/out
Syncronisation
of drone and
train travel

Luggage pick up at
destination

Journey
visualisation

seat and drone
management
Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation
Backstage operator processes
Operation
planning

Luggage transport first mile

Ticket platform

Luggage transport train

Luggage transport last mile

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about business
topics (education, electronics,
stock market, ...)

Ticket platform

trip scheduler

luggage check
in/out

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

autonomous
car

autonomous
drone

Feedback
Window

autonomous
drone to train
travel
recomendations
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Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to a business trip

travel demand

Preparing for Travel
trip scheduler

definition of
special needs for
the travel (what
he needs for
business)

Customer interaction
Booking and payment
automatically because
of the demand
(schedule
syncronisation)

Getting on the
drone

Getting on the train
autonomous
drone

Autonomous drone
arrives

Luggage drop off
Ticket confirmation on
smart device

autonomous
car

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations

Ticket platform
Ticket platform

autonomous
drone to train

inserting drone seat
into train with the
passenger

Travel to train by
drone directly to the
driving train not to
the train station

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Luggage check in
Ticket platform

Connecting drone
with train during
travel with 400km/h

getting of the drone
at destination

Getting off the train

autonomous
drone to train

Ticket platform

Customer observing

working on a full
equipt working chair
satisfiing all needs
for business (cloudbased computer,
video conferences,
...)

exiting drone
seat out off train
with the
passenger during
travel

Journey
visualisation

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

Last mile
transportation by
drone

train travel

Rating of the travel

Dis-Connecting
drone with train
during travel with
400km/h

ask for rating of the
travel
autonomous
drone

luggage check
in/out
Syncronisation
of drone and
train travel

Luggage pick up at
destination

Journey
visualisation

seat and drone
management
Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation
Backstage operator processes
Operation
planning

Luggage transport first mile

Ticket platform

Luggage transport train

Luggage transport last mile

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about business
topics (education, electronics,
stock market, ...)

Ticket platform

trip scheduler

luggage check
in/out

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

autonomous
car

autonomous
drone

Feedback
Window

autonomous
drone to train
travel
recomendations
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Post-Travel

Travel

Getting on the train

autonomous
drone

mous
ne

autonomous
drone to train

inserting drone seat
into train with the
passenger

Travel to train by
drone directly to the
driving train not to
the train station

getting of the drone
at destination

Getting off the train

autonomous
drone to train
Connecting drone
with train during
travel with 400km/h

Journey
visualisation

working on a full
equipt working chair
satisfiing all needs
for business (cloudbased computer,
video conferences,
...)

exiting drone
seat out off train
with the
passenger during
travel

Luggage pick up at
destination

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

getting travel
recommentations

travel
recomendation
s

Dis-Connecting
drone with train
during travel with
400km/h

Last mile
transportation by
drone

train travel

Rating of the travel

ask for rating of the
travel

Recommentations for
new travels

autonomous
drone

Journey
visualisation

seat and drone
management
Journey
visualisation

Luggage transport train

Luggage transport last mile

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

autonomous
drone to train
travel
recomendations
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Service blueprint “Giuseppe Bianco” – customer service and private trip passenger”
Pre-Work

Post-Work

Work

Wheel chair trip
working trip
Get into train station
Get into the train

Customer interaction

On line ticket. Special ticketing
for rail workers

Order company autonomus car
avaliable to go to the station

Go to customer office at the train
station

get out to the train

Get out to the train
station

Start working/ Open customer
and ticket office support

Put on an exoeskeleton

Get into autonomus vehicle

go to home

Daily work report

Security check
Initial check

Get into company autonomus
vehicle
Get out of car and get the station
Receive passengers

Contact with train supervisor

Control station incidents

Travel services comfort
Passenger facilities,
comfort information

Customer observing
Ticket Booking for this worker

Company send autonous car to
pick up him to the station

Travel by train

arrive at working destination
(station)

Travel services comfort

Travel information
Arrivals, Incidences, etc

travel to train station

Claims and tickets

Travel incidents

Travel monitoring

Backstage operator processes

Control visualization

Support processes

The system recognise the worker

Put on an exoeskeleton

Report storage

Get into company autonomus
vehicle

Initial check

Travel services comfort

Travel information arrivals,
incidences, etc.

Start working/ Open customer
and ticket office support
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Pre-Work

Work

Wheel chair trip
working trip
Get into train station
Get into the train

Customer interaction

On line ticket. Special ticketing
for rail workers

Order company autonomus car
avaliable to go to the station

Go to customer office at the tr
station

get out to the train

Put on an exoeskeleton
Security check
Initial check

Get into company autonomus
vehicle
Get out of car and get the station
Receive passengers
Travel services comfort
Passenger facilities,
comfort information

Customer observing
Ticket Booking for this worker

Company send autonous car to
pick up him to the station

Travel by train

arrive at working destination
(station)

travel to train station

Claims and tickets

Backstage operator processes

Support processes

The system recognise the worker

Put on an exoeskeleton

Get into company autonomus
vehicle

Travel serv

Initial check

Travel services comfort
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Post-Work

Work

Get into the train

Go to customer office at the train
station

get out to the train

Get out to the train
station

Start working/ Open customer
and ticket office support

Get into autonomus vehicle

go to home

Daily work report

Receive passengers

Contact with train supervisor

Control station incidents

Travel services comfort

Travel by train

arrive at working destination
(station)

Travel services comfort

Claims and tickets

Travel information
Arrivals, Incidences, etc

Travel incidents

Travel monitoring

Control visualization

Report storage

Travel services comfort

Travel information arrivals,
incidences, etc.

Start working/ Open customer
and ticket office support
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Service blueprint “Julia Weiss and baby”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

going to her parents - long distance
creating an account for
online booking
inserting his
preferences, his
personnal profile, bank
account, ....
Preparing for Travel
definition of
special needs for
the travel (what
she will take with
her, what she
needs during train
travel)

Customer interaction
Booking and payment

Travel to train by
hover stroller

Luggage drop off

Ticket platform

Getting on the train

Luggage pick up from
the last mile transport

e hover
stroller

Ticket confirmation on
smart device
Customer observing
Ticket platform

Autonomous
transport arrives
Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations because
of her schedule
automatically

automatically
preparation of train
entrance for easy
entrance

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Luggage check in

trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

Last mile
transportation by
hover stroller

train travel

ask for rating of the
travel and the meal

travel
recomendations
Recommentations for
new travels

e hover
stroller

luggage check
in/out
Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation

getting travel
recommentations

Guidance to last
mile transportation

Guidance to Train
autonomous
car

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

Rating of the travel and
the meal

luggage check
in/out

Ticket platform

Journey
visualisation

creating a full-customized
combartment satisfiing all
defined needs (e.g. possibility
for wrapping the baby, space
for roboter nanny and stroller,
refrigerator, ...)

Ticket platform

Backstage operator processes

Getting off the
transport directly in
front of the home of
her parents

Getting on last
mile
transportation

Getting off the train

Operation
planning

Luggage transport train

Luggage transport first mile

Luggage transport last mile

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about baby topics
(education, fashion, ...)

Ticket platform

autonomous
car

luggage
check in

persona
information

trip
assistance

persona
information

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

e hover
stroller

travel
recomendations
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Pre-Travel

Post-

Travel

going to her parents - long distance
creating an account for
online booking
inserting his
preferences, his
personnal profile, bank
account, ....
Preparing for Travel
definition of
special needs for
the travel (what
she will take with
her, what she
needs during train
travel)

Customer interaction
Booking and payment

Travel to train by
hover stroller

Luggage drop off

Ticket platform

Getting on the train

Luggage pick up from
the last mile transport

e hover
stroller

Ticket confirmation on
smart device
Customer observing
Ticket platform

Reminder and
recommentations for
destinations because
of her schedule
automatically

automatically
preparation of train
entrance for easy
entrance

Passenger
indentification
automatically

Luggage check in

Guidance to last
mile transportation

Guidance to Train
autonomous
car

Recommentations
for destinations and
products

trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

Last mile
transportation by
hover stroller

train travel

ask for rating of the
travel and the meal
e hover
stroller

luggage check
in/out
Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

Ticket creation

Journey
visualisation

creating a full-customized
combartment satisfiing all
defined needs (e.g. possibility
for wrapping the baby, space
for roboter nanny and stroller,
refrigerator, ...)

Ticket platform
Operation
planning

Luggage transport train

Luggage transport first mile

Luggage transport last mile

Travel information to
partner page
Support processes

information about baby topics
(education, fashion, ...)

Ticket platform

autonomous
car

luggage
check in

Rating of the travel and
the meal

luggage check
in/out

Autonomous
transport arrives

Ticket platform

Backstage operator processes

Getting off the
transport directly in
front of the home of
her parents

Getting on last
mile
transportation

Getting off the train

persona
information

trip
assistance

persona
information

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

e hover
stroller

travel
recomendations
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Post-Travel

Travel

Travel to train by
hover stroller

Getting on the train

Getting off the
transport directly in
front of the home of
her parents

Getting on last
mile
transportation

Getting off the train

Luggage pick up from
the last mile transport

e hover
stroller

automatically
preparation of train
entrance for easy
entrance

getting travel
recommentations

luggage check
in/out
Guidance to last
mile transportation

Guidance to Train

mous

Rating of the travel and
the meal

trip
assistance

Feedback
Window

trip
assistance

Last mile
transportation by
hover stroller

train travel

ask for rating of the
travel and the meal

travel
recomendations
Recommentations for
new travels

e hover
stroller

Journey
visualisation

Journey
visualisation

creating a full-customized
combartment satisfiing all
defined needs (e.g. possibility
for wrapping the baby, space
for roboter nanny and stroller,
refrigerator, ...)

aby topics
on, ...)

Luggage transport train

Luggage transport last mile

persona
information

trip
assistance

persona
information

Feedback
Window

luggage check
in/out

e hover
stroller

travel
recomendations
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Service blueprint “Achmed Aleid”
Pre-Work

Post-Work

Work

working in maintenance shop
Robot asisstance for
augmenting muscle
power

information about
todays agenda

Customer interaction

working on rolling stock
(technical drawing visible
through augmented reaility
inside of eye protection)

arriving at work

Handover of work
from previous shifts

Customer observing

supervision of ongoing
work

automated distribution system
for spare parts

additive
manufacturing

3D-printer

information via
digital device

prioritizing of tasks to
be done by this worker
Backstage operator processes

in spare time checks on new
procedures and improvements
in his area of work

automatic just-in-time
ordering of spare
parts
in case of missing
part: 3D-printing of
part

preductive maintance
system - check if it can be
solved remotedly or in
repair shop

Sensor of train signals
problem

Support processes

inteligent rolling stock tells
maintenance system about
parts, which need
maintenance soon

information via digital
device

in case of missing part: 3Dprinting of part

Robot asisstance for
augmenting muscle
power

3D-printer

inteligent rolling stock tells
maintenance system about
parts, which need
maintenance soon
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Pre-Work

Work

working in maintenance shop
Robot asisstance for
augmenting muscle
power

information about
todays agenda

Customer interaction

working on rolling stock
(technical drawing visible
through augmented reaility
inside of eye protection)

arriving at work

Handover of work
from previous shifts

Customer observing

supervision of ongoing
work

automated distribution system
for spare parts

additive
manufacturing

3D-printer

information via
digital device

prioritizing of tasks to
be done by this worker
Backstage operator processes

automatic just-in-time
ordering of spare
parts
in case of missing
part: 3D-printing of
part

preductive maintance
system - check if it can be
solved remotedly or in
repair shop

Sensor of train signals
problem

Support processes

inteligent rolling stock tells
maintenance system about
parts, which need
maintenance soon

information via digital
device

in case of missing part: 3Dprinting of part

Robot asisstance for
augmenting muscle
power

3D-printer
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Post-Work

Work

Robot asisstance for
augmenting muscle
power

working on rolling stock
(technical drawing visible
through augmented reaility
inside of eye protection)

ndover of work
m previous shifts

supervision of ongoing
work

automated distribution system
for spare parts

additive
manufacturing

3D-printer

information via
digital device

itizing of tasks to
ne by this worker

in spare time checks on new
procedures and improvements
in his area of work

automatic just-in-time
ordering of spare
parts
in case of missing
part: 3D-printing of
part

Robot asisstance for
augmenting muscle
power

3D-printer

inteligent rolling stock tells
maintenance system about
parts, which need
maintenance soon
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Service blueprint “Viktoria Klein”
Pre-Travel

Post-Travel

Travel

Online seller

collect the order prepare the
packs

Account in the delivery company
.

get into the train

Check availability of products in
web page

Arrives at office

get off the train

replace existences in web page

initial check
Customer interaction

Goods and products placed in the
web page

She receives the vehicle in her
office and put all the packages
inside

Prepares the comodity package

Electronic tiket/ special discount
for customers.

walking to the
station

go into the satation

Request for a self-driven cargo
vehicle

Recommendations
for Improving the
service

On line seller checks the arrival of
goods to its owner

Monitoring problems

Checking existences on the web
page

Final check

travel by train
Customer observing

Recommendations
for improving

Report problems
ocuuring during the

goods tracking/travel monitoring

Confirmation of all the goods for
selling are put in the webpage

The information about the
progress of the delivery is shown in
real time

Survey for evaluate
quality of the process

Survey results

The delivery company receives
the request and sends the
nearest vehicle to Victoria’s
office

The company contracts a cargo
train service to load all the delivery
vehicles

The customer make a purchase

The client fixes a place and a hour
for the delivery

Backstage operator processes

Support processes

The payment is made online

The client pick up the package
identifying him or herself with
fingerprints.

The vehicles received the new
address and all the needed
instructions

The system generates a list of
goods that have been purchased

The vehicle then returns to the
delivery company facility.

With all the data about the
packages and it destinations, the
systems sorts the packages and put
them in different delivery vehicles

initial check
goods tracking/travel monitoring

Monitoring problems

Each vehicle know when and
where has to get off the train

Final check

The vehicle reach the destination
in the fixed hour.

Big Data storage

Recommendations
for improving
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Pre-Travel

Travel

Online seller

collect the order prepare the
packs

Account in the delivery company
.

get into the train

get off the train

initial check
Customer interaction

Goods and products placed in the
web page

She receives the vehicle in her
office and put all the packages
inside

Prepares the comodity package

Electronic tiket/ special discount
for customers.

walking to the
station

go into the satation

Request for a self-driven cargo
vehicle

Checking existences on the web
page

travel by train
Customer observing

goods tracking/travel monitoring

Confirmation of all the goods for
selling are put in the webpage

The delivery company receives
the request and sends the
nearest vehicle to Victoria’s
office

The company contracts a cargo
train service to load all the delivery
vehicles

The customer make a purchase
Backstage operator processes

Support processes

The payment is made online

The vehicles received the new
address and all the needed
instructions

The system generates a list of
goods that have been purchased

With all the data about the
packages and it destinations, the
systems sorts the packages and put
them in different delivery vehicles

The vehicle then returns to the
delivery company facility.

initial check
goods tracking/travel monitoring

Monitoring problems
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Post-Travel

Travel

Check availability of products in
web page

Arrives at office

get off the train

replace existences in web page

initial check
She receives the vehicle in her
office and put all the packages
inside

Recommendations
for improving

Report problems
ocuuring during the

Recommendations
for Improving the
service

On line seller checks the arrival of
goods to its owner

Monitoring problems

Final check
goods tracking/travel monitoring

The information about the
progress of the delivery is shown in
real time

Survey for evaluate
quality of the process

Survey results

The client pick up the package
identifying him or herself with
fingerprints.

The company contracts a cargo
train service to load all the delivery
vehicles

The client fixes a place and a hour
for the delivery

The vehicle then returns to the
delivery company facility.

With all the data about the
packages and it destinations, the
systems sorts the packages and put
them in different delivery vehicles

Monitoring problems

Each vehicle know when and
where has to get off the train

Final check

The vehicle reach the destination
in the fixed hour.

Big Data storage

Recommendations
for improving
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Service blueprint “Klaus Wolf”
Pre-Work

Post-Work

Work

working as loading point manager (chemical plant)

supervision of ongoing
processes
giving status updates
to the customers

checking his
shift plan

standy for accident
intervention

Customer interaction
mobile device
checking of incoming
orders

intelligent
information system
displaying current
notifications and
status updates

Customer observing

notification via smart
devices

intelligent
displays

autonomous loading

Backstage operator processes

availability of empty
company owned
container wagons

calculation of shift plan
according to current
work load

Enterprise-ResourcePlanning (ERP) System
checks availability

failure detection
system

calculation of loading
demand

ERP reserves company
owned wagons or
orders wagons
externally

availability of empty
container wagons
owned by different
wagon suppliers

Support processes

availability of empty,
clean tank containers

availability of
chemicals
classification of
hazardous
chemicals

ERP reserves company
owned wagons or
orders wagons
externally

intelligent displays

mobile device

classification of
hazardous chemicals
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Pre-Work

Work

working as loading point manager (chemical plant)

supervision of ongoing
processes

giving status upda
to the customer

checking his
shift plan
Customer interaction
mobile device
checking of incoming
orders

intelligent
information system
displaying current
notifications and
status updates

Customer observing

intelligent
displays

autonomous loading

Backstage operator processes

availability of empty
company owned
container wagons

calculation of shift plan
according to current
work load

Enterprise-ResourcePlanning (ERP) System
checks availability

f

calculation of loading
demand

ERP reserves company
owned wagons or
orders wagons
externally

availability of empty
container wagons
owned by different
wagon suppliers

Support processes

availability of empty,
clean tank containers

availability of
chemicals
classification of
hazardous
chemicals

ERP reserves company
owned wagons or
orders wagons
externally

intelligent displays
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Post-Work

Work

supervision of ongoing
processes
giving status updates
to the customers

standy for accident
intervention

checking of incoming
orders

intelligent
information system
displaying current
notifications and
status updates

notification via smart
devices

intelligent
displays

autonomous loading

e-Resource(ERP) System
availability

failure detection
system

calculation of loading
demand

ERP reserves company
owned wagons or
orders wagons
externally

y

t

availability of empty,
clean tank containers

availability of
chemicals
classification of
hazardous
chemicals

intelligent displays

mobile device

classification of
hazardous chemicals
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